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SUMMARY
A study of the transport properties of normal and expanded forms 
of a cation exchange membrane in 0 .05m calcium chloride has been 
carried out. Isotopic diffusion coefficients and electrical* salt 
diffusion and osmotic properties have been determined experimentally 
and the results have been used to provide an Irreversible Thermo­
dynamic analysis of membrane phase interactions. Such an analysis is 
extremely .rigorous and the conditions governing its validity are 
stated and strictly observed. In this study the properties of the 
ion-exchanger are defined by six phenomenological transport coefficients. 
Under isothermal, isobaric conditions (which were maintained for the 
major part of this work) only five independent equations may be 
formulated and so certain assumptions regarding the magnitude of one 
minor coefficient are necessary.
In the system described the salt uptake is small and the salt 
diffusional flow is predicted accurately from a knowledge of electrical 
conductivity, transport and transference numbers. Four sets of Onsager 
frictional coefficients are calculated, each using a different 
limiting assumption. All four assumptions have as their basis the low 
co-ion content of the exchanger and three of them are seen to be in 
good agreement for the major parameters. However, the fourth 
assumption, that co-ion isotope-isotope interactions are negligible, 
provides a set of frictional coefficients which correlates poorly 
with the others and so only three sets of Onsager mobility 
coefficients are considered.
A salt model calculation is presented which is based on the 
aqueous chloride solution of the membrane counterion. The model 
successfully predicts both the individual transport coefficients 
of the irreversible thermodynamic analysis and the measured 
transport /
iii
transport parameters for the sodium forms of this membrane. It 
becomes obvious however, that there are certain significant 
differences between the calcium form of the membrane and the 
corresponding salt model ( aqueous calcium chloride ). Since the 
Salt Model Calculation for the sodium form proved successful it 
would appear that the differences are probably due to ion- 
association between the calcium and matrix-fixed charge which 
would lower conductivity, reduce counterion-water friction and 
increase interaction between counterion and matrix-fixed charge. 
These conclusions are strengthened by a comparison of coefficients 
for the sodium and calcium forms when valency differences have been 
accounted for.
Conductivities of mixed ionic forms (calcium and sodium) 
were obtained and compared with values which were predicted by 
assuming that the reduction of conductivity ( below the ideal 
mixture relationship ) is due to calcium-sodium interionic coupling. 
The theoretical model was that used successfully by Miller to 
predict the properties of ternary electrolyte solutions.
The predictive value of the Nemst-Planck Theory is 
investigated for the system described and the anomalies between 
calculated and observed values are rationalised by making a 
detailed comparison with the Irreversible Thermodynamic approach.
iv
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CHAPTER 1 
E'TTHODUCTIOIT
Ion-exchange membranes are sheets,ribbons or rods of exchange 
materials. These may be produced synthetically and are capable of 
separating two solutions,Their abilities to select and control the 
flow of mobile species from one solution to another renders them 
extremely useful. They have applications in desalination fuel cell 
technology and electrolyte processing. Synthetic ion-exchange materials 
provide a much simpler system than do natural biological membranes, A 
complete understanding of the transport processes of ion-exchange 
membranes is essential to the realisation of their full industrial 
potential and may also be of primary importance in the clarification 
of biological membrane processes.
When an ion-exchange membrane is in equilibrium with the 
solution of a single electrolyte four separate species exist in the 
exchanger phase. These are the counterion^co-ion,solvent and the 
matrix which includes the fixed charge. The counterion charge is of 
the opposite sign to the co-ions and the fixed charge, A membrane 
with a negative fixed charge is therefore a cation exchanger and with 
a positive charge an anion exchanger.
To fully comprehend the membrane transport processes a knowledge 
is required of the structure of the membrane and of the internal 
interactions between ionsj matrix and solvent during such processes. 
Considerable difficulty is encountered, as with bead exchangers(l) (2), 
in obtaining a well-defined homogeneous membrane. The conclusions 
drawn from a detailed comparison of membranes of similar types but 
from different sources are therefore restricted and can be only 
qualitative.
In this work the transport and diffusion characteristics of
2a cation-exchange membrane in its normal and expanded forms are 
studied. The two membranes are very similar in capacity (per unit 
mass of dry matrix) and chemical constitution and differ only in 
geometry and consequently in solvent content and salt uptake.
The ion-exchange system under investigation is based on the 
graft copolymer membrane A?£F C60 manufactured by the American Machine 
and Foundry Company,Springdale,Connecticut,U.S.A. These membranes were 
prepared from low-density polyethylene and contain 35m' styrene and up 
to 2^ divinylbenzene* The styrene is polymerised with chemical free- 
radical initiators and the membrane sulphonated with oleum. Copolymer 
membranes of tbis type are considered to be microscopically hetero­
geneous. They have alternative regions of crystalline polyethylene 
and substituted polystyrene closely intermingled to give a strong but 
highly permeable exchanger. The membrane itself is light brown indicat­
ing a degree of heterogeneity which is at most commensurate with the 
wavelength of visible light.
The membrane expands irreversibly (3) with no detectable chemical 
or physical deterioration when placed in water at 9I?C for one hour.
The transport and diffusion properties of the normal (C60N) and 
expanded (C60S) membranes are investigated where the counterion species 
is calcium and the external solution is O.Opm CaCl^« The membranes 
were cut from adjacent areas of the original sheet and periodic checks 
of water content,capacity and electrical conductivity showed that the 
basic characteristics were constant during the course of this work.
The major portion of this thesis is concerned with an analysis 
of the relative values of electrical conductivity,self-diffusion, 
water transference,transport number and salt uptake obtained when the 
membranes were in 0.0511 CaCl^ (Osmotic flow measurements were taken 
when the membrane separated 0 .025ib and 0 .075m CaCl2 solutions).
Irreversible Thermodynamics, which is detailed in Chapter 2, 
provides /
3provides a more rigorous and comprehensive analysis of these measured 
quantities than any other theoretical method available. This concept 
is however confined to situations in which the membrane system is 
near equilibrium and where the resultant phenomenological equations 
are linear functions of the applied forces. Since ion exchangers are 
intrinsically heterogeneous the validity of the Onsager Reciprocal 
Relations must be questioned (section 2.4)# Many authors (4) (5) (0 
have assumed such symmetry in their ovm systems, Snell and) Stein (7) 
have given this problem a general treatment which is applicable to 
systems in mechanical equilibrium. Their conditions for the validity 
of the Onsager Reciprocal Relations require that flow and forces be 
measured normal to the membrane surface and that forces are constant 
over that surface. All local forces must bear a constant relationship 
to their potential difference across the membrane and this implies 
that path lengths through the membrane must be equal. These conditions 
are valid for a homogeneous membrane and it is postulated that the 
experimental membranes in this study are sufficiently homogeneous on 
a macroscopic scale to allow the Onsager Reciprocal Relations.
Electron micrographs have shown the thorium form of A!,IF C60 membranes 
to contain local inhomogeneities consisting of regions of localised 
high density fixed charge which are some 200-400 2. in diameter and 
which are distributed closely and evenly across the membrane section 
(81.
A drawback of the Irreversible Thermodynamic approach is the 
relatively high number of independent experiments required to 
characterise the system. For example when the membrane is in _ 
equilibrium with a single electrolyte solution six independent 
equations are needed. To avoid experimental difficulties which arise 
when pressure and temperature gradients are used as thermodynamic 
forces (8)(9), studies similar to this work have been confined to 
isobaric/
4isobaric 2nd isothermal situations (10)(11)(12)(1?)• Under these 
conditions only five independent equations are available for the 
characterisation of the system described above. When isobaric and 
isothermal conditions are maintained several assumptions may be made 
in order to analyse the gystem using Irreversible Thermodynamics. As 
will he shown, these assumptions are mainly based on the relative 
concentrations of species in the system and as such involve several 
approximations concerning the relative magnitudes of the phenomenol­
ogical coefficients. Although a sixth independent equation is available 
from self-diffusion studies the added complication of isotope-isotope 
interactions arises (sections 2.4*5 and 5*4)* It was initially 
believed that for a mobile species in an ion-exchange membrane 
system, isotope-isotope interactions were negligible. It has 
subsequently been shown however (11) (14) that, for the counterion, 
these interactions are not only significant but the sign of the 
frictional coefficient is opposite to the expected. An investigation 
of isotope-isotope interactions has been made for the calcium form of 
the AMP C60 membranes and is developed later, (section 5*4)
Despite the experimental difficulties involved (8)(9) it was 
decided to use pressure as an additional thermodynamic force and so 
obtain a sixth independent phenomenological equation for the system 
described above. Application of a pressure gradient allows the 
phenomenological equations to be solved without recourse to 
approximations and also provides a check on the validity of the various 
assumptions used.
Transport and diffusion properties of normal and expanded forms 
of the AEF €60 membrane have been investigated thoroughly under 
isobaric isothermal conditions when the exchanger was in equilibrium 
with aqueous sodium chloride solution (particularly 0,1 m IlaCl) (10). 
The /
5The results of these studies have been analysed quantitatively using1 
Irreversible Thermodynamics and practical equations based on flows 
measured relative to the stationary membrane have been developed. The 
resultant phenomenological coefficients of the membrane electrolyte . 
were converted to a solvent-fixed frame of reference and in situations 
where the membrane electrolyte uptake was essentially zero (0.1 ® UaCl 
eqilibrium solution) they were shown to be almost identical to those 
of equimolal sodium chloride solutions. When these studies were 
extended to include situations in which the salt uptake was appreciable 
it was found that the observed results corresponded extremely closely 
with those predicted using analogous . electrolyte solution (now a 
ternary solution) as a model (12). It was concluded that Irreversible 
Thermodynamics may be used to interpret and predict to a high degree 
of accuracjr the transport and diffusion properties of the sodium form 
of-AS3T C60 membranes. The polymer matrix of polyethylene and poly­
styrene appeared therefore to have little or no effect upon the 
movement of ions or water other than the purely geometric effect of 
constraining these species to migrate in the membrane pores.
Hemst-Planck theory was applied to the sodium form of membrane 
system (12) with some success but its predictive capabilities decreased 
markedly as the salt uptake of the membrane increased.
The study of the transport and diffusion properties of the 
AMP C60 membrane when it contains a divalent counterion (calcium) is 
a logical extension of previous investigations. Irreversible 
Thermodynamics have shown that for the AMP C60 membrane in a univalent 
cationic form the analogous electrolyte solution is a good model on 
which to base predictive calculations. It is hoped to show in this 
work whether or not the properties of the calcium form may be analysed 
to a similar degree of accuracy using calcium chloride solution models. 
To /
6To ensure that as far as possible, the sodium and calcium forms of the 
membranes were under parallel conditions the anion concentration of 
equilibrium solution was the same in both cases (0.1m')»
Extensive work has recently been done on membrane-solution 
comparisons (15) (salt model calculations chapter 6) especially for 
the sodium form of the membrane. This work provides an excellent basis 
for interpretation of the various interactions between the mobile 
species and will be referred to frequently.
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8CHAPTER 2
Analysis of Membrane Transport. Processes 
Membrane transport processes may be described theoretically 
in three broad groups, Absolute Rate Theory, Nemst-Planck Theory 
and Irreversible Thermodynamics.
Absolute Rate Theory: The absolute rate theory of Eyring and co-workers 
(1) may be used to describe membrane transport by considering the 
diffusion of ions across a series of potential energy barriers.
This approach has not been widely applied as the resulting 
equations are often complex and involve a number of parameters 
which are indeterminate in the membrane phase.
Nemst-Planck Theory t The classical Nemst-Planck equation (2) may 
be extended and used to obtain flux equations in terms of measurable 
parameters of the membrane and thus a predictive theory. Although 
these flux equations have been developed to describe diffusion in 
ideal solutions (in which coupling between mobile species is ignored) 
they have been successfully applied to membrane systems when due 
account has been taken of convective terms.Later in the chapter 
(sections 2.5*1 and 2.5.2) this theory is discussed and compared with 
the rigorous treatment provided by Irreversible Thermodynamics, 
Irreversible Thermodynamics: Irreversible Thermodynamics (3) (4) (5) (6) 
is essentially phenomenological.When used to describe membrane 
transport processes it therefore requires the use of models to 
interpret the physical meaning of the coefficients obtained. This 
approach is completely rigorous however when applied to these membrane 
processes and is developed in this chapter for an ion—exchange 
membrane system.
2.1/
92.1 Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics»
2*1,1 Extension of Classical Thermodynamics: Non-equilibrium 
thermodynamics may be applied to a system which is undergoing 
irreversible processes if it is assumed (7) that the system consists 
of an infinite number of macroscopically small sub-units which are 
each in local equilibrium. This assumption is valid if the system is 
close to equilibrium and allows local chemical potentials and partial 
molar quantities to be defined and governed by the laws of Classical 
Thermodynamics•
The second law of thermodynamics postulates the existence of
entropy S. The change in entropy dS of a system undergoing an
irreversible process consists of two parts (8),
dS s* d^S + dJ3 (2*1)
where d S is the change in entropy due to a reversible interaction £
with the exterior and d^S is due to the production of entropy within 
the system itself. The entropy change dJ3 is never negative. Xt is 
zero when the system undergoes reversible changes and positive when 
the processes are irreversible.
diS > 0  (2.2)
(Equation 2.2 is a general statement of the second Law of 
Thermodynamics).
In an isolated system neither energy nor mass may be exchanged
and so
dS * djS ^  0 (2.3)
If such a system I is enclosed in a system II so that the 
total system I and II is isolated some irreversible process may take 
place. The entropy change would be
dS « dS1 + dS11 \  0 (2.4a)
- dtS1+ d^ 11 > 0  (2.4b)
In/
10
* In every macroscopic region in the system the entropy 
production due to irreversible processes is positive , so that
djS1 ^  0 and djS11 ^  0
2.1.2 The Rate of Production of Entropy: The local rate of entropy 
production 0" for each volume element dV of the system contributes 
to the overall entropy production rate so that
dis = (Irdv (2.5)
at J.
CT may be expressed as a sum of terms each of which is a product of a 
flux and a conjugate thermodynamic force. As pointed out by Meixner 
(9) the choice of flowa or forces is to a certain extent arbitrary. 
However when one set of variables is chosen the set of conjugate 
variables is determined by the following requirements; 
a) the product of any flow and its conjugate force must have the 
dimensions of entropy production, b) for a given system the sum of the 
products must remain the same for any transformation of flows and 
forces. In a system in mechanical equilibrium the following 
equation (eqn 2,6) may be applied,
<T - - 2- grad (-T) + £. — i grad (_£ ) + J -  (2.6)
™  1“JL T  T
where Jg, and are the fluxes of entropy, matter and chemical 
reaction. The conjugate forces are defined as negative gradients of
temperature T, electrochemical p o t e n t i a l a n d  affinity A of the
chemical reaction.
The/
* The dissipation function 0 which is the rate of local 
dissipation of free energy by irreversible processes may be used 
in place of CT where
T cr * 0 (2*7)
After some manipulation (10) equation (2,6) now becomes
<f «* Jfl grad (-T) + ^ i^  + JchA ^ 0 (2*8)
i»i
In purely diffusion processes under isothermal conditions 
equation (2•8) reduces to
0 - V grad ^  0 (2.9)
I
i«i
Defining as the thermodynamic force in joules mole
-1cm we have
Xi « grad ( -p. ±) (2.10)
Equation (2.9) therefore becomes
* ■ ny Ji xi ^  0 (2-11)
i«i
In any practical application it is necessary to define frames 
of reference for the flows. The frame of reference of the flow J 
of species i ( moles cm  ^sec )^ is usually defined as relative to 
the local centre of mass.
2*2 Frames of Reference :Since the system under study is in a state
of mechanical equilibrium equation (2.11) will apply for any frame
of reference (9)* In the study of membrane transport processes, 
flows/
12
flows as mentioned above, are most conveniently measured relative 
to the membrane and so an apparatus-fixed frame of reference is 
defined.
The membrane system consists of a counterion 1, co-ion 2, 
solvent 3 s'11*! matrix 4 so that equation (2.11) becomes
0 - J1X1 + J2X2 + JjXj + J4X4 0 (2.12)
For one dimensional isothermal diffusion the thermodynamic 
force X^ (equation 2.10) may be written as (11)
X  _ Aat . 2 P  ^  - V ^  (2 13)i dx dx i dx dx i dx \ • 5)
where u^ is the concentration - dependent part of the chemical 
potential (joules mole )^ is the signed valency, F is the Faraday
-1 iin coulombs equivalents , the electrical potential in volts, P
ththe hydrstatic pressure, V» the partial molar volume of the i
av
component and x the distance parameter in cm. The terra -P ( — —  )
dx
is negligibly small in a medium such as water which is virtually 
incompressible•
From the Gibbs-Duhem, ( JT n^ dp^ = 0 ). equation (2.14) is
easily obtained and so only n-1 forces are independent*
4
niXi " 0 (2.14)
i=i
where n^ is the number of moles of species i in the system.
Concentration units c^ may be used and are obtained by considering
<•
moles per unit volume ( e.g. units of-^ moles 1 may be 
employed ). By elimination of X^ from equations (2.14) and (2.12) 
the dissipation function becomes:
0
Since c.V* where V* is the velocity of species i relative 
i l l  i c
to an arbitary frame of reference (J-j“ c ^ 7  expressed as
4
e4T4 > U *' °1 (T1 - Vl }*
V*-V* is the velocity of species 1 relative to species 4 and
1 4
so c^ (V* - V*) may be represented by , the flow of species 1 
relative to 4* Equation 2.15 may therefore be simplified to
<f - j.,4 Xn + J24 X2 + J34 x3 = £  J^4 X± ^  0 (2.16)
i-i
By a similar analysis may be eliminated from equations 2.12
and 2.14 and the flows may be defined relative to a stationary
solvent (3) (equation 2.17)*
ff - X1 + j| X2 + j| X. > 0  (2.17)
Since, in general, membrane-fixed flows are measured and used
in subsequent calculations,^ will refer solely to flows on a
membrane or 4 - fixed frame of reference. For applications which
require discussion of alternative frames of reference, e.g. species 
v
kjthe symbol will be used.
2*3 Linear Phenomenolo/?ical Equations and the Onsager Reciprocal 
Relations (O.R.R.)
Onsager showed (12) (13) that, for systems close to 
thermodynamic equilibrium and in a steady state, flows and forces 
are linearly /
14
axe linearly related by the phenomenological equation which may be 
written as
\  2, 11-1)
k-1
(2.18a)
where I..* the mobility coefficients, are generalised "conductance"
JLeC
or "permeability" coefficients# Equation (2.18a) may be represented 
in matrix form (eqn. 2.18b)
J1 h i X12 * 1 3 -----*10
J2 h i *22 *23 ---*2(:
J3
1
1
h i
\
1
*32
•
»
* 3 3 ------b C
:
1
1
1
J 1n-1
1
1
V d i
1
*(11-1)2
!
I(n-1)3'- *(n
X1
CM
X
*
Xn-1
(2.18b)
The flow of the species i, , is no longer solely a function 
of its conjugate force as in the laws of Pick and Ohm for example 
but is modified by all other non-conjugate forces to a degree 
which is determined by the magnitude and sign of the cross­
coefficients
Alternatively equation 2.18 may be written in inverse form and 
the independent forces of the system expressed as linear functions of 
the flows (14) eqn. 2.19.
n-1
xi =  L
k=1
»ik Jk ( i = 1 ..... n“1) (2.19)
The R ^  coefficients obtained have the dimensions of force per unit 
flow and are generalised frictional or resistance coefficients.
Applying the principle of microscopic reversibility Onsager (12) 
showed that 3- and R- coefficient matrices are symmetrical and
*ik /
1ik “ 1ki (i /*)
15
(2.20a)
Eik = Bki ( i ^ k)
(2.20b)
The equations (2.20) are formally known as the Onsager Reciprocal 
Relations (O.R.R.). These relationships reduce the number of 
coefficients required to characterise a system which contains j
It should be noted at this stage that 1- and R- coefficients 
are functions of the local state variables but not of the magnitude 
and direction of the forces (i.e. gradients) within the linear 
region.
It has been shown (15) that the conditions required to justify 
the O.R.R. experimentally are much less stringent than those imposed 
by the principle of microscopic reversibility.
Application of the condition for overall positive entropy 
production to equation 2.12 and the O.R.R. causes the cross- 
coefficients to be contained by the inequalities.
The direct coefficients must be positive but cross-coefficients 
may be either positive or negative.
Since there are a variety of acceptable definitions of flows and 
forces which may be used to characterise a non-equilibrium system 
neither mobility nor frictional coefficients are uniquely specified.
2 i+1 )independent forces from j to ---
(2.21)
(2.22)
For/
For frictional coefficients however the assumption is made 
n-1
that S: Rik = 0 “ 1» 2 ------  n"1) (2-23)
k=1
and R., may he shown to he frame of reference independent (24). jlk
2.4 Application of Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics to transport
processes in ion-exchange membranes:The literature contains a 
number of treatments of membrane transport processes using non- 
equilibrium thermodynamics (16)(17)(18)(19)(20)•
Since ion-exchangers are inherently heterogeneous the validity 
of the O.R.R. must be justified (16)(19)(20)• Snell and Stein (21) 
have applied a general treatment to systems in mechanical equilibrium. 
Fromthis work the conditions for the validity of the O.R.R. require 
that the forces and flows be measured normal to the membrane surface 
and that these forces must be uniform over that surface. All local 
forces must bear a constant relationship to the potential difference 
across the membrane. This means that the diffusional path lengths 
across the membrane must be equal. This condition implies that the 
local inhomogeneities of the membrane must-be distributed uniformly ■*" 
throughout the matrix and be orders of magnitude smaller than the 
geometric thickness of the membrane. In effect the membrane must be 
uniformly heterogeneous on a "microscopic” scale or macroscopically 
homogeneous.
The membrane system consists of four components which are the 
counterion, 1; the co-ion, 2; water, 3 and the matrix-fixed sulphonate
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2.4.1 Mobility Coefficients: The mobility coefficient approach has
been used by Miller (22) to describe transport processes in binary
solutions (solvent-fixed frame of reference)• It has however been
found to be very useful when applied to membranes since it produces
relatively simple equations for observed transport properties (e.g.
specific conductivity and transport number).
Prom equation 2.15 it can be seen that three phenomenological
equations are required to characterise the system. These may be
derived from equation 2.18 where n=4# The 1.. coefficient matrix1K
may therefore be solved only if the results of six independent 
experiments are obtainable. When isobaric and isothermal conditions 
are observed only electrical and chemical potential forces may be used 
in this system. A theoretical treatment of the experiments available 
using these two forces under steady state conditions will now be 
considered. The phenomenological equations for this system are (2.18)
J1 “ *11 X1 + l 12 X2 + 113 X3
^2 ** Si X1 + ^22 X2 + ^ 23 X3 (2.18)
J3 “ h i  X1 + l32 X2 + S 3  X3
2.4*1.1. Electrical Potential Gradients; If an electrical force is 
applied to an isothermal isobaric system in the absence of a chemical 
potential gradient, and X^ determined solely by electrical
potential gradients and X^is zero. Therefore from equation 2.13
h  ”  V  d  = ^ 2 )
X3
Under these conditions, conductivity, transport number and 
electro-osmotic experiments may be carried out.
1 .1 1. 1, a./
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2.4.'1.1.a Conductivity: The current density (amp cm ), Ir passing 
through the membrane may be written ab
I - (Z1J1 + Z2J2) F (2.24)
However, since the phenomenological equations 2.18 may be 
simplified to
J1 ° *11*1 + *12*2
J2 a S l X1 + ^22X2
n.
J3 " S l X1 + I32X2
equation 2.24 niay 1>e altered using equations 2.18 and 2.13 to
1 * F [ d*^ 1  ^Z1 Si + 2 Z1Z2 *12 + Z2 *22  ^ (2*25)
By Ohm1 s Law
dX ) (2.26)
Prom equations 2.25 and 2.26 the relationship
K - £4 F2 ' (2.27)
is therefore obtained where
<* - + 2Z1 Z2 1 12 + Z2 \ 22) (2.28)
2*4.1.1.b Transport Number: The transport number t^ on a given 
frame of reference is defined as the fraction of the total current 
carried by that ion. It can be written as
Zi FJi
h  “ ---1 -  (2*29)
As an example the counterion and co-ion transport numbers t^  and t
1 2
may /
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may to© obtained toy substituting in equation 2.29j for X using equation 
2.25, for and J^ using equations 2# 18^  and for and Xg using 
equation 2,13. The resulting expressions toecome
r  <zi ^ n  + W i 2>/* (2*30a)
nd
*2* ^Z2 *22 + Z1Z2*12^/<* (2.30b)
t
a
2.4.1.1.C Electro-osmosis: The transference number of a species is 
defined (23) as the number of moles of the species transferred toy one 
Faraday of electricity through a stationary cross-section in the 
direction of positive current* The expression obtained for water is 
therefore
*3 - 1  (2-51)
and from equations 2,31* 2.25* 2.18 and 2.13,
Z1* 13 + Z2^ -2:5
*3 " "V  ? • ' <2-32)
2.4*1*2 Chemical Potential Gradient Applied; When two solutions of 
differing concentrations are separated toy a membrane a chemical 
potential gradient is set up across the membrane which results in 
salt diffusion, osmotic flow and a membrane potential. In this 
situation there is no electric current and the corresponding forces 
are the sum of chemical and electrical, current. The zero net current 
condition is represented toy equation 2.33)
I - (Z1J1 + Z2J2) F » o (2.33)
Therefore /
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Therefore
(2.34a)
or
- Js (2.34t>)
where r^  and r^ are the stoichiometric coefficients for ionisation
and J is the salt flow, s
There are severe limitations on the use of this method to obtain 
1- and R- coefficients for the membrane phase because the coefficients 
are a function of the intensive parameters of the system such as 
concentration. Since the concentration varies across the membrane 
the coefficients obtained by experiment will be an average value. 
Results of significance will therefore be obtained only if the 
concentration difference on either side of the membrane is small and 
linear gradients of chemical potential can be assumed.
The concentration gradient provides a thermodynamic force 
so that from equation 2.13
Evaluation of and in equation 2.33 using phenomenological 
equations (2.18) will provide the expression 2.35
Using equations 2.30 and 2.32 with equation 2.35 the relationship 
2.36 is obtained^
(Z1111 + Z212'?)X1 + (Z1112 + Z2122^X2 + (Z1X-|3 + ZZ12 ^ X 3 = 0 (2*?5)
(2.36)
and /
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and a combination of equations 2,13 and 2.36 gives the equation
2.37?
•  I - ! ? ) - £ f  & ) * 5 i  M *  f < * • " >
Equation 2.37 may be integrated across the whole membrane to
obtain the diffusion potential and this may be used to calculate 
(
>- < and  ^as shown in appendix A. 1 * The diffusion flows
of salt (j ) and water (jO may be calculated using the equations
3 j
above,
2.4*1.2.a Osmotic Flow: Equation (2.18) may be expanded using the
equations 2.13 and 2.37 to obtain the expression for the osmotic 
flow J,
J3’
( !  .  ! i  < t  ) ( .  ^ 1 )  + ( !  .  ) ( 2*2 )
( *13 Z1 **3 ) ( ^  ) + ( *23 z ) f  dx )
+ [ h i ~  t32°ti ( - a ? S (2.38)
The chemical potential of the salt is given by
*12 “ V i  + V 2 (2.39)
where r^  and are the stoichoiraetric coefficients for ionisation,
it can be seen that
( *13 ’ *1**3 ) ’ l 2 ( x23 * if *  *3 1 (2.40)
Using equations 2.39 and 2.40 equation 2.38 becomes
X13 - i T 0^  i i - I r M  ♦ f *33 - *3^ !  f - s M  (2*41)
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For the system described in this thesis, J, has the same si n as
(  ^ ( d^ 12 ) ( du3 ))- I while it is opposed by 1^  j indicates
the direct effect of a force causing a flow of weter while the term
-t <X /- t * \ represents the drag from the ions in the system. The
3 ( *1 ( ^12 \term (l^ - ^  ^ —  j represents the reduction in water-
flow caused by salt-water coupling.
2.4.1.2.b Salt Flow: As mentioned above (section 2.4«1«2.) salt 
flow Jg for an electrolyte may be written as
J-
J = —  = ~  (2.34b)
3 rl r2
and it is possible to express J in a form similar to J, by
s J
substituting equations 2.13 and 2.37 into equation 2.18 to provide 
the expression
j - i - ' . - i M i .  . hl<x)( . 5 1 )  + (-, A 5 « ) (  5 1 )
Js ^  rn ( ( h i  2 )( dx ) + ( 11 2 + Z i z 2 )( dx )
+ ( 1 . h  t <*)( . 5 1 ) )  (2 ,ps
+ ( h 3  Z -, *3 )( dx j) V - i2>
It can be shown that
l.U h f y )  1 t i t 2 n  " h V f  1n 122 " 112 ) v
11 z2 > ■ rir2 ■ = v f c '  oc----- j (2-43)
Using the expressions 2,43 and 2.39, equation 2.42 now becomes 
j _ ~Z1Z2 ( 111122 ~ X122)( ^12) 1 ( T Vl/v)( ^ )
r^2 ( 0( )C  dx ) + V  1? ' Z1 <X)(_ dx )
( d>*12l (2-44)
will be oooosed to ^
s
In this case J will have the same sim as S- -r-^l whil» it 
3 - dxu. ( dx )
C  dx )*
The second term is the indirect effect of a force on water (X^ )
upon,/
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upon'the net salt flow and is due to coupling: between the salt and 
water.
Equations 2.41 and 2.44 represent a redefinition of flows and
forces for a salt-water system. The phenomenological equations
which would arise in the system of salt,s,and water would be,
J « L1 X + L1., X, (2.45a)
s ss s 53 5
J.. = L1.. X + L1,, X_ (2.45b)3 3s s 33 3
It can be seen by referring to equations 2.41 and 2.44 that the
O.R.R. is still preserved. \
Since only five independent equations 2.>Qa,2.30b,2.32,2.41 
and 2.44 are available to describe the system the number of 
independent experiments which can be performed under isobaric and 
isothermal conditions is immediately limited to five.
2.4.2 Hyperfiltration Studies: It has been shown that under isobaric 
and isothermal conditions only five independent equations may be 
constructed to evaluate six unknown quantities. If however a pressure 
gradient is applied across the membrane in the absence of electrical 
forces a sixth equation is immediately available. The procedure 
used is called ’’reverse osmosis" (25) and in order to assure that 
no current is flowing the apparatus is built so that there is no 
metal connection between the high and low pressure side solutions.
If the applied pressure and high concentration remain constant the 
fluxes ( and therefore the low concentration ) remain constant, thus 
ensuring against interfacial polarisation.
X^ may be evaluated using equation 2.13
a 3
where/
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where is the activity coefficient of water, d is the membrane 
thickness, and indices 1 and M represent feed (f) and product (p) 
solution*
» ij' w
Since In a = ------ 7  £Lm„ (2*46)
• > 103 s 3
Where 3* is the number of ions in one molecule of solute, w is the
ft
molecular weight of solvent, and $ and m are the osmotic coefficient
s s
and molality respectively of the solution* 
therefore becomes^
X, ■ Applied force - osmotic force
j
\
_ ^o r RTw / \
where P-P is the difference between applied pressure and standard 
state pressure* (1 atm. at 25°C)*
2*4»3« Frictional or R-coefficient Approach: When equation 2.19 is 
applied to the 4-component system under investigation it becomes;
Xi “ L  Hik Jk (i-1,2,3)
k=l
It may be shown using procedures similar to those detailed 
above for the mobility coefficients that the equations obtained for 
electrical forces are
2
z j r
K
*1
SB '
zi
Rii *2 + --
Z2
R12 + *3 **13 (2.48a)
z /
K " zi
R21
+ ^  
Z2
R22 + *3 *23 (2,48'b)
0 a ■ 1
*1
R31 + ^  
*>
R32 + *3 R33 (2.48o)
and/
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and 'for salt diffusion due to chemical potential gradients,
X1 = R11J1 + R12J2 + R13J, (2.49a)
X2 - R21J1 + R22J2 + R2jJ3 (2.49b)
Xj = R^J^ + R32J2 + RjjJ3 (2.49c)
However the application of equations 2.34b and 2.39 to equation 
2.49 produces the two equations,
X12 “ (rlRH +r2R22+r1r2^R12+R2 1 ^ J3 + (riRij+r2R23^J3 (2.50a)
X? - ( r ^  + r2RJ2)Ja + R?jJj (2.50b)
Five independent equations therefore- result which contain six
unknowns and again a complete analysis of the system cannot he
achieved. Since the relationship (2.23) provides a value for nine
independent equations may he constructed in terms of R-coefficients.
These equations are still not completely soluble as they contain
ten unknowns.
A disadvantage of the R-coefficient approach is that no simple 
equations may he derived to describe the flows, Jg or Jy  explicitly 
in terms of their forces. Neither can simple equations be constructed 
for conductivity, transport or transference numbers individually. There 
are however three main advantages which the R-coefficient approach 
has over that of the 1-coefficient. Firstly the R-coefficients can be 
interpreted physically as a parallel to mechanical friction (2.4*4)• 
Secondly, as discussed previously, the R-coefficients are frame of 
reference independent. Lastly and also as a consequence of equation 
2.23, a value of R^. may be obtained which is a measure of the 
frictional interaction between the mobile species and the matrix, 4*
2.4*4 Spiegler Approach: The phenomenological equations which Spiegler 
derived (17) are based on the concept of frictional interaction. It 
is suggested that the thermodynamic driving force on a substance 
in/
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in the steady state is equal in magnitude and opposite in direction 
to the sum of the frictional forces between i and all other species* 
Considering the thermodynamic force on the counterion in this 
system we therefore have*
X1 ■ - ?12 '  F13 " F14 (2 * 51)
where F „ a n d  F. - are the frictional forces between the counter-12J 13 14
ion and the coion, water and matrix respectively. However, from 
equation 2.19 iu this system is
X1 “ R11Jt  + R12J2 + R13J3 (2 ' 19)
“ C1H11T1 + °2R12V2 + °3R13T3 
where the frame of reference of the vector quantities is membrane-
fixed. Equation 2.23 gives
°1R11 “ " c2R12 “ c3R13 " c4H14- (2 .23 )
By combining equations 2.19 and 2.23 the relationship
X1 “ °2R12 (T2 " VP  + c3R13 '(Tj - T*) + °4H14 (° * VP  C2*52)
is obtained. Comparing equations 2.15 and 2.52 it is seen that
generally
Fik_- - ^
If Is the frictional coefficient between one mole of
species i and the total concentration, of k around it din the membrane
phase, then (24)
I xik
i
Ri i “ (2-54*)
xik
andRi k “ Rfci - - - ^  (2-54b)
The summation indicated in equation (2.54a) is carried out 
over all species in the membrane. It is apparent from (2.54b) that 
the O.R.R. does not hold for and for this reason frictional 
coefficients are usually calculated in terms of 
The/
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The concept of (mechanical) friction has been used to interpret 
transport processes observed in the system* Spiegler has described 
his model in terms of mechanical friction which must be taken at 
a molecular level to apply to the retardation of particles due to 
collision with other particles. Since this approach always produced 
a positive value for he pointed out the limitations of this 
analogy because R^. can be either positive or negative, Kedem (27) 
has in fact suggested this change of sign of R ^  by considering that 
the R coefficients between attracting species are negative and 
between repulsing species are positive, which is generally observed 
of solutions (22)(29) although this scheme of feigns is not obeyed 
in all cases in membranes, and specific examples are cited in two 
earlier publications (30)(31)*
2,4*5 Tracer Diffusion and Isotope - Isotope Interactions: No 
approach has, as yet, been discussed whereby a complete analysis of 
the system being studied may be achieved under isobaric and isothermal 
conditions. Investigations of the two most promising treatments namely 
those of the 1- coefficients and R- coefficients has in each case 
yielded five independent equations which contain six unknown. Tw early 
studies Spiegler (l7)snd Meares (32)and others have however used 
isotopic diffusion measurements to provide further information by 
assuming that isotope - isotope interactions were negligible. This 
assumption has however been proved to be misleading (33) (34) for 
counterion and water isotope - isotope interactions, Kedem and 
Essig (35) have used local values of the frictional coefficients 
(r. .) to obtain eqn( 2.6l). These coefficients may be integrated 
across the total thickness of the membrane to provide a relationship 
between them and an isotopic diffusion coefficient as shown
h i  /
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. ^ RT___________ .
"ii " cT (R..- R.“ ) (2.55)1 ' 11 llf/
where R,T, and are the gas constant, absolute temperature and
concentration of species i(mol cm ^ respectively.
The term c^ R ^  measures the total frictional contribution
between one mole of i and all other species in the system per unit
volume, while c. R.., is the frictional contribution between one 9 i ii1
mole of isotope i* and the bulk i per unit volume. If Spiegler1 s 
approximations were therefore applicable a sixth independent equation 
would be immediately provided to complete the evaluation of frictional 
coefficients since R^, would then be negligible.
The relationship above (equation 2.55) was derived by relating 
the flows (j^ ) of the species (i) under test to their driving forces
and coupled flows. Then the following phenomenological equations may 
;be written for any local region of the exchanger in which 1 denotes 
the bulk ion and 1 * is a tracer. The assumption that 1 and 1 * are 
separate ionic species must be made.
X1 “ rn Ji + rn * Ji» +2 r-iiJi (2.56a)
i - 2 , 3
r*j r-j »-j «^-| t+ (2.56b)
i * 2,3
Xj “ ro1J1 + + ^ ryLJi ^  “ 2,5  ^ (2.56c)
i - 2,3
In a self-diffusion experiment there are by definition no 
gradients across the membrane other than that of the radioactive 
isotope concentration. The experimental details of self - diffusion 
study will be discussed later (section 30)* and J^t, will
therefore be the only non-zero forces and fluxes in equations 2.56  
so that those equations become,
X«| * r^J^ + r^jJ^, (2.57a)
Xr  /
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Xv  - (2.57b)
0 » r^1J1 + (3 * 2»3) (2.57c)
Since the net current in the system is zero,
J-l + Jv  *  0 (2.58)
Under the conditions stated the thermodynamic force X^ (equation 
2.13) reduces to
V - !  - S '  i ■ 1 • ?  ! < « ’>
so that hy substituting equations (2.58) and (2.59) into equation 
2.58a the expression,
__ , dc. \
^  i " - s  ! - (rn  " rn*) ji (2*6oa)
is obtained i.e.
J = -----S ---- r- « { “-fi ) (2.60b)
I -r^,) ( dx )
However, since Picks first law of diffusion states that the flux
and its conjugate force are related thus
comparison of equation 2.60b and 2.61 produces the expression
* ---7— — ------  (2.82)
II C1 r^i1 " rH»)
Integration of equation 2.6%  across the membrane as a whole
gives the form of equation 2.55 corresponding to ion 1. That is
ST BSdL
Dn I— 7- ^  r  = —  (2*63)J o  1 (r-| 1 - r11t) e^
where is known as the exchange resistance and d is the membrane 
thickness.
The validity of several other relationships which rely on the 
measurement of tracer fluxes in the presence of isotope-isotope 
interaction have been examined theoretically by Kedem and Essig
( 35) /
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(35)* Their most important conclusion from the point of view of
these studies is that the relationship
Net flux = Influx - Out flux (2.64)
remains true whether or not there is isotope interaction.
Another expression derived by these authors for the flux rates
in the presence of isotope interaction states that
, /„x ln( forward flow ) JH* /0 /rv
ln(f) * ( back flow ) " iff (2.6!))
where J is the net flow and f is the flux ratio. TThen equation 2.24 
(where may be the net flow of ion i) is substituted along with 
equation 2.50 into equation 2.65 the usual form of the flux ratio 
expression results,
“ ZJK.e.F * (2.66)
x 11 x
2.5*1 Nemst-Planck Equations: The total flux of a species i in 
an ion exchanger in isothermal isobaric conditions is due to the 
influence of three factors. It will therefore consist of three 
components (36)
1. Jh (diff) which is the flux caused by the chemical potential 
gradient.
2. (el) which is the flux due to the electrical potential gradient.
3. Jh (con) which is the flux caused by convection.
The flux J^(diff) is related to the chemical potential of 
species i by the equation,
J^(diff) * - D 0^  grad, (2.67)
and also J^(el) may be written in terms of the electrical potential 
gradient thus,
J^el) - "ui zici (2.68)
In equation 2.68 u^ is the electrochemical mobility of species 
i and may be related to the diffusion coefficient of i (h^) by the 
Nemst-Einstein equation which is/
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Nemst-Einstein equation which is,
D F
u! - -4—  (2.69)i ET
Combination of equations 2.68 and 2.69 therefore results in the 
expression,
J^el) = - D ^ c .  |j gxaa.'jj' (2.70)
The third flux listed, which is caused by convection due to the 
coupling of counter ions and solvent, results directly from the frame 
of reference being membrane-fixed. It is represented by the equation
J^(con) = c ^  (2.71)
where V is the rate of motion of the centre of gravity of the pore
liquid.
The total flux may therefore be represented by summing
equations 2.67,2.70-and 2.71 to obtain
Z.F ,
(g^ad u. + gradvp) +<2^  V (2.72)
In the absence of a chemical potential gradient the equation 
2.72 simplifies to
Ji “ - W i i  h  +°iv h.73)
In order however that equation 2.73 holds true for the ion
exchange system under investigation three main assumptions must be 
madet
a. The Nemst-Einstein relation (equation 2.o9) which is strictly 
true only for ideal solutions may be used in a membrane situation. 
Although an ion-exchange system would seem to be far removed from 
that of an ideal solution this assumption has proved to be fairly 
good (rigorous) in practice. It is therefore argued that the 
smallness of the pores in the membrane prevents formation of 
ionic clouds (37) which are known to deform under the influence 
of an electric field and thus contribute to deviations froa*the 
Nemst-Einstein relationship in a non-ideal system.
b. Only /
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b, Only coupling "between fluxes produced by convection are 
considered .
c. Convection carries all species at the same rate (i.e. there is 
no differential retardation of the mobile species).
When the rate of motion (V ) of the centre of gravity of the
pore liquid is investigated it is found that^
Z .F c . _ f
** p grad ^  « ^ 4^3 S^ a-d ^  (2.T4)
t o w
where U, « Fc,/ P V is the mobility of the core liouid.P is the 3 . 4 o w ' - ' o
specific flow resistance of the exchanger, V  is the fractional pore
volume and 2^ is the signed valency of the fixed ions. The value of 
*
U-. may be obtained using the definition,
3
J^(el) ■ 2 4c3U3 sradijf (2.75)
and a combination of equations 2..27* 2.31 and 2.32 so that on 
rearranging^
u5 "  '  ( 2 ' 7 6 )
Since the electrical current density I may be expressed by the
relationship^ I = F2Z (eqn 2.24) , the equation,
I - F ^  (-z/c.D.. ^  + Z4tJ* c.Z.) srad^ (2.77)
may be obtained by inserting equations 2.73 and 2.74 into 2.24.
Application of the condition of overall electroneutrality in 
the membrane 7
\  oiZ i = 0 (1=1,2,4) (2.78)
to equation 2.77 produces the expression
i - ,i1 ? i r2 ^ i 2 h h i I f> - *4v ; s ^  <2-79)
Substitution of equation 2.76 into 2.79 yields
1 " fc h  f c x V i i ^  j + Z 404t^ /c3! grad vjj (2.80)i=>1,2
The equations 2.27*2.29 and 2.80 may be combined to form 
equations /
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equations which predict values for K and t^ in terms of ^22
t and these predictions are compared with the experimental values 
3
obtained. The resulting expressions become
(2.81)
Z . C .D . . \i i i li )
and t.
£1 ( *
HT ( 1 + Z ^ 4 tj/Cj )
F%,2c.D,4 t,c.Z..
+ S J - L  (2.82)
1 B3K c3
2.5*2 Comparison of Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics and Nemst-P 1 anck 
Equations: In the derivation of the Nemst-Planck equations several
assumptions must be made for the system ( the most important ones are
discussed in the previous section.) The validity of these assumptions 
may be discussed more easily by expressing the Nemst-Planck equations 
in a non-equilibrium thermodynamic form and comparing the result 
with this completely rigorous approach.
The phenomenological equations for an electrical gradient only in 
the system discussed are
J.,= (-2Sll11 + Z2112) F grad (-# (2.83a)
J2" (Z1X21 + Z2122) P W )  (2.83b)
and may be compared with the Nemst-Planck equations,
V  jz, -^ r1-+ r } ^ !p H*
V  [ Z2 + q j F grad (-f) (2.84b)
I
Since J2 has been used in the derivation of II, and is therefore 
j j
implicit in equations 2.84 the equations for need not be considered 
here. Equations 2.84 can be seen to contain their corresponding self­
diffusion coefficients and these-must firstly' be expressed fn terms of 
1- coefficients before any analogies may be drawn between equations
2.83 /
(2.84a)
2.83 and 2.84. The self-diffusion coefficient Di± of species i has 
however been obtained in terms of R-coefficients in section 2.4£
(as a result of non-equilibrium thermodynamics being applied to the 
self diffusion process) and it is equally straightforward to use 1- 
coefficients instead thus obtaining the expression,
D,, - HP £ } (2.85)
11 ( °i e/' }
Where 1^' is the isotope-isotope mobility coefficient and c^* is the 
concentration of traced ion i.
Since, as will be reasoned later in a discussion section^. 5).
1 * 1 22 22 • is negligible compared with  equations 2.84 will become,
c2 °2
using equations 2.27 and 2.32,
J1 "  ^ i h l  + Cj  ^ Z1l 13 + Z2*23^ “ c1*  ^ F e r a d '
(2.86a)
J2 ” ( V 2 2  + Z1l13+ Z2123) - ” § 7 ^  P StbA ( - ^
3 2 (2.86b)
Comparing equations 2.83a and 2.83b with 2.86a and 2.86b shows,
Z2X12 “ cj  ^Z1X13 + Z2123^  ~ (2.87a)
Z^ 2 1  m cJ” Z^1^13 + Z2123^  " "c^7 122* (2.87b)
Equations 2.87a and 2.87b show that if isotope-isotope interact­
ions are neglected the cross-coefficient of equations 2.83a and 
2.83b is replaced by a weighted fraction of 1 ^  and 1^  in equations 
2.86a and 2.86b. Since in the system c^  is much larger than c^ this 
fraction will cause to be corrected to a much greater extent than 
Jg and will consequently destroy the O.R.R. • Investigation of 
equations 2.86 ,however, reveals that the isotope-isotope interaction 
term, although neglected by the Nemst-Planck, acts in the opposite 
sense/
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sense to the lA7f l^term. Although it does not necessarily follow 
15 ^3
from thi3 observation that the isotope term would restore the O.R.R, 
the comparison of with would certainly be improved.
tmlm.
5^
CHAPTER 3 
Experimental
3.1 Preparation of Electrolyte Solutions: All solutions were
prepared from analar salts and high quality distilled water using 
grade A calibrated volumetric apparatus. Alkali chloride solutions 
of specified molarity were prepared directly by weight from the salt 
which had been dried at 120°C in a desiccator containing phosphorous 
pentoxide.
Stock solutions of calcium chloride were initially obtained 
to an approximate molarity* however, and later analysed for calcium 
by complexometric titration (38) using E.D.T.A. and Eriochrome-Black 
T indicator. These stock solutions were diluted to the concentrations 
needed for equilibration procedures. This refinement was required 
because calcium chloride crystals were deliquescent and an accurate 
preparation by weight could not be made.
3.2 Radioactive Isotopes and Counting Methods: Radioactive isotopes 
tritium, calcium - 45 and chlorine - 36 were required for capacity, 
salt uptake and transport and diffusion studies on the membrane 
species. These were obtained in microcurie amounts from the 
Radiochemical Centre, Amersham.
Calcium - 45* in the form of aqueous calcium chloride and 
tritiated water were used directly after stock dilution. Chlorine 
- 36 was obtained as aqueous sodium chloride which was converted to 
calcium chloride by ion - exchange on the calcium form of Amberlite 
IR 120 sulphonic acid resin.
A small ion - exchange column about 10 cm. long was constructed 
using a calculated amount of the ion - exchange resin described above. 
The resin bed was column - washed with distilled water then dilute 
hydrochloric /
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hydrochloric acid and finally with distilled water to ensure that
the exchange resin was in the hydrogen form and non - exchanged acid
removed. The exchange column was then converted to its calcium form
with an appropriate quantity of calcium chloride and used, as required
to obtain CaClg by passing a specified quantity of NaCl carefully
and slowly down the column.
Radioactive samples were counted using an Automatic Liquid
Scintillation Spectrometer ( Nuclear Chicago Mark 1 ),
Samples of radioactive solutions were taken using Hamilton
Microlitre Syringes fitted with Chaney adapters. With these syringes
it was possible to extract samples of between 0,08 and 0,4 ml# which
+ >were reproducible in volume to - 0,1%, The radioactive samples were 
counted in standard scintillation vials of volume 20 ml, and containing 
10 ml, of dioxan phosphor solution (39) which was totally miscible 
with the aqueous samples used*
Since all vial samples from each experiment v/ere identical apart 
from the varying quantities of radioactive isotope present, no 
corrections were required for differential quenching effects.
Standard scintillation counting procedures were used-and 
"background" counts on a series of vials were made for each counting 
experiment. A typical sample was counted for twenty minutes to ensure 
that a total count of about 10^c.p.m. or more was obtained. After 
correction for "background" the counting reproducibility was found 
to be in the range i 1 - 2$. However, since tritium is a low energy 
beta emitter, it was counted with a lower efficiency so that the 
counting reproducibility decreased to about - yfo,
3*3 Membrane Samples: The membranes studied were A.M.F, C60 cation 
exchangers manufactured by the American Machine and Foundry Company, 
Springdale /
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Springdale, Conn., U.S.A.*These graft copolymer membranes are prepared 
from low - density polyethylene and contain 35$ styrene and up to 
2fo divinyl benzene. The styrene is polymerised with chemical free - 
radical initiators and the membrane is sulphonated with oleum. This 
type of membrane is considered to be microscopically heterogeneous 
having alternate regions of crystalline polyethylene and substituted 
polystyrene intermingled.
Arnold and Koch (40) found that these membranes expand irreversibly 
showing no chemical or physical deterioration, when heated in water 
at 95°C for 1 hour.
It has been shown recently (41) that the degree of expansion 
of these membranes varies markedly with length of heating time, and 
with temperature.
In order to obtain a degree of expansion similar to that 
described by Gardner (30) a sample of membrane sheet was placed in 
water at 95°C for thirty minutes. During this treatment the sheet 
became slightly opaque and expanded both in thickness and in area.
3.4 Preconditioning; Discs of membrane apprximately 3*8 cm. in 
diameter were cut from the normal and expanded sheets* • Both sets of 
normal (C601J) and expanded (C60S) membranes were subjected to a 
number of preconditioning cycles as described by Helfferich (42).
The membranes were treated, each for some hours, in turn with 
methanol, 1M hydrochloric acid, distilled water, 1M sodium hydroxide 
and distilled water. The methanol was used to remove any monomer or 
similar material while the hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide 
removed any acid - or base - soluble impurities resulting from 
manufacture.
The membranes were converted to the sodium form by successive 
equilibrations /
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equilibrations with 1M sodium chloride for a minimum of four days 
and then placed in distilled water to leach out sorbed electrolyte.
The weight of the leached sodium form of the membrane was determined 
as described later (Section 3*5)* The cycling process was continued 
until the membrane wet weights were constant.
At this stage the membranes were in the sodium form because 
their properties were ultimately to be comoared with earlier studies 
(43)(44) which were concerned with this form. Physical parameters of 
the C60N and C60E membranes were measured as described. The two C60IT 
and the two C60E membranes which corresponded most closely to those 
described in previous studies (43)(44) were used in the following 
investigations.
Conversion to different ionic forms was made by successive 
equilibrations over a period of five days with the chloride salt 
of the metal ion which was required as counterion.,
3*5 Wet Weights: The membrane loses water rapidly after its surface 
has been blotted dry and so a dynamic method was used to obtain wet 
weights.
The membrane was removed from the equilibrating solution using 
forceps and placed between two^hard” filter papers. Since the solution 
on the surface of the membrane saturated the filter paper adjacent to 
it, it was assumed at that stage that no moisture apart from surface 
solution had been removed from the membrane itself. The membrane was 
quickly blotted and a stop-clock was started immediately. When its 
surface was absolutely moisture free the membrane was transferred with 
dry forceps to a small weighed wire stirrup suspended in a balance.
The weight of the membrane (plus frame) was noted at fifteen second 
intervals for some two minutes. Since the weight loss was found to be 
linear /
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linear over this time ( about one milligram is lost every fifteen 
seconds from a membrane weighing about 0.3 grams ) the true wet 
weight of the membrane was obtained by extrapolation to zero time 
from the graph of weight against time.
The membrane was returned to its equilibrating solution and 
this weighing procedure was repeated several times. Weights were 
reproducible to - 0.1$.
3.6 Dry Weights: The leached membrane was placed in a dry weighing 
bottle in a desiccator containing phosphorous pentoxide. The desiccator 
was evacuated, sealed and maintained at 40°C for several days. The 
membrane was then removed and weighed in a stoppered weighing bottle
to determine its dry weight. The process was repeated until a constant 
dry weight was obtained*
The membrane disc was then re-equilibrated with the test 
solution and its wet weight was redetermined to ensure that the 
drying and reswelling process was reversible.
3.7 Physical Dimensions:
3.7*1* Diameter: The membrane was removed from its equilibrium 
solution and placed, still wet, between two thick optically flat 
glass plates. The diameter of the membrane was then measured using 
the micrometer stage of a projection microscope (Nikon Profile 
Projector model 6c). The measurenent was' made several -times- and across 
several diameters of the test disc to obtain an average value. The 
micrometer could be read to an accuracy of i 0.0001 cm. but because 
of irregularities on the edge of the membrane r measurements were only 
reproducible to - 0*05$ on a diameter of about 3.5 cm.
5*7.2. /
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3.7*2. Thickness: The wet membrane was placed between two optically 
flab microscope cover plates (measuring about one centimetre square) 
and the total thickness was measured at many locations on the surface 
of the disc using a micrometer screw gauge.
Using this method a membrane thickness of some 0.03 can* may 
be obtained to - 1.0$ and any deviations in the thickness over the 
surface were found to be well within this error.
3.8 Concentration of Ions in Membrane Phase: The membrane was 
equilibrated for twenty-four hours in 20 ml. of its equilibrium 
solution which had been labelled with the appropriate radioactive 
isotope. It was then blotted and to ensure that all the radioactive 
solution had been removed from its surface it was dipped momentarily, 
using clean forceps, in either an inactive sample of the equilibrium 
solution (for co-ion capacity determination) or pure distilled water 
(e.g. for counterion capacity determination). The last step was most 
important when, as in co-ion capacity determination, the amount of 
radioactive isotope in the membrane was small. The amount of radio­
activity remaining on the surface would then have been large compared 
to the traced ion content of the disc. The membrane was blotted once 
more, immersed in 20 ml. of the inactive solution and allowed to 
re-equilibrate for twenty-four hours. Five samples were then removed 
by syringe from both radioactive solutions and counted as described 
previously (Section 3*2)
The procedure was repeated twice more and the concentration of 
traced ion in the membrane was calculated as described (Appendix A. 2), 
The results for the counterion concentration were reproducible to 
- 1.0$. However, the co-ion capacity being only 1$ of that of the 
counterion /
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counterion is determined to a lower degree of accuracy so that results 
for this determination are reproducible to - 5$*
3*9 Tracer Diffusion: Rates of diffusion of the radioactive tracers
were measured in a cell similar to that described by Kackay and Meares
(45) and shown in figure 3*1*
A teflcn paddle assembly lay along each half-cell# It consisted 
of an impeller (A) situated some 1 - 2  m#m» from the exposed surface 
of the membrane, a small paddle (B) positioned half-way along the 
teflon shaft and a small bar magnet (C) imbedded in the teflon end- 
piece# The paddle system was driven by an external master magnet 
connected by gears to a Citenco electric motor which operated from 
a stabilised voltage source. A constant stirring speed was maintained 
throughout the experiment and measured directly using a Dawe 1200E 
stroboscope to an accuracy of - 1 $#
The volume of each half-cell was about 60 ml#
.The membrane was placed between two identical perspex spacers
which were pinned together so that the aperture in the centre of 
each corresponds exactly on either side of the membrane# The' two half­
cells were then clamped together to sandwich the spacers as shown and 
both half-cells were filled simultaneously from burettes to prevent 
the membrane from bulging under unequal pressure# Assembly and filling 
of the cell were carried with as little delay as possible to minimise 
water loss from the membrane because a partially dry membrane when 
clamped on the cell was found to buckle slightly on reswelling#
When the cell had been filled it was checked especially in the 
region of the membrane to ensure that it contained no air bubbles and 
was leak free# As a further precaution against leaking the joints 
between the half-cell and the spacers were sealed with a thin layer of 
paraffin /
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paraffin wax* The cell was then immersed in a water bath at 25 - 0*05C° 
up to the level of the sample inlets and, when at least thirty minutes 
had elapsed to allow the assembly to come to thermal equilibrium, 
stirring was commenced.
To begin the diffusion experiment the solution in one side of 
the cell was traced with a calculated quantity of the appropriate 
radioactive isotope and the time noted*
The samples were again removed using calibrated Hamilton 
microlitre syringes fitted with Chaney adaptors. 0.08ml. samples 
were removed and counted as described previously* The activity of the 
inactive side was corrected for errors caused by the sampling 
procedure as shown in Appendix A. 3* The diffusion runs were performed 
at a stirring speed of 550 r.p.m.
A plot of activity against time gave a straight line to indicate 
that the system was in a steady state and therefore easily 
characterised* A study of other membrane systems (31) has revealed that 
before a steady state was reached a considerable delay has occurred 
during which concentration profiles were established at the exchanger 
(This "dead time" may be treated by the non-steady method of Meares
(46) ). Results obtained for the system under investigation, however 
have revealed that "dead time" is so short that it is undetectable 
within the limits of experimental error* These limits are discussed 
later in the section. The gradient of the graph was used to calculate 
a self-diffusion coefficient, D^, for a particular isotope from the 
relationship (equation 3*4) derived as follows (47).
The isotopic flux in the steady state may be represented by
J -  DA C* /  a (3 .1 )
-2  -1  — 'where J is the isotopic flux in moles cm sec , c*is the membrane 
tracer concentration on the active side and d is the membrane thickness. 
The /
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The indices f and 11 refer to the active and inactive sides respectively* 
Mass balance in the system is indicated by 
qj « V" dc"/dt (3*2)
where q is the area of the membrane (cm ) through which diffusion 
occurs, V" is the volume of the solution on the initially inactive 
side (cra^ ) and dc"/dt is the rate of increase in activity on the 
inactive side*
If interfacial resistance is zero so that each side of the
membrane is in equilibrium with its adjacent solution then,
c‘ _ c* and c *' = c" (5*3)
c c c c
where c is the bulk concentration of the traced ion in the external 
solution (mole cm and c is the bulk concentration of the same ion 
in the membrane (mole cm )*
Substituting for J from equation (3*1) and cf from equation 
(3*3) into equation (3*2) gives, on rearranging,
-  V" c d dc"/dt jX3) « ----- ^ ---- <■--  (3.4;
& cr c q
This equation i3 applicable only if c* remains constant 
(within the limits of counting error) throughout the experiment. In 
the event of c* changing significantly, however, equation (3*4) is 
modified to (45)
d , T L slA  . §J s .r/?'l  (3.5)
c q a-t
The above calculation derives an expression for the apparent 
diffusion coefficient but takes no account of the region of liquid at 
each membrane-solution interface which will remain unstirred no matter 
how /
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how efficiently the bulk solution is agitated. Scattergood and
Lightfoot (34) have shown that the thickness of the unstirred film is
a function of stirring speed and have calculated a true diffusion
coefficient D as shown in appendix A,4* It was discovered however that
in the system under study, as in others (30)(31)> only counterion*
self-diffusion coefficients were corrected significantly. The
correction used did in fact, consistently increase the counterion.
self-diffusion coefficient by about 4p while the calculated percentage
error was no greater than i 2$ except for tritium diffusion where the
|
reduced efficiency of the counting produced an error of - 3*$>•
3.10 Membrane Conductivity: The conductivity of the membrane uas 
determined using an indirect method (34)(48)(49) which involved 
measuring the conductivity of the membrane plus a known volume of 
solution,
A Wayne Kerr B331 conductivity bridge capable of an accuracy 
up to S>.01jG was used to measure the conductivity between the electrodes 
of the high precision cell shown in figure 3*2 and described in the 
U.S. Manual for Testing Permselective Membranes (50). The cell was 
designed so that it contained the same volume of solution whether or 
not the membrane was present. Since the membrane contains a high 
concentration of counterions ; relative to its equilibrium solution it 
will display a much higher electrical conductivity. In order, therefore 
to increase its resistance relative to that of the whole cell and 
thus increase the accuracy of the results obtained the membrane area 
exposed was very small (0,09855 cm ) compared to the disc’s area 
(10 cm^).
When the cell had been assembled it was filled with solution 
carefully ensuring that no air bubbles remained inside it.
The /
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The cell was next placed on a thin polythene hag, !/7hen the
+ o
assembly was positioned in an oil bath maintained at 25 - 0,01 C the 
bag collapsed around the cell thus allowing good thermal contact while 
preventing the conductivity apparatus from being contaminated with the 
thermostat fluid. Thermal equilibrium was indicated by constant 
conductivity readings.
The cell was then dismantled, the membrane under investigation 
was placed in position as shown in figure 3*2 and the assembly and 
filling, process was repeated. Conductivity was measured as above 
and the resistance of the membrane was found by subtraction.
Since the exposed area of the membrane was much smaller than its 
total area two problems were encountered. Firstly, the area under study 
may not have been representative of the membrane as a whole. To 
investigate this possibility a number of membranes were cut from the 
same sheet and examined. All were found to have conductivities within 
1 io of the mean value. As a further precaution, one expanded C60E and 
one normal C60IJ membrane were each trimmed to a smaller diameter and 
resistance determined for each at different positions over the membrane 
surfaces. Again the conductivities observed were within 1$ of the mean 
value•
Secondly, conduction paths through the cell aperture other than 
normal to the exposed area were considered. The measured resistance 
values were corrected for these edge effects using the theoretical 
treatment given by Barrer (51). This correction when applied lowered 
the specific conductivity by some 4
The main source of error in this experiment arose when very 
dilute solutions (less than 0.1 molar) were being used. The resistance 
of the membrane and solution was then so near that of the solution 
itself that the reproducibility of the measurements decreases from - Vi 
for /
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for‘solutions of over 0.1M to about i 1.5^ for solutions of 0.05M or 
less.
The method described has several advantages over direct methods 
described in the literature (40) (45) (52) (55) (54)♦ These procedures 
involve measuring the resistance between two electrodes in direct 
contact with a membrane strip. The problem of unknown interfacial 
resistances set up by these methods must therefore be overcome by 
measuring the membrane resistance at various points along its length* 
and calculating the true value by subtraction. If the membrane is 
anisotropic different conductivities will result. The main disadvantage 
of these methods lies in the fact that the measurements are being 
made along the length of the membrane whereas all other properties 
are measured normal to the membrane surface.
3,11 Diffusion with a Concentration Gradient - Salt Flow: The flow 
of electrolyte through the membrane under the influence of a salt 
concentration gradient was measured by monitoring the co-ion tracer 
flux. The membrane was clamped into the cell which was assembled and 
filled as described in tracer diffusion studies (section 3*9) except 
that the solutions on either side of the membrane differed in 
concentration. These solutions were allowed to come to a steady 
state of diffusion by leaving the cell for twenty-four hours under 
the previously described isothermal conditions (section 3.9) and were 
renewed before beginning the experiment.
A calculated amount of chlorine - was added to the half­
cell containing the more concentrated solution and the diffusion 
process was monitored as described for isotopic diffusion studies 
(section 3*9)* After re-equilibrating the membrane with inactive 
solution the experiment was repeated with the isotope now in the 
dilute solution. - .
The /
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The rate of flow of co-ion tracer with arid against the 
concentration gradient was therefore obtained and the net salt flow 
calculated.
The flow of salt across the membrane was determined for a 
calcium chloride concentration gradient of 0.025/0.075 molal and the 
results were found to be reproducible to -3/^ *
3.12 Transport Numbers: Since the A.M.P. C60 membranes used in this
work were found to exclude co-ions efficiently it was expected that the 
counterion transport number would be very close to unity. It was 
therefore decided to determine the transport number of the co-ion.
Many transport studies have been made using the classical 
Hittorf method (55) and subsequent analysis of electrolyte in the 
anode and cathode compartments of the cell. This approach has however 
proved to be inaccurate particularly when dilute solutions have been 
used because of the high current densities required.
Membrane potential measurements (55) have also been used to 
determine an average transport number. These measurements are done 
using a concentration cell in which the ion-exchange membrane 
separates two solutions of different concentration. If the electrodes 
are reversible to the anion the e.m.f. of the cell (E) may be given 
by the expression (49) (5&) (57) (58),
* . i* s. JS. a. + hp -i y
.21 F ln a» + V  P ln sj
(derived as shown in appendix A.1) where R, T and P are the gas 
constant, absolute temperature and a Paraday respectively, a£ and 
a^ are the activities of concentrated and dilute solution respectively 
and/
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and t-, is the water transference number, t., the transport number of 
the counterion, is an average value since the concentration of 
solution on either side of the membrane is different. If the 
concentration difference is small the transport number obtained 
should be a good estimate of the value corresponding to the mean of 
the two concentrations. However if the concentration difference is 
lowered the e.m.f. will decrease and the percentage error in 
measuring it will increase. Also the accuracy of the value of 
activities a* and a11 will become extremely important.
The method used in these studies to obtain the transport number 
involves the use of radioactive tracers to determine the flow of co-ion 
tracer with and against the electric current. The bulk flow of co-ion, 
Jgf may be calculated from the net flow of radioactive tracer and may 
be used to calculate the transport number of the co-ion, from 
equation (2.29).
V J2
t2  j  (2.29)
The cell used in the experiment was similar to that used in 
tracer diffusion studies (section 3.9) except that it was fitted with 
two circular platinum mesh electrodes situated about 3 cm. on either 
side of the membrane and parallel to it. These electrodes were silver 
plated from a solution of potassium argentocyanide (59) • The silver on 
one electrode was then converted almost entirely to silver chloride by 
electrolysis in 0.1 molar hydrochloric acid. If too much silver 
chloride is deposited oh an electrode it tends to flake off easily 
and so the number of coulombs used in the electrolysis is limited.
(The electrode could be used conveniently to pass 60 coulombs of 
electricity.) /
electricity,)
The cell was assembled, filled and allowed to achieve thermal
equilibrium as described in section 3»9» The assembly was connected
to a constant current source (Solartron A.S.1413) so that the silver
chloride electrode was the cathode. The solution in the anode
compartment was traced with the radioactive isotope chlorine - 36*
The circuit was closed and a current was passed until most of the
chloride was transferred from cathode to anode (about 45 minutes at a
_2
current density of 4 mA cm ). The current was monitored using: a 
Solartron digital voltameter which measured the potential drop across 
a standard resistor. The flow of co-ion tracer was determined as 
described in the diffusion experiments. When the anode had been 
almost entirely chloridised the current was reversed and the experiment 
was repeated. This time chlorine - 3& was being removed by oxidation 
at the anode and a correction for this dilution was applied as 
described in Appendix A.5*
The flow of radioactive isotope both with and against the 
electric current were determined in the same experiment and therefore 
under identical experimental conditions.
To prevent polarisation the current density was never allowed to 
exceed 4 mA
Two expressions which are derived in the previous chapter 
(equations 2.29 and 2.66) may be used to calculate the transport 
number of the co-ion from the flux measurement obtained. In equation 
2.29 the net flow of ion (which is the difference between the flows 
measured with J^r and against J " the current) is used to obtain the
transport number t of that ion as shown (where J. ■ J.* - J.").
1 X 1
1
where /
Z, F J.
t, - ----- - (2.29)
where Z, is the valency of the ion ? is a Faraday and I is the current 
x
, —2*
density (amps cam )•
The transport number of ion i may also be calculated using 
the rates of the fluxes measured with and against the current using
the equation {2 .65} {55} (6©) t
(J!) t. I d
1__________ fr> CC
self -dlf fusion coefficient and d is the membrane thickness. It can 
be seen immediately that two separate experiments must be performed to
to find the net flow of species i and one to find the diffusion 
coefficient 3 .,• Unless both experiments are done under identical
conditions' a source of error is produced. It was found that the 
ratio' of* the flows produced by current density used was always in the 
order- of tsl to 1:2 and this resulted in an accuracy of only some 
— id te> being obtained for the co-ion transport numbers when 
calculated, from; eqn, 2,66, It wan therefore decided to use equation 
2'*2$P t® calculate the transport number values although* because the 
net flow was much smaller than either forward or backward flow this 
equation could still only produce results reproducible - 8$.
3.113 (D'amosis: The cell was assembled as described for the salt flow 
studies- ((section 3.11 Fbr osmotic' experiments, however, a right- 
wjg$g& ©apmllasy wa® fitted to one inlet in each half-cell so that 
tfoe; caMSrastW stenu of eaefe w m  hOrit'Ohthi during the course of the 
experiment. The; solutions which completely filled each half-cell and 
part /
where J! and JT are the fluxes with and against the current c. is
X X  j X
the concentration of species i in the membrane, Ih. is its membrane
obtain a value of t_. from equation 2.66. One experiment must be done
part of the calibrated, capillary stem had been degassed to ensure 
absorption of air bubbles which had not been removed during the 
filling process. Leakage from the B10 inlets of the cell was prevented 
by applying a thin layer of silicon grease to the surfaces of contact 
of these inlets with the capillaries and stoppers and by fitting 
these capillaries and stoppers with B10 teflon sleeves*
These experiments were performed under the same conditions as 
the salt flow measurements so that the same concentration gradient 
existed across the membrane and a steady state of diffusion was again 
at t ai ned «
The osmotic flow was measured by monitoring the capillary 
readings with time. The time scale for all the experiments performed 
in this work was about thirty-six hours. The flow rate for the 
concentration gradient used (0 .025m/0 .075m) was found to be 
reproducible to -3>.
3.14 Electro-osmosis Experiments: Electro-osmotic experiments were
performed using the transport number cell which was fitted with
right-angled capillaries plus teflon sleeves as described in section
(3.13) and filled with a degassed solution. The assembled cell was
immersed up to the sample inlets in a thermostat maintained at 25 
+ •- 0.01 G and allowed to come to thermal equilibrium.
When the capillary readings were steady (indicating that the 
cell was leak-free and at thermal equilibrium) the current was 
passed through the membrane and the capillary reading again 
monitored with time. The current was then reversed and the experiment 
repeated..
Equation (2.31) was then used to calculate the water
transference number t^ from the net flow of water (moles cm“2sec“1)
which was obtained from the measured flow of solution in the capillary, 
The/
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The rate of flov/ of water was measured under the influence of three 
different current densities (1 . mA cm"2, 4 mA. cm”2, 9 mA cm”2).
It was found that in the absence of a polarisation effect the 
transference number was independent of current density and was 
reproducible to i 1$.
3*15 Hyperfiltration: The cell used for hyperfiltration studies was 
constructed of Delrin and designed and set up as shown, (fig. 3*3).
The paddle assembly in the cell consisted of a cylindrical 
teflon block containing a small bar magnet and an Impeller blade 
which were connected with a teflon rod and was driven by magnetic 
coupling.
The membrane was positioned on a porous disc in the lower part 
of the cell and clamped in place by a Delrin ring which defined the 
exposed area of the membrane and a rubber oaring. The two parts of the 
cell were screwed tightly together and filled with the appropriate 
solution via the inlet at the top. The assembled cell was allowed to 
come to thermal equilibration overnight in an air thermostat maintained 
at 25 - 0.2$.
Stirring was started and after ensuring that the paddle 
assembly was being rotated efficiently the stopper at the top of the 
cell was replaced and the nitrogen source connected as shown. The 
nitrogen cylinder valves were adjusted so that a pressure of 4oo p.s.i. 
was maintained throughout the experiment. This pressure was monitored 
using a Budenberg gauge (which could be read to an accuracy of - 0.5$ 
full scale deflection).
A small weighed collecting tube was connected by means of a 
short capillary to the aperture (a) below the membrane. The glass- 
D.elrin joint was coated with silicon grease to prevent leakage. The 
weight /
Y/eight of product solution collected was noted for a given time 
interval (usually about 24 hours) so that the rate of flow of solution 
through the membrane could be calculated and expressed in grams per 
unit time. The collected solution was then analysed to discover its 
concentration. This could be done in two ways:
1) the conductance of the solution was measured accurately and its 
concentration found directly from an already prepared graph of 
concentration against specific conductance.
2) the solution was titrated potentiometrically against standard silver 
nitrate solution to discover the concentration of chloride ions 
present.
An alternative method was also used to measure the rate of 
solution through the membrane. The collecting tube was replaced by a 
calibrated capillary and the joints again greased. The rate of flow 
of solution along the capillary was then found by using a stop-clock#
It was found however that the cylinder valves could maintain 
a steady pressure to an accuracy of only 1 yj0 over the experimental 
time. Consequently the reproducibility of the concentration and irate 
measurements for consecutive runs was considerably less than the 
accuracy of each individual concentration and rate measurement#
CHAPTER 4 
Results and T) is cuss ion,
4*1 Physical Propert.ies: The general physical characteristics of “both 
normal (G60N) and expanded (C60E) AMF C60 cation exchange membranes 
in the calcium form are tabulated below (table 4.1). The membrane discs 
selected for this study were chosen for their similarity when in the 
sodium form to the C601I and C60E membranes studied previously (43) (44)* 
For example, comparison of the membrane discs used in this work with 
those studied by Gardner and Paterson (43) shows that the expanded 
forms, C60E in particular, have very similar water contents ($ water 
with respect to dry matrix used in this work is 75*9$ while that used 
by Gardner and Paterson contained 77*7$ water).
4.1.1 Water Content: The ability of a membrane to swell and accommodate 
solvent is determined by the elastic resistance of the matrix as a 
whole•
It is evident from table 4*2 that the water content of both normal 
and expanded forms of the membrane decreased when the sodium counterion 
was replaced by calcium. The percentage weight of water with respect 
to the weight of dry matrix was found to be 27.1$ for the C60N and 61.6$ 
for the C60E membrane when the equilibrium solution was 0.05m CaCl^.
When the same membranes were in equilibrium with 0.1m ITaCl their 
corresponding water contents were 36*1$ 75#9$ respectively. The
water content of the C60 membranes described in section 4*1 (43) were 
52.6$ and 77.7$ in 0.1m NaCl and henceforth these will be the membranes 
referred to when comparisons are made between the calcium and sodium 
forms of the AMF C60.
It should be noted that these comparisons are made when the 
membranes are in equinormal equilibrium solutions., Unlessv otherwise 
stated /
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T.43I3 4.1
General Physical Properties of the A.M.F. C60 membranes in 0.05m
CctClg*
c6on c6oe
Dry weight (g) 0.2455 0.1896
Wet weight 0.3118 O .3064
Weight water (g) O.O665 0.1168
$ water w.r.t. dry weight 27*11 61.6
Radius (cm) 1.72 1.74
Thickness (cm) 0.028 0.031
Volume (cm^ ) 0.266 0.295
c^f (m.mol/ml of membrane) 0.437 0.426
c^ f (m.mol/ml of membrane) x 10  ^ 3*14 6.83
O y  (m.mol/ml of membrane) 14*28 22.08
c^ , (m.mol/ml of membrane) 0.871 O .846
TABLE 4.2
Tortuosity factors and water content comparisons*
External solution 0.1m NaCl 0,05m CaClg
Membrane C60N C60E C60N CGOE
fo water w.r.t. dry weight 36.0 75.9 27*1 61*6
V 0.277 0.257 0.397w
e 6.22 6.78 4 .0 4m
e 4-99 5.44 3.25
V is  defined as the volume frac tio n  o f pore liq u id  in  the exchanger, w
stated these equilibrium solutions are 0.05m CaCl2 and 0.1m NaCl.
At the membrane-solution interface there is local equilibrium 
between water (solution) and water in the membrane so that the 
chemical potentials of water in solution and in the membrane are 
equal, u^  = , where barred symbols represent membrane functions.
Equilibrium is maintained by a differential pressure higher in the 
membrane than in solution (P - P) so that,
Uj + HP ln a^ « Uj + HP ln + (P - P) V . (4.1)
The standard- states for water taken as pure at 298.16 K are
equal in both phases (u^ = u^). a^is the activity for water and Y^
the partial molal volume of water.
Prom eqn (4.1)»
HP in -2 * ( P - P ) V_ (4.2)
S
where ( P - P ) is the swelling pressure. The swelling pressure is
therefore a function of the water activity in the solution, a , as
well as of that in the membrane. The swelling pressure cannot be 
calculated in general, but Helfferich ( 2 ) has evaluated it in 
particular cases with exchanger beads which were selected within the 
range of about 1 fo to 16/ divinylbenzene thus representing a 
considerable range of degree of crosslinking.
Work done on the C60N membrane shows that the swelling pressure 
varies considerably as the cation in the equilibrium solution and 
therefore the counterion is changed. Table 6.i> shows that the 
percentage water with respect to weight of dry matrix decreases as the 
atomic weights of the alkali earth metal ions increase.
4.1.2 Electrolyte/
4« 1 • 2 jjlectrolvte Uptake: The concentrations of ions in the
membranes were determined by the method of isotopic distribution
described in section 3»8» These concentrations are expressed in
millimoles per millilitre of membrane (table 4.1).
It is noted that the counterion concentration c^  of the expanded
membrane is slightly lower than that of th? normal (0 .426*. mmol ml"1
compared with 0.437; mmol ml ). This was to be expected since the
concentration (or density) of fixed-charge per millilitre of membrane
must decrease as the membrane expands.
In.both membranes the concentration of co-ion c^ is a small
fraction (about 1 of c^. Reference to table 4»1 shows that c^ is 
- 3 -13.14 x 10 mmol ml of membrane for the C60N membrane. A Donnan
potential exists at the membrane-solution interface and tends to
exclude co-ions from the membrane. This potential is reduced in the
expanded form C60E and the electrolyte uptake increases. The Donnan
potential may also be used to explain why the uptake of co-ion is
much larger when the membranes are equilibrated with calcium chloride
than with equinormal sodium chloride (eg values for the C601I and C60E
-3 -3membranes in 0.1M sodium chloride are lower, 2.4 x 10 and 5*2 x 10 
“ 1mmol ml" of membrane respectively).
It is found quite generally in studies with sulp'nonated 
exchangers (61) that electrolyte exclusion is more efficient with 
counterions of low valency and co-ions of high valencyj thus NagSO^
is more strongly excluded by a cation exchanger than NaCl but as 
observed here .NaCl is more strongly excluded than CaCl^.
4.2 Isotopic Tracer Diffusion: The tracer diffusion coefficients of
counterion, co—ion and water were measured for the calcium forms of 
both/
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TABLE A,Z
Water Self Diffusion and Tortuosity factors.
C60N C60E
-1 6D^^(cm. sec" ) x 10 5,03 6.79
-0 5^ /  ^55  4*35 3#23
em 6.78 4.04
6m 2 45.97 16.32
6p 5.44 3.23
D?-,. the isotopic diffusion coefficient of tritiated water in pure
33
water was obtained from reference (jQ*
Counterion and Co-ion Self Diffusion Coefficients,
e - D 7  ^
2 —1 7D ^  (cm sec ) x 10
D^O (cm^ sec” )^ x 10^
D.,.,0 (cm^ sec x 10^11 '
2 —1 6 
D..0 (cm sec” ) x 10 11 *
D ^° (cm^ sec x 10^
C60W
3.62
1.58
2.45
1.97
5.10
C60E
7.47
2.41 
3.02
2.41 
5.90
, 2 -1x AJ>D22 (cm sec j x 10
D22^^Cm^ sec” )^ x ^
Doo0 (cm^sec” )^ x 10^ 22 nr 7
D220p(cni2sec”1) x 105 
’D22° (cm^sec**^ ) x ^
2.64
1.15
1.79
1.43
1.23
3.70
1.20
1.49 
1.20
1.49
The D^ «|° values obtained in equimolal CaCl2 from reference (79).
both C60N and C60S membranes. The experimental values obtained were 
corrected for the effect of film diffusion at the membrane-solution 
interfaces. It was found (section 3«9) that this correction was 
significant only for counterion diffusion showing that co-ion and 
water diffusion through the unstirred films was unimportant as a rate- 
determining step (Appendix A.4). This method of correction is due 
to Scattergood and Lightfoot (34).
It is seen (tables 4*3» 4»4) that the coefficients for both
membranes decrease in the order D00, D.. as found in studies of
33 2 2 * 11
aqueous calcium salts (CaCl2) and this order was also found for the 
sodium form of these exchangers (44).
A comparison of normal and expanded forms cannot be maxle 
without consideration of tortuosity effects. The membranes contain 
different volume fractions of impermeable polymer and consequently in 
the expanded form which contains more water the tortuosity effect frill 
be lower. Thus the expanded form would be expected to show higher 
values for corresponding values and this is illustrated in 
table 4*4. The tortuosity effect may however be estimated although, 
since the statistical values of diffusional pathways are not known in 
this system, all estimates must be considered approximate.
4.2.1 Tortuosity: Transport through a membrane occurs in continuous
aqueous paths between polymer chains which are themselves impermeable. 
The AMF C60 membrane contains 35$ styrene and about 65$ polyethylene 
and tortuosity, in this case, involves circumventing the inert 
polymer polythene as well as the chains of polystyrene in the matrix. 
One consequence of this obstruction effect is that the diffusional 
path length through the membrane will be greater than the membrane 
thickness/
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thickness (d). The measured diffusion coefficient of the exchanger 
will he lower than that in an analogous solution by a factor o f 9 
and will be a function of the fractional "pore* volume V. in the 
membrane phase*
Several estimates of 9 have been calculated on the analogous 
dielectric situation (62) but these have been restricted to systems 
where the obstructing material was of small volume fraction and in 
the form of spherical particles* A more general treatment by Brown 
(63) is also restricted and is only applicable when each mobile 
species has similar permeability in the two phases.
Studies by Wheeler (64), Mackay and Meares (65) and Prager(66) 
have related the tortuosity factor to the volume fraction (7 ) of the
TF
pore liquid in the exchanger.
Wheeler’s suggestion that,
e - 1  (4.3)
is however unsatisfactory because 9 should tend to  1 as 7  tends to  
unity*
Mackay and Meares, on the basis of a lattice model, have 
calculated 9 to be,
• - j I  - 1 f  (4.4)
w
and this relationship has been widely tested. A good agreement is 
obtained between membrane diffusion coefficients of counterions, 
co-ions and water in Zeokarb 315 phenol sulphuric acid membranes and 
their corresponding values in aqueous solutions of the same 
concentration (67). Other authors however have found the agreement to 
be less satisfactory (30)(40)(68)(69)(70)(71)*
I t  /
It has been found in this work as in previous studies (30) (31) (44) 
that a better correspondence between diffusion coefficients of 
exchangers and of the analogous electrolyte solutions is obtained 
when the tortuosity factor developed by Meares is reduced to,
This factor 0^ used outwith the context of the original 
derivation must be considered to be empirical for these studies.
The application of a lattice model must lead to over­
simplification, particularly in the assumption that all path lengths 
are equal. There will,in practice, be a distribution of path lengths 
in the exchanger and those which are shorter than average will make 
a disproportionately large contribution to the total flux thus 
causing overcorrection of the diffusion coefficients.
Prager (66) has derived an expression for 6, (0 ), using a 
treatment which is purely theoretical and involves no knowledge of 
the membrane other than of the volume fractions of the permeable and 
impermeable regions. No estimated tortuosity correction can be made, 
however, which will be precise without a detailed statistical 
formulation of the membrane which is being studied. The Prager 
estimate has however been found to be useful in other studies relating 
exchanger diffusion to diffusion in free aqueous solutions of model 
electrolytes (72). The scaling factor 0 can therefore only be 
regarded as approximate and, for practical purposes, comparison is 
made using % and 0 . The expression for 0 is,
If Vw is close to unity only the first term —  ^  of
the expansion of the series for In V need be used. The equation noww
(4.5)
m p
2 0.5 (In Vw)2
ep = V ~ ( 1 - V + V In V )
1 W  V W W W 7
(4.6)
( 2V - 1)v w '
becomes/ 
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"becomes,
ep = ? 1 + v (4*7)
w w
which is in a form similar to eqn (4.5) since, as V  tends to 1,
w
2
0 tends to (-? - 1), which is designated © in eqn (4.5). p v mw
Investigation of the relative applicability of the three
equations (4.4)(4*5)(4.7) should, in theory, merely involve measuring
I>ii (the diffusion coefficient of one species in the membrane) and
D0^  (the diffusion coefficient of the same species in a solution of
concentration equal to the internal concentration of the membrane). The
ratio may then be compared with calculated values for
0. There are, however, certain restrictions to such tests. A species
must be selected which does not interact appreciably with the exchanger
matrix and for this reason water diffusion coefficients would appear
to be most useful.Ionic species are intrisically less useful since
the counterions interact with the fixed charge on the matrix and the
co-ions interact with counterions and unless these interactions are
identical to those in the model solution , additional factors will
influence the relative magnitudes of D?. / D... Liquid water is well° li
structured and because its concentration is high inside the membrane 
all water-ion interactions are small compared with the water-water 
interaction. (This concept is discussed in Section 5*3).
It is noted at this point that species which have different 
paths for diffusion will have different tortuosities. If voids were 
to exist in the AMP C60 membrane the co-ion would be concentrated 
mainly in such spaces and might have more direct routes across the 
membrane. Studies of the sodium forms of such membranes (44) have 
shown that this is unlikely since ^22^11 and ^ 33 decrease
with increasing concentration of external electrolyte. This being 
the case the C60 exchanger may be considered as relatively homogeneous 
in /
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in which the isotopic diffusion characteristics are similar to volume 
diffusion in free aqueous electrolytes which also decreases with 
concentration (73)(74)(75)• The effect of increased tortuosity as the 
membrane shrinks with increasing concentration of e-eternal electrolyte 
would enhance this effect.
4*2.2 Water Diffusion: The isotopic diffusion coefficient of water
in the exchanger was determined using tritiated water as described in 
section 3.9. The results obtained are shown in table 4.3. The suggestion 
(section 4 .2.1) that water in the membrane behaves in a manner 
similar to pure water may be investigated by evaluating the ratio
where is the isotonic diffusion coefficient of tritiated
33 33 33 '
water in pure water (76). It is seen (table 4*3) that eqn 4«4 ( 0 )
greatly overestimates the experimental tortuosity value whereas the
ratio D33/D„ corresponds reasonably well with the 0 values obtained
from the simplified Meares equation (4.5) and from the Prager
equation (4.7). Comparison with the 9^ value is particularly good
(as it is for both C60IT and C60E in the sodium form at external
concentration 0.1M (77).
The observation that pure water and the water in the exchanger 
appear to behave in a similar manner is interesting because the 
polyethylene and polystyrene of the matrix might well be expected to 
alter water structure within the exchanger pores. It appears therefore 
that the surface charge of sulphonate anions masks the polymer 
effect and confers upon the matrix the characteristics of a simple 
anion. Indeed n.m.r. studies on sulphonate exchangers indicate that 
water within such a material is structurally similar to bulk water 
solvent (78). Water diffusion data are therefore particularly suitable 
for/
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for a test of tortuosity expressions.
4*2.3 Counterion and Co-ion Diffusion: The self-diffusion coefficients 
of the counterions and co-ions were obtained for both C60N and C60E 
membranes in an equilibrium solution of 0.05m CaCl^* The experimental 
values were corrected for film diffusion in the previous chapter 
(section 3*9) *As a result of the difficulties involved in measuring 
the co-ion uptake (section 3*8) the uncertainty in the values of the 
co-ion self-diffusion coefficients is much greater than the experimental 
accuracy of the diffusion flux measurements (which were reproducible 
to - 2yo). It should be noted, however, that this uncertainty in 
co-ion uptake (c^ ) does not affect the magnitude or accuracy of the 
phenomenological coefficients obtained directly from the co-ion 
self-diffusion coefficient values because,
h i  - o <2'55)
i v n  n r/
and since eqn. 2.55 shows c^ to be in the denominator of the 
expression for (R. ♦ - values do not depend on c^»
The self-diffusion coefficients obtained were shown in table 
4.4. As expected, the coefficient values are greater in the C60E 
membrane which has a higher water content and a more open structure.
Comparison of the counterion and the co-ion self-diffusion 
coefficients reveals that the co-ion (chloride) mobility is much 
greater than that of the calcium counterion and this order, as 
stated above, is also observed for the diffusion coefficients of 
calcium and chloride in aqueous calcium chloride (79). The chloride 
ion, as in aqueous solution, is intrinsically more mobile than the 
calcium cation. Wyllie (80) has however proposed that a large difference 
in/
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In the ion mobilities in the exchanger could he partly explained by 
assuming that the species with the greater affinity for the fixed 
sites in the membrane will be further retarded by interaction with 
those sites. For most exchangers of the sulphonate type counterion 
diffusion is typically a rising function with increasing external 
concentrations while co-ion coefficients typically decrease (65)(81)
Spiegler (85) has suggested that such behaviour would be 
expected of an exchanger which contained near continuous void regions. 
At lower electrolyte penetration, counterions would be concentrated 
in regions of high fixed-charge and cross-linking and a low 
counterion diffusion coefficient would be expected. Additional 
counterions of invading electrolyte (which would occupy the void 
regions preferentially ) would consequently have a higher mobility and 
would increase the overall rate of diffusion. As discussed above,the 
C60 exchangers in their sodium form (44) show no such effects and 
may be considered as relatively homogeneous in which the isotopic 
diffusion characteristics are similar to volume diffusion in free 
aqueous electrolytes which also decrease with concentration (73)(74) 
(75). The effect of increased tortuosity as the membrane shrinks 
would enhance this effect.
It may therefore be concluded that the relative magnitudes of 
the isotopic diffusion coefficients of the calcium and chloride ions 
in the C60 membrane is a reflection of their relative mobility in
aqueous solution.
The values of are similar to those for chloride in equimolal 
calcium chloride ( D°2) (table 4.4) but although, as in the solution 
analogue, calcium ions would be expected to oe less mobile than h 
chloride, D^9 is, by any estimate of 9, some 50io of the value for
(82)(83)(84).
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aqueous calcium chloride. This effect may be due to ion-
association as in Wyllie*s theory discussed above, but in section 5.4
the isotopic diffusion coefficients are subdivided into the relative
contributions of the frictional interactions between the ion and its
2+ 2+envirorment in the membrane and of Ca - Ca isotopic friction. The 
environmental contributions are similar to those in aqueous calcium 
chloride (section 6.6) but the isotopic friction is anomalously 
high.
4.3 Electro-osmosis: Electro-osmosis experiments were performed as
described in section 3.14. The water transference number t^,which is
the number of moles of water transferred when one Faraday of
electricity passes, was obtained for both C60N and C60E membranes in
their calcium forms. The transference number is defined by eqn 2.31,
J F
*3 - (2'31)
—2 —1where is the flux of water (mol cm s ), F is the Faraday and I
—2is the current density (A cm ).
An accurate determination of the t, .values must involve an
investigation of the volume changes which occur in each half-cell as
a result of the passage of calcium ions through the membrane and of
the chemical reactions at the silver-silver chloride electrodes. As
one Faraday of electricity passes through the membrane, t equivalents
of calcium is transferred into the cathode chamber and t_ equivalents
of chloride to the anode. At the cathode silver chloride is reduced
to silver. The apparent water transference number t^(app) is therefore
related to the true t* value by the equation,
t1 hafll. + ' 7AgCl
tj(app) “ *3 + --------- rs-----------  “ h  + P
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TABU 4.5
Transport properties of A.M.F. -60 membranes.
External concentration 0.05m CaCl^
C60tf C60E
—1 —1Specific Conductivity* (K)(ohra cm )
T.102 °'521 . t.to
t0 (transport number of co-ion) 0.011 0.0T8
t^ (transference number of water) 8#97 10.30
i
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V± is the partial molal volume of species i and Z3 is the correction 
factor. The partial molal volumes are derived and evaluated as 
described in appendix A. 6.
The corrected t- values for the C60N and C60E membranes are
j
8.97 10.30 respectively (table 4.5) were much closer than was
expected from transport data obtained both from this work and from
studies on the sodium form of similar membranes (43). For example,
osmotic flpw experiments (section 3.13) show that the ratio of
water flux through the C60E membrane to water flux through the C601T
membrane is 2.3 to 1 (table 4*6). This compares with a ratio for the
membranes in the sodium form of 2.5 to 1. The t-, values for the
equivalent sodium form are 10.75 and 15*77 for CoON and C60E
^1^3respectively. It is noted also that the ratio drawn as a
®3 1
function of — is not linear through the origin as observed in 
C1
other studies (44). The implications of this observation are discussed 
in sections6.5 and 6.7.
"Salt Model" calculations (section 6.7 ) have been used to
predict t-, values for the sodium form of the C60 membranes to within
3
10c/o ( table 6.5 ). Insufficient calcium chloride solution data is
available at concentrations in excess of 1.0 molar to predict t^ 
values for the calcium form of C60N (which has an internal molality 
of 1,70). It can be seen however from the calculation outlined in 
section 6 .6 that, while the observed value for the C60S (internal 
molality 1.07 in the calcium form) is greatly overestimated (19-9), 
by far the most variable parameter is the water concentration c^. On 
this basis the transference number for the C60IJ would therefore be 
smaller relative to t2 for C60E than is observed.
j
. /
A; factor which contributes to the results obtained is the much 
greater/
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greater co-ion uptake of the expended membrane (table 4.1). As will
be discussed in "the following section, the water transference number,
t y  may be expressed as,
+ Z9lo,
‘5 ■ - U V U 5  <*•*>
where and %2 are the valencies of the counterion and co-ion 
respectively, 1^  and 1^^ are the mobility coefficients concerned with 
the interaction of water with counterion and co-ion respectively.
d  = Z^'ln 42Z1Z2. h 2  +Z;2 X22 (2*28^
where 1^  and 1^  direct mobility coefficients of the
counterion and co-ion and 1 is the corresponding cross-coefficient.
It will be seen (table 5»1) that and 1 ^  are both positive
in this system, ^^lg^ will therefore be negative. 1^^ is a measure of
the interaction between co-ion and water and so, as the co-ion
concentration increases, %2^23 w;^  ^ave 321 increased effect in
reducing t. This contribution has to be small however since the co-ion
concentration Cg is only Vjo of c^  and it is not proposed as the sole
reason for the unexpectedly low t^ value in the C60E membrane.
It was noted that the t, values obtained did not vary with
-2current density within the range 1 - 4 • mA cm . This is however 
not a general phenomenon and some authors have found that at external 
solution concentrations of 0.1 molar or less, Z^t^ increases with 
decreasing current density. (This topic has been well reviewed in 
reference 55)•
4 .4  Conductivity: The specific conductivities of both C602T and Co02 
membranes were measured as described in section ,'.10 and are tabulated 
(table 4.5). The specific conductivity of an electrolyte solution at 
a/
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a given concentration is governed by the nobility of the ions and 
this mobility depends on the concentration and nature of these ions.
A second factor, tortuosity, must be taken into account, however, 
when considering transport processes in a membrane phase. The degree 
of tortuosity of the membrane has a direct bearing on the observed 
mobility of the ions within it. Reference to Table 4.5 shows that 
the tortuosity factor is of primary importance. Although the expanded 
membrane C602 contains a lower concentration of mobile ions than the
normal C60N (Table 4«1) the specific conductivity of the C60E and
-2 -2 ~1 -1  C60N are 1.10 x 10 and 0.52 x 10 ohm cm respectively.
Comparisons may be made between the experimentally observed
specific conductivity values and these calculated using the Nemst-
Planck theory (section 2.52). The applicability of this theory to
the system under investigation is discussed in terms of those and
similar comparisons in section 5.5*
4.5 Transport Numbers: The co-ion transport number was found
experimentally for both C60N and C60S membranes. The t^ values were
0.011 and 0.018 for the C60N and C60E membranes respectively. The
higher t^ value for the expanded form reflects the higher concentration
of co-ion in the membrane while the counterion concentration (c^ )
is slightly lower (Table 4»1)«
These 12 values are far larger than the values of 0.002 and
0.005 obtained for similar membranes (c601? and C60S respectively) in
the sodium fom* (45). This is largely a result of the higher co-ion
-3
concentration in both calcium forms (c^  is 3*14 x 10 and 6.85 ^
x -1 -3 -3
10 mmol ml for the calcium form and 2.40 x 10 and 5.20 x 10
mmol ml" 1 for the sodium form of the CoOlT and C60S membranes
respectively). The relative mobilities of the counterions however
must /
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TABLE 4.6
Salt and Osmotic Flows
Membrane C601T C60B
Concentration gradient 0.0248m/0.0764m 0.0242m/0.0733m
i" | (joules mole“1cm“1) 2.488 2.245
 ^ xIO"5 \
] (joules mole"1 cm”1) -205.43 -179*1
J (moles cm"^ sec"1) x 101^  3#686 9*710s
(moles cm" sec" ) x 10 -4*981 -11.484
must'also be considered. The calcium ion is intrinsically less
mobile than the sodium ion in an equinormal solution (22)(79)(86). This
would also appear to be the case in the membrane system since, for
example, the self diffusion coefficient (corrected for path tortuosity
and film diffusion) of the calcium counterion is much lower than that
6 6 P
of the sodium* (XL Q and h T © are 3.02 x 10“ and 7.80 x 10~ cm Ca m Na ra
sec"^ respectively in the C60E membrane).
4*6 Salt and Osmotic Flows: A concentration gradient was set up 
across the membrane as described in section (3*13) toy placing it 
between two solutions of approximately 0.025 molal and 0.075 molal 
calcium chloride (table 4*6). In such isobaric isothermal systems two 
chemical potential gradients (thermodynamic forces) are set up which 
act in opposite directions. The gradients are the result of differences 
in the chemical potentials of the salt and of the water on either side 
of the membrane. They are assumed for the purposes of this work to be 
linear across the membrane and are derived in section 2.4*1 • 2. The 
chemical potential gradient of the salt is designated by X^  and that 
of water X*.
The salt gradient X^2 may be evaluated by considering the 
relationship (equation 2.39)>
P12 ” r1P1 + r2P2 (2-39)
which for Ca Cl2 becomes n^2 = + 2p2 • **2 3X6 ^ae
chemical potentials of the salt, 12, cation 1, and anion 2, respectively* 
r^  and r2 are the stoichiometric coefficients of the cation and anion 
respectively.
Since ju. =* p? + RT In a^ under these conditions (where ja? is 
the standard chemical potential of species i, R and T are the gas 
constant and absolute temperature and a^ is the a,ctivity of species i)
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ji^  ^ now becomes
^12 = + ^  ln a1 + ^ 2  + ^  ln a2
= (^ + + . ET In a^
o 2
i#e, }*j2 = 2 ^  ^  a«| ®2 4^*^ )
The mean molal activity coefficient Jffe. of a sali may ”be 
expressed as
( ^12)r = ( * V rl . (^2)rJ- (4.9)
where^ and are the activity coefficients of cation and anion 
respectively, while r^  + r^ ■ r.
The molality of the salt m ^  is expressed as %
mp
m12 = r  “ r  (4 ' 10)1 2
where and m^ are the cation and anion molalities. 
Equation 4*8 now becomes for CaCl^,
12^  ^ \2
= p°2 + 3ET In  ( 3 J 4 m12 ) (4.11)
P12 “ p12 + 51 111 4^“l 2
'3  n  "12
If a membrane of thickness d cm separates two solutions
represented by indices r and 11,
X = 1 - .
12 d d
- m'io K
-  2E 2.3026 j log  j j-12 . j + log ^  -  log j
(4.12)
Mean molal activity coefficients were obtained from Hamed and 
Owen (87) and Robinson and Stokes (88),
The chemical potential gradient of water X^ ( ) may be
evaluated /
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evaluated by a similar approach since 
Ajx
X- « RT (in a • - a," ) (4.13)
where a^ is the water activity. This gradient has been derived in
section 2.42* and equation 2.44 may be applied here where the pressure
difference across the membrane is zero.
The measured salt and water fluxes J and J, are tabulated alongs 3
with their corresponding forces (table 4*6). They are calculated using 
the equations 2.41 and 2.44
i - S 1 1 !* I S 3  «-4,>
It is to be noted that X ^  are opposite in sign as are
the fluxes J and J,. Further evidence for the more open structure of 
s p
the C60E membrane exists since salt and water flow are about 2.5 times 
faster for this membrane although the corresponding forces are slightly 
smaller. The higher concentration of co-ion in the C60E (table 4*1) 
(section 4.1.2) and lower tortuosity allows a greater osmotic flow in 
the membrane.
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Table 4.7
Measured water flow J, and product solution concentration c
*> P
under hyperfiltration conditions at 25°C.
Concentration of the feed solution 0.05 molal*
Membrane
C60N
—2Measured (moles cm sec) 
1.18 x 10“
Cp(molal)
0.0306
C60B t.60 x 10
-6
0.0284
>; 14;. 44--.'44'4:4  . ; ::4 4;:.S4 •4.-.-'
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4*7 Hyperfiltration: Hyperfiltration studies were made as described
in section 3*15* The concentration of the product solution and the 
rate of flow of water through the membrane are noted (table 4# 7).
In view of the inaccuracies in the hyperfiltration experiments, 
equations 2,45a and 2.45b were not used to complete the thermodynamic 
scheme and provide a sixth parameter. The results were used instead 
on a comparative basis to assess in direct terms the validity of 
the assumptions discussed in chapter 3#
Salt flow, Js> and water flow, J^, were calculated using 
equations 2.45a and 2.45b,
J8 (2.45a)
(2.45b)
X is the thermodynamic force produced by the electrolyte 
s
activity difference across the membrane* X^ is evaluated using 
equation 2.47»
,o
(2.47)
where P - P° is the difference between applied pressure and standard 
state pressure. (1 atm. at 25°C).
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CHAFm 5.
Application of Transport Theories 
In Chapter 2 it was shown that the properties of an ion- 
exchange membrane containing two ionic species and water are defined 
by six phenomenological transport coefficients. Under isothermal, 
isobaric conditions only five independent equations may be formulated 
and so certain assumptions regarding the magnitude of one minor 
coefficient are necessary. In the present series the sixth independent 
experiment was performed using pressure gradients as additional 
thermodynamic forces. The resultant fluxes of salt and water through 
the membranes were measured. The precision of these studies was, 
hoyrever, low (- 5/0 and of insufficient accuracy to allow that data 
to be incorporated in the solution of the general problem. (Subsequent 
to termination of this research other workers (41) have continued 
these pressure / desalination studies under more carefully controlled 
conditions and to much greater accuracy. It is hoped that in the final 
publication of these studies the complete set of six transport 
equations will be used). For present purposes a series of approximations 
to minor coefficients will be applied and the resulting solutions 
tested against pres sure-study results, bearing in mind the lower
precision in the latter*
5*1 Limiting Assumptions
5.1.1 Approximations for mobility coefficient calculations: Several 
approximations have been made to solve the five phenomenological 
equations (2.30a)(2.30b)(2.32)(2.41)(2.44) and these are based 
partly on experience gained from solution data (22)(89) and partly 
on the concentration dependence of the mobility coefficients.(43)- 
The simplest assumption is that the membranes are basically 
simple binary electrolytes of calcium (1) and membrane—bound 
sulphonate /
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sulphonate (4) and that the co-ion concentration is small enough to "be 
neglected. This approximation would seem to be reasonable 3ince the 
molar co-ion concentrations cg are 0.718% and 1.60$ of the counterion 
concentrations for the C60N and C60E membranes respectively and the 
corresponding values of the transport numbers for the calcium
counterion are 0.989 and 0.982. It is noted that the concentration
data of the sodium form of the AMF C60 membranes (43) infer that that 
form is more suited to these approximations (the corresponding 
values of the ion concentration ratios are 0.245% and 0.541%)* In the 
binary situation the phenomenological equations (2.18) simplify to,
J1 - l11X1 + l15Xj (5.1a)
J3 " 131X1 + 133x3 (5.1*)
and all coefficients involving co-ion,2, are neglected.
Since the co-ion is a minor component it may be assumed that 
the coupling coefficient 1^  between counterion and co-ion is small 
compared with the direct coefficient 1^  for the counterion.
Examination of equation 2.30a reveals,
1^ "^11 ^ ^1^ *2 ^12 / \t« - " ■ -11  --- -— -— (2.30a)
1 o(
that for calcium chloride (where Z^  = 2 and Zg * -1) the effect on 
1^  of approximating 1^  zero would appear to be reduced still 
further. The approximation (l12~ is however less «ood wi‘bh reSarcl
to the direct mobility of the co-ion 122* It is possible that 1^2 may 
be a significant fraction of lg2 which is the smallest of the direct 
coefficients and, if this were so, the approximation 1^ =  0 would 
seriously underestimate ^22* ec*n ^*30b,
t„ 2 22 A_2— 12^ (2.30b)o(
When/
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Table 5.1
Ilobility Coefficients 
External Solution 0.05m CaCl^
13AssTimotion l..x10 11 ii2xi° 16 i22*i°15
12
115*1 °12 123*1014 133X1(
Binary 1.399 2.510 2.875
112=0 1.384 6.156 2.531 4.276 3.4^8
i23=o ' 1.383 -0*420 6.072 2.510 3.210
oIIN"\CM 1.383 -1.143 5.927 2.510 0.2074 3.205
Binary
i12=°
C60E '
123=°
2.948
2.894 21.22
6.072
7.071 199.7'
7.663
21.55
2.887 -15.9 18.04 6.072 9.033
Rg^^O 2.883 -16.23 12.98 6.0-55 -3.408 8.822
2 -1 -1 -1Units for 1 ^  are mole J cm s «
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When calcium chloride is "the electrolyte under consideration 
the effect of the approximation 1  ^* 0 on 122 seems to he enhanced 
by the valency terms, t2, although small, is positive and so there is
no doubt that 122 exceeds l^* Inspection of the appropriate
phenomenological equations will show that this approximation under­
estimates all other mobility coefficients to a degree*
Cross-coefficient.-!^ is a measure of the coupling between 
co-ion, 2, and water, 3> and may be evaluated using equations 2.32 
and 2.44 and the approximation 1 ^  = 0. Results (table 5*1) show 
that 1 ^  is large compared with 122 but is smaller than 1^, the 
counterion-to-water coupling coefficient.
In equation 2.32,
*3 - ' 1 (2.32)
the valency terms appear to make the neglect of 1^  an even better
assumption relative to the ® approximation for the case of a 2;1
electrolyte (e.g. CaCl^) than for the study of a 1:1 electrolyte such 
as sodium chloride in which it has been used with some success, Since 
•the concentration percentage of co-ion to counterion is low for both 
membranes (0.718$ and 1.60$ for C60N and C60E respectively) one 
would expect that the presence of co-ion would not affect significant­
ly the amount of water transferred by the electric current and would 
not influence t^ by an amount commensurate with the experimental 
uncertainty in evaluating this parameter (-2$). It will in fact be 
shown (table 5.1) that in all cases except the 112= 0 approximation 
for the C60E membrane neglect of 1 ^  in equation 2.32 causes a 
variation of 1., which is smaller than the effect of the experimental
13
error involved in evaluating t^ (section 3-14) •
When/
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?A8L3 5.2 
Frictional Coefficients
O.C^inCaClg external solution at 25°C, 
C60il Liembrane
112” 0
R.11
x10-12 8.342
R.12
x10 
R
-11 4.233
Jo-10 -6'034
R22-14 1.626  
-10 -2.314
x10
^ 3  
x10
X1'6-9 5-:531
R
14
x10-12 -3.189
^^-11 -4 
x10 11 4'.192
R
34
x10-10 -2.393
*AA44 
x10
R11* 
x10
•p
22*
xIO-14 °'129
-11 19.94  
-1? -7.518
V °
+matrix +matrix
inversion inversion
8.424
0.583
- 6.588
1.647
-0.0456
3.6.31
-3.147
-6.153
-2.645
20.151
-7.236
0.150
R23= 0
8.427
1.395
-6.596
1.687
3.636
-3.148
- 6.781
-2.650
20.16:
-7.233
0.190
-2
Units for R., are J cm s mole • lk
d
R22fSS 0
7.734 
32.27' 
-2.394 
1.497 
19.36' 
1*083' 
-3.500 
10.13 : 
-5.0T'2 
1.835 
-7.926
binary
8.475
-7.400
4.124
-3.025'
-3.059
20.14
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a
S. 2 (cont.) 
Hirictional Coefficients 
0*05mCaCl2 
C60E Membrane
b <
1„,.» 0 12
R11
x10 
R, 
x10
R,
-12 3.788
12-11 12.82
13
x10-10 -1.361
23
R22 
x10
R
x10
R
x10
R-ivi14
x10
-14 0.5206
-10 -5.246
33-9 0.5573
12 -1.564
R,
24
x10 
R
-11
R
44
:.028
x10~1° -°‘72S
*10-11 9*754 
“” -13 -3.992
xio*14 °-°;'01
1z f °
+matrix +matrix
inversion inversion
4.037
3.558
-2.714
0.5546
-0.2392
1.289
-1.330
-5.647  
-1.996 
11. s$ 
-3.743
0.0641
Units for B., are J 01a s nole ik
-2
v °
4.054
3.132
- 2.781
0.5565
1.324
- 1.320
-6.072
-2.055
12.07
-3.726
0 M G o
d
R22,ss 0
3.571
20.98.
- 0.1710
0.4905
-9.655
-0.873
-1.772
10.66
-2.443
26.44,
-4.209
binary
4.055
-3.213
1.560
-1.189
-2.A64 
12.38 -
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Then either of the approximations 1 ^  = 0 and 1 = 0 is made
the remaining coefficients alter slightly to compensate. This 
imbalance becomes more evident when the mobility coefficient matrix 
is inverted to obtain R-coefficients which relate to "mole to mole" 
friction.
5.t2 Frictional or R -Coefficient Assumptions: The R -coefficients
in table 5.2 were calculated using four separate assumptions. Sets (a) 
and (b) were calculated by matrix inversion of the corresponding sets 
of 1-coefficients (table 5*1). A third approximation, R ^  - (c),
was originally proposed by Staverman (90) on the assumption that if 
the co-ion uptake is low the co-ion-dipole friction would be small 
enough to be neglected. Although assumption (c) would appear to be 
intrinsically unsatisfactory because R-coefficients measure friction 
on a mole-to-mole basis^table 5*2 shows that it yields results which 
are in good agreement with sets (a) and (b). It may also be noted
from table 5.2 that R__, has a magnitude comparable with several R-
25
coefficients. Consideration of the term “C2R23’ a measure of
the coefficient of friction between one mole of water and those 
co-ions per unit volume of the exchanger (table 5.4)» shows that it 
is negligibly small compared to the interactions of one mole of water 
with other ions.
Inspection of the phenomenological equations (2.48a, 2.48b,
2.48c, 2.50a, 2.50b) shows that in each equation the term containing 
the frictional coefficient,Rg^, is at least an order of magnitude 
smaller than any other (table 5.2). This condition has been 
fulfilled in earlier studies of the sodium form of the C60 system. (43).
A fourth group of coefficients (d) was obtained from the co-ion 
self-diffusion results using the approximation R^,* 0 which was made
90
by Spiegler in his earliest analysis discussed in section 2.4.5. The 
term measures the frictional interaction between one mole of
tracer isotope i1 with those bulk isotopes, i, per unit volume of 
exchanger, while measures the sum of the frictional effects
between one mole of i and all other species per unit volume. Since 
the co-ion is a minor component of the exchanger,°2^22* *3 3ma^  
compared with <^22 ^ich frictional interactions with all
major components 1,3 and 4» and so the assumption would appear to be 
reasonable in this situation. (Supporting evidence for these arguments 
may be found by referring to the "Salt L'odel Calculations11 of 
chapter 6).
It has been illustrated as discussed above (section 4.12) that 
co-ion concentrations in the calcium form of the C60 membranes are 
higher than in the sodium form provided the equilibrium solutions 
are equinormal (0.1N) and it is not suggested that the approximations 
described above can be more valid than in the sodium form. Indeed it 
will be shown (table 5*1) (43) that these assumptions produce less 
consistent results for the calcium.form.
It is of interest, however, to compare directly the individual 
mobility and frictional coefficients of the sodium and calcium forms 
of the C60 system.
In order to determine the relationship which would be expected 
from such a comparison a general correlation of these coefficients 
may be made for a membrane or solution in which one ionic species is 
univalent and divalent. For this purpose we shall consider a 
hypothetical salt A**"C1 at concentration c^ and normality rT. 77e shall
q i
now suppose that there exists a 2:1 salt with a divalent cation 3 
which has identical thermodynamic and transport properties to AC1 at 
equal/
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equal normality N, An obvious concentration relationship exists 
( ca/2 * c^) and since transport properties are defined equal it 
will be- generally true that,
Ja - 2 ^  and uAC1 » 1
Consequently,
Xa - K *
Co-ion flows and forces would be unaffected. For such an 
idealised pair of electrolytes the phenomenological equations would 
be,
Ja - L X + aa a
+CM
Ya*
La3X3
B L0 X + 2a a L22X2 + L23X3
J e*
J L-, X + 3a a L32X2 +
L33X3
for the salt A+Cl” and,
Jb " 1bl>Xfr + ^ 2*2 + h>5X3
J2 " 12bXb + 122X2 + 123X3
J3 “ 13bXb + 132X2 + 133X3
for the salt 'B^ + (ClT)
It is easily shown that,
H h  ■ - f ' ^ 2  - - f  ■ V  V - f »
x23 “ ^23* x33* L33;122 “ L22*
Inversion of the mobility coefficient matrices would yield the 
following identities where R is the frictional coefficient for the 
salt B2+(C1~)2, and R is the frictional coefficient for A+C1~,
®bb “ 4Jjaa *^>4 ” 2-a4
V
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Table 5.5
Comparison of aqueous solution transport coefficients for Equinormal 
NaCl and CaClg (2.0N) at 25°C.
Wo
Solution NaCl CaCl^ Observed Predicted
l ^ n o 12 7.62 1.42 5.36 4.0
l 12x1012 1.82 1.15 L12 1.58 2.0
l22x1012 12.07 11.99 L22 1.006 1.0
122
R^xlO-11 1.56 7.62 H11 0.16 0.25
B11
RggXlO-11 0.860 0.904 J 22 0.952 1.00
®22
R12x 10"10 2.06 -7-32 °'28
*12
H13x10-9 -4.34 -8.74 £l3 0.496 0:500
R,13
Rg X10-9 -2.46 -1.78 £ 2 3  1.38 1.00
R
23
RjjXlO-7 25.55 22.49 1*33 1.00
®53
The primary transport data for aqueous CaClg solution was obtained
from reference (79) and processed (appendix A, 9 ). The transport
coefficients pertaining to 2.ON aqueous NaCl were obtained from
reference (22).
Such a comparison will be referred to in the text as an 
Equivalent Valency Model.
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^b2 = 2?a2 R22 " ?22 R34 " 334
^ 3 * ^ 3 3  ^ 4  “ 324 R44 ‘ ^44
®23 ” i?23 *33 ” 333
The mobility and frictional coefficients of 1s1 and 2:1 salts
may be compared by means of the above identities although the
individuality of each electrolyte must make the above but useful
guides to relative magnitudes. It is immediately obvious, however
from these identities that the valency effects on the limiting
assumptions discussed above (equations 2.30 and 2.32) are illusory and
on this basis assumptions l^^O and l^^^O are probably equally valid.
The sodium form of the C60 system has been extensively
investigated (30) (43) (44) (91) and it has been ascertained that the
frictional and coupling interactions are similar in the membrane to
those of sodium chloride in solution when allowance has been made for
tortuosity and concentration corrections. The hypothetical 2:1 salt 
2+  —B (Cl )g corresponding to sodium chloride must show equal similarities.
The individual coupling and frictional interactions of the calcium and
sodium forms of the membrane system may therefore be compared in the
context of this hypothetical situation.lt is useful, however,initially
to compare the transport properties of equinormal aqueous solutions of
sodium chloride and calcium chloride in order to determine the predictive
qualities of the model B2+(Cl~)2electrolyte in the simpler solution system.
Reference to table 3.3 in which the mobility and frictional
coefficients of sodium chloride and calcium chloride in equinormal
solutions (2.ON) are compared shows that xn  for the calcium ion is
lower than the model B2*(C1 )« suggests. The direct mobility 
Xl
coefficient ratio 22/lg2 does, on the other hand, show extremely 
good agreement with the predicted value. The frictional coefficient 
ratio/
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3/ 'ratio ^   ^is estimated remarkably well by the model. Other
frictional interactions directly involving the calcium ion R^ and 
R^2 "underestimated while the water-co-ion R ^  a-ftd water-water R-^
values are overestimated. It is noted however that all coefficients
• -j»
are predicted to within - 40°/° for major coefficients. This comparison, 
although only semi-quantitative, provides a basis for expectations on 
the correlation of calcium and sodium forms in the membrane which are^ 
bywirtue of their matrix-fixed sulphonate charge^effectively equi- 
normal systems,
5.2 Results: The results of the calculations using the assumptions 
described are given in tables 5»1 and 5*2 as 1^. and coefficients
respectively.
Table 5*1 contains the 1 ^  coefficients obtained by applying
the approximations 1^2= 0 and 1,^= 0 as well as those derived from
matrix inversion of the R- coefficients calculated by assuming
R *= 0. The applicability of these assumptions appears to decrease in 
23
the order 0, R^** 0, 112=* 0. It is noted that although 1 ^  is
found to be negative its value is so low as to be insignificant 
compared with 122 which is the next smallest mobility coefficient.
The approximation ^ 2* ~ ® was ^ound to yield R-coefficients 
which do not agree well with those obtained using the other 
approximations (table 5*2), It was therefore decided against 
including the 1-coefficients obtained using this assumption (^22* = ^  
in the overall thermodynamic scheme.
5.3 Discussion:
5.3.1 Mobility - Coefficient Values:
5*3»1 Mobility 1 ^ “ Coefficient Values: Although the mobility
coefficients calculated using the 1^2 ® 0 approximation (table 5*1) 
and their corresponding R-coefficients (table 5.2) compare closely 
with these obtained using the approximations 1^  = 0 and R ^  » 0, 
this comparison is less good than in the sodium form of the membranes.
The coupling coefficient 1 ^  is particularly sensitive to 
experimental uncertainties since it is calculated from the difference 
of two almost equal quantities (eqn 2.32). The wide variation 
observed in its values (table 5*1) is therefore rationalised and, as 
seen, it remains a very small influence on the water transference 
number.
Examination of table 5*1 will show that the direct coefficient
1_, varies more than any other with the differing approximations. 1-,
33 jj
is evaluated using equation 2.41 and a calculated value of 1^. As
discussed above, this value of 1„, varies according to the approximation
13
applied. When * 0, 1^  and 122 are minima and 113 is under­
estimated. If however lrt, «* 0, i„, has a minimum value. The variation
23 13
in 1^  is emphasised in equation 241'•
J3
by its association with the predominant force X^2 under the conditions 
stated (table 4*6) and this is reflected in the values quoted. 
Consistently accurate hyperfiltration results would go far to 
providing a precise estimation of (i^3 " ^3 as discussed
above such studies are at the moment being investigated (41).
It may be concluded that neglect of co-ion coupling is less
useful/
Table 5.4-
External solution 0.05m CaCl^ at 25°C
C60E 
9*710
J (calculate^) ^  1Q 3.8 11.7
(moles cm" sec" )x10
Comparison of observed salt flows J for the normal and expandeds
C60 membranes in 0.05m 0aClo at 25°C with those J values calculated
dm S
using equation 5*2.
membrane C60N
J (observed} < 10 3-686
(moles cm sec )x10
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useiul in the calcium form than in the sodium form of both GoG";7 and 
C6Q3 membranes and this may be attributed to the increased co-ion 
uptake.
It is however worthy of note that the expression for the salt 
flow, Jg, (equation 5*2) which is a rearrangement of equation 2*44 with
112 * X23 = °r
J. - i r  ! < - >
shows that J is controlled primarily by the transport number of the s
co-ion in the membrane.
The salt flows calculated using equation (5*2) were compared
with the experimentally observed values (table 4»k). As seen in table
“ 105.4 observed and calculated values for the C60H were 3*7 x 10 and
3 x 1Q'10 mol cm”^ sec~\ and 9*7 x: 10”^  and 11.7 x 10”^  mol cmT^ 
—1sec for the C60S. It is seen therefore that agreement is reasonably 
good between observed and calculated values.
Scorn, the above arguments on the effect of neglect of 1 ^  and 
1 it becomes obvious that both terms on the right hand side of 
equation 2.44 are underestimated.
:S*t (‘n V  - 4 1 (!.u)
but since the salt force and that on water X^ are of opposite sign
their difference remains unaltered, illustrating once again the
dependence of J on the transport number of the co-ion. 
s
The aspect of salt diffusion has been discussed by Eelfferich 
using a treatment based on the Nernst—Planck equations (2)(91).
In the sodium forms of the C60 system the ratios 1 ^  / C1 and
*t>3 /
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Table 5.5
External e lectro lyte  Membrane
(0.1N a t 25°C) C60N CfiOE
- 2 2 x 1 0 12 NaCl 16.3 35.0
C1
7^2. x 1012 NaCl 66.2 206
2
7^2. x 1012 CaCl, 5.78 16.6
C1 2
-2 2 .x  1012 CaCl. 13.6 295
2 2
i^lc .. . . T-1 -2 -1—  -units of mol J cm s
ci
L., and 1., are the m obility coeffic ients re fe rrin g  to the
lie lie
sodium and calcium forms respectively*
1*23 / °2 3X6 same or^er of magnitude showing that sodium and
chloride ions have a similar coupling with water when adjustment is 
made for the concentration differences which exist in the membrane (43) • 
These coupling interactions may be compared in terms of the Equivalent 
Valency Model-introduced above with those observed for the calcium 
form. The identities
L13 “ 2113 8114 L23 “ 123 
have been established above, where L.^  and 1 ^  represent the univalent
and divalent forms respectively. Therefore, for equinormal situations
the relationship
hi. hi
Cca2+ °NaT °2
would be expected. Table 5*5 shows however that the model over­
estimates l^j by about 100$ in the expanded membrane C60E and this 
is also the case for the normal C60N. It would appear, therefore, that 
the calcium counterion-water coupling interaction is lower than would 
be expected on the basis of the model. Examination of the relative 
magnitudes of 1 ^  / a ^ and 1 ^  / (for the calcium form) supports
this conclusion, 1 ^  / 9 ^ and 1 ^  / «'2 we’re calculated using the
-12 —12 —1
approximation 1 ^  « 0 to be 5*78 x 10 and 13*63 x 0^ m0^ J
o i —12 —10
cm s for the C60N membrane and 16.6 x10~ and 2.95 x 10“ mol
cm"2 s“1 in the C60E. I** / C- for the C60N has, a value approx-
13 1
imately equal to half that of 1 ^  /e 2* Tbis relationship is not 
repeated in the C60E membrane but it has been noted above that 1 ^  
values are extremely susceptible to experimental uncertaintities.
For physical interpretation, the direct mobility coefficients 
are divided by a concentration term 1 ^  /c where c^ is the
concentration of species i, is known as an “intrinsic" mobility. In 
the membrane system this contains a large obstruction contribution due
mainly / '
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Table 5*6
Intrinsic Mobilities, External solution 0.05mCa,Cl2 
Membrane C60N C60E
Assumption . l^** 0 1 ^ =  0 0 1^= ° 12 =^ 0 0
b i x to10 3.165 3.164 5.163 6.787 6.769 6.755
C 1
1
—  x icP 1.960 1.934 1.888 3.107 2.641 2.630
C2
i„„ „
- 2 -  x 10 2.429 2.247 2.245 9.7®  4.091 3.991
°3
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mainly to diffusion path tortuosity (as discussed in section 4*2,1).
When i = 1 or 2, 1 ^  / includes smaller effects such as 
coulombic interaction of other i-type ions, solvation and frame of 
reference interactions. The intrinsic mobilities are shown in table 
5*6 for both counterion, 1, and co-ion 2, species in the C60H and 
C60E membranes. The increased ease with which ions pass through the 
expanded membrane is again reflected. This is especially evident in the 
co-ion case in which, although is greater in the expanded membrane 
(3.14 mmol m l f o r  the C60U and 6,83 mmol.ml’"^ for the C60E), its 
intrinsic mobility is increased, '
Since in the system being investigated the frame of reference 
is matrix-fixed the intrinsic mobility of water, 3, may be determined.
Reference to table 5*6 shows that in both membranes the intrinsic 
mobilities increase in the order 1^ / 6^  less than less than
ijj / «3.
In the solution analogue the chloride ion is large and order- 
destroying whereas the calcium ion with its higher charge density is 
order-producing. The drag effect of the electrophoretic and relax­
ation terms and the solution effect will therefore cause calcium to be 
much less mobile than chloride. It has been suggested that the 
solvation effect is small in the membrane system (section 2,5*1), How­
ever, as discussed above, the intrinsic mobilities must now contain 
a contribution due to interactions with the frame of reference (the 
matrix-fixed sulphonate group).
5.3.2 Discussion of R.. Coefficient Values: Agreement between sets 
a,b and c is good for all major parameters. The co-ion is a minor 
component of the system and the largest discrepencies are as expected 
for the co-ion frictional coefficients R^ t H2  ^ ^>4* Since ^be
R - /
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R - coefficients in ,fd,f do not correspond closely with those of the 
other groups some doubt is cast on the applicability of the "Spiegler" 
approximation ^22* ~ 0 "this system (further discussion as to the 
magnitudes of the isotope-isotope Interactions is to be found in 
section 5*4)*
The more open structure of the expanded membrane is reflected In 
the relative magnitudes of the R - coefficients. Reference to table
5.2 shows that frictional interaction between species in the expanded 
membrane is smaller than between the corresponding snecies in the 
normal.
The significance of the sign R - coefficients is discussed in
Chapter 2 (section 2,4*4) • The signs of the direct coefficients R ^ are
positive as required by theory. Table 5*2 shows that R,7 is narrative
for C60E using the approximation R^, =0. This is a further indication
that the assumption R^g, =* 0 is not valid for the system under
investigation, Rov is particularly sensitive to the approximations 
25
chosen. . . '
Cross coefficients are found to be both positive and negative. 
The frictional coefficients between counterion and water, R^, and 
between counterion and matrix, R^, are both negative implying on the 
basis of Eedem's observation (27) that there is an attractive force 
between the interacting species. Conversely, positive coefficients 
should indicate net repulsion between the interacting species. 
Coefficients R12 (counterion-to-co-ion interaction) and R ^  (co-ion- 
to-matrix interaction) are found to be positive and negative 
respectively. These two results are not consistent with Eedem*s 
intuitive suggestion since counterion-to—co—ion interaction would be 
expected to attract and the matrix—fixed sulphonate-to-co—ion 
interaction repulse. Indeed, previous work on the sodium form of the 
AMF C60 membranes (43) 3^ -^ studies by Meares (92) have indicated that 
Kedem* s /
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TABLE 5.7
Comparison of R- coefficients of the Sodium and Calcium Forms of 
the C60E membrane in terms of the hypothetical Equivalent Valency 
Model (the internal normality of the membranes is approximately 2N).
sodium form
tortuosity 
observed correction (M)
22
x10
Eii
x10
-12 102
-12 0.830
t*-12 0.602x10
R
33
x10
R12 
x10
R
-12 0.0013
-12 1.65
14
x10 
R
-12 -0.283
13 
x10-12 - 0.0218
"23
x10-12  - 0.102
*43
x10
-12 - 0.0128
R24
x10-12 -2.19
13.92
0.113
0.0821
0.000177
0.225
- 0.0386
-0.00297
-0.0139
-0.00175
-0.299
calcium form
tortuosity 
observed correction (m )
55.46
4.04
1.195
0.00129
0.356
-1.33
-0.0271
- 0.0200
-0.565
5.85
0.427
0.126
0.000136
0.0375
- 0.140
- 0.00286
-0.00239 -0.000252
- 0.00211
-0.0597
The above (m ) tortuosity correction is obtained by dividing the 
observed results by M which is a tortuosity factor evaluated and 
discussed in Chapter 6 (table 6.3).
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TABLE 5.7 (contd.^
Equivalent Valency Model comparisons for the C60E membrane. The
4 kpredicted and observed ——  values are tabulated (where
ik
R^v represent the sodium and calcium forms respectively).
observed predicted
&22 2.38 1.0
®22
A n  0.26 0.25
R,11
^ 4  O.65 1.0
R44
A3;  1.30 1.0
E33
A12 6.0 0 .5
R12
A l4  0.275 • 0*5
R.,14
1.03 °*5
e13
-?23 55.2
^ 3
1.0
0.83 1*°
E43
J 24 5.01 1*°
^ 4
and
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Kedem’s observations may not hold for membranes.
Once again it is useful to refer to the hypothetical model
described in section 5.12. In table 5,7 the individual R - coefficients
for the sodium and calcium forms of the C60E system are correlated and
compared when appropriate path tortuosity corrections have been made.
The C60E membranes are compared since their, internal normalities are
almost equal at 2N. The direct frictional coefficient R„, for the11
calcium form is predicted accurately by the model as is R „  when
33
corrections have been made for the differing values in the sodium
3
and calcium forms (table 4.1). R ^  is overestimated by some 30$ 
because it is calculated from eqn2.23>
4
J _  0i - 0 (fc = 1, - 4) (2.23)
i»1
and the equation contains the term R ^  which has been overestimated
by a similar amount and R ^  which is predicted accurately (c2R24 in
this instance is negligibly small ). The cross coefficient R ^  is
underestimated by about 100$ and these coefficients directly involving
the co-ion, R.„ Rov and R0. all show poor correspondence. Indeed, the 
12 2;
direct coefficient is overestimated by some 200-300$. It must be 
remembered however that the co-ion uptake of the membrane increases as 
sodium ions are replaced by calcium (for equinormal external concentrat- 
ions, 0.1N, the co-ion concentrationsc^, of the C60E are 5.2 x 10 
and 6.83 x 10*^ mol L~1 respectively for sodium and calcium forms).
Such . variations in concentration must be considered when 
specific frictional interactions are compared. A more meaningful 
comparison would therefore be between the path tortuosity corrected 
Cg Rgg values, and reference to table 5*7 sbow that agreement
is /
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Analysis
Ilembrane
C60IT
C60E
C601T
C60E
C60N
C60E
c66h
C60E
Membrane
C601T /
Table 5.8
of Frictional Interaction
.n
Ext Sol • Total Friction * Ion-water Ion-matrix
°iEii9
x10 y
4 14
xIO-9
0.05mCaCl2 3.671 0.918(25$) 2.754(755?)
O.OSmCaCl- 1.689 - 0.505(305?) , 1.188(70?;)
O.InSJaCl 0.990 0.569(5855) 0.425(4?5Q
O.ImtlaCI 0.781 0.482(6255) 0.304(3955)
°4E44
x10-9
0 .05mCaCl2 1.750
f £ 3 i
x10-9
0.364(215()
1 14
-9x10
1.382(7950
0.05mCaCl2 0.952 0.351(37/=) 0.599(635?)
0.1s£1aCl 0.857 0.431 (51$) 0.426(505;)
O.ImHaCl 0.574 = 0.304(53/0 0.278(48$)
Ext Soln. Total Friction Counterion Water l&trix-water
c3R33
x10-7
'°1R13
x10-7
°4R43
x10-7
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Table 5*8 (contd.’j
Membrane Ext .Sol11, Total Friction Counterion-Water Matrix-Water
-c , L 7 c .R*,3 33 7 1 13 7 4 43 7
x10 x10 x10
C60N 0.05nCa012 5.045 2.809(56/0 2.233(44/)
C60E 0.06mCa&2 2.334 0 .974(42/) 1 .347(58/)
-Jr~: -.-‘y \ :,L\ "
C  ' I . i t  I ‘. - " X - : - n f '  X:
C u  f: - t h e  c & i d i : t / j  . .at.d ■ f  ~ r
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is So much better between the sodium and calcium forms of the C60E 
membrane*
In this system measures the total frictional interaction
between one mole of calcium and all other species per unit volume (ml)
in its vicinity (89) and c^R^ measures a similar quantity for the
matrix-bound sulphonate ion* Study of similar systems (43) shown
that when the counterion is the monovalent sodium c4R44 and c.R,. are
1 11 4 44
of similar magnitude, when the counterion was calcium, was
twice as large as (table 5*8)* These results are consistent with
those of the sodium since in tl>e calcium case the counterion is divalent.
Comparison between the sodium and calcium forms of the C&3
membranes was extended by examining the proportions of each of the
total frictional interactions c„R44 and c.R.. which are due to inter-
1 11 4 44
actions with individual membrane components (table 5*8)• These have 
been calculated for the calcium forms from equation 2.23 using R- 
coefficient values from table 5*2 (sets a,b, and c). It is evident that 
the contribution due to co-ion interactions is extremely small and it 
may therefore be ignored. In each membrane the total frictional 
interaction for the calcium counterion and for sulphonate-matrix is 
divided between ion-water and ion-matrix interactions in a ratio of 
approximately 1-4. When the counterion is sodium however the correspond­
ing ion-water and ion-matrix interactions are of similar magnitude.
It is possible therefore that ion association in some form is •occurring 
between the calcium ions and the matrix-fixed sulphonate* Ion-matrix 
interactions have been examined in p.m.r. and Raman spectroscopic 
studies (78)(93)(94)(95)(96)(97)* No indication of covalent character 
has been observed although these methods would not detect ion-pair 
formation by electrostatic bonding.
Evidence /
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Evidence that site bonding appears to exist between polyelectrolytes 
containing sulphonate groups and calcium ions has been gathered by 
Strauss and Leung(98). The possibility that calcium-sulphonate ion 
association exists in the C60 membrane is investigated fully in 
section 6.2 in which the individual interactions in both sodium and 
calcium forms are compared with those of the solution analogues 
sodium chloride and calcium chloride.
A similar analysis of ('table 5*8) shows that the total
friction between one mole of water and all other species in unit 
volume of the membrane consists almost entirely of counterion- 
water and roatrix-water interaction in approximately equal proportions, 
Coupling coefficients (q) provide another method of studying 
the various individual interactions. These were defined by Kedem and 
Caplan (99) for a two-flow system,
112 "E12
*12
^ hi  *22 ^ ^ 1  ®22
(5.3)
and were subsequently extended by Caplan (100)(101) to multiple-flow 
systems.
li0
q*4 - ■ ■ ■ ■ AJ  (5.4a)
1jj 
Hi j |
------  (5.4b)
*ij f R..
H  53
where q*. £ q. ► andlR. .1 is the modulus of R.?.*.
Plo r “13 I 101 13
The coupling coefficient gives a quantitive measure of the
degree of coupling between the flows of species i and J. Thus if
q or q is zero then a flow oi i would have no effect on o ana. if
ij
q* or a =1 there would be a complete coupling between the flows.
ij 0
To /
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Table 5.9
Coupling Coefficients Values
Coupling Coefficient C60U C60R
©•515 0*353
O .665
34
0.134
111
*
To obey the O.R.R. q. and q must not exceed unity. Since mobility 
coefficient values are dependent- on the frame of reference (9)(24) 
q* values contain a contribution from the source. However, R-
Am J
coefficients are uniquely specified and so therefore are q.. values. 
The coupling coefficients 1^4 are evaluated and shown in
table 5.9.These coefficients again reflect that in both C60H and C60E 
membranes the counterion matrix coupling is greatest. The q ^  coupling 
coefficient is in fact greater than the total ion-water interactions 
(q^). It is also noted that q ^  exceeds q^. The explanation for this 
may lie in the relative charge densities of the calcium and sulphonate 
ions. The calcium ion which has a high charge density is an order- 
producing ion and association with water molecules (solvation) is 
thermodynamically favourable. The sulphonate group, on the other hand, 
is a large order-destroying anion with a diffuse electrostatic charge 
and is therefore unsuited for coupling with water molecules.
5,4 Isotope - Isotone Interactions: The isotopic diffusion coefficient 
of a species ir may be represented as
RT
3).. =  7=---- 5 r -  (2.55)
11 ci (Rii “ Rii'>
Spiegler, as stated previously (section 2.45) used the assumption 
R.. ,«= 0 in his theoretical derivation of X..„ frictional coefficients.11* iiw
This approximation has been used for ^22* siU(lies of the
sodium forms of C60 membranes (43)* It was found as would be expected 
from the low co-ion concentration, c^ i in these membranes ( c^ is
2.4 x 10“' and 5.2 x 10“' moles l“1 for the C60H and C60E ) to give 
results which agreed extremely well with those of several other 
approximations. In this work, however, the assumption R22* * 0 haS 
been /
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been applied with less success (table 5.2) particularly in the CoOE 
membrane which has a higher co-ion concentration (table 4.1 )• Another 
factor to be considered is discussed previously (section 4.2.3). It 
has been proposed (85) that co-ions tend to concentrate in regions of 
low charge density with the result that their frictional interaction, 
when considered on a mole to mole basis, will be larger than 
predicted from experimental data. Comparison of R22 coefficients 
calculated using various assumptions (table 5.2) shows that is
indeed a significant fraction of R22 ( about 10$ and 12$ for C60N 
and C60E respectively depending on the assumption made).
The coefficients R ^ t and R^» have been shown experimentally to
be of comparable ma.gnitude to R.. and R respectively. Since there
n  oj
is a high concentration of counterion in the membranes (table 4*1)
it is not surprising that in each case R^i and. are of comparable
magnitude (table 5*2). It is however interesting to note that in both
membranes R-<4t is negative. This is a direct contradiction of Kedem’s 111
Rule (27) since R ^ f is a measure of counterion-counterion inter­
actions and as such would be expected to be positive. This result 
has been noted for other systems ( 43)U°ty and although analogous 
solution studies (22) (73) (74) have yielded positive values for R ^ f 
it would appear to be a real rather than an apparent effect. The 
counterions in the membrane tend to be concentrated in regions around 
the matrix-polymer chains where there is little co-ion. As the 
counterion concentration-in these regions increases all other species 
will become proportionately less significant so that a situation is 
aporoe-ched in which only counterion-counterion interaction occurs. As 
the relative concentration of the species 2, 3 anR 4 decreases 
counterion diffusion would still occur normally, and since c^R^ would 
tend to zero, R-j-ji must be negative to ensure a positive diffusion 
coefficient./
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Table 5*10
Isotope-Isotope Interactions 
Water
membrane ft?*
3 -10  x10 33 33-10  xIO ,u
R331io
x10 1
4 2 2 .  .
c3 33 33'
C60N 0.363 3.45 -3.078 0.892
C603 0.129 1.65 -1.521 0.922
Counterion
membrane R11-12x10 ^
jk — R.. jk *11 11 HO
rlO x10 ' A r ^ i ' )
C601'I 8.424 15.660 -7-236 - 0.462
C60E 4.037 7.780 -3.743 0.481
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coefficient.
*"^ 11 ’
The ratio / (table 5.10) shows what fraction of the
11“  1 1 »
the total resistance to counterion diffusion is due to counterion- to- 
counterion friction. V/hen expressed as a percentage, it is seen that 
4-6.2/s in the C601T and 48*1^ in the C60S of the total resistance is 
due to this interaction, and therefore 53.8^ and 51,9^ for the C60Z? 
and C60E respectively is attributed to interaction of the counterion 
with co-ion, water and matrix.
The coe^ i cien^»w i^en calculated from eqn 2.55 is found to
negative for both membranes (table 5.10,). Table 5..10 shows that, for 
the 060ll and 060S, 89.2>o and 92.2^ of the tots.1 resistance to water 
diffusion is due to water-to-water interactions and only 10.8^ 0 and 
7.856 respectively to interactions with ions and matrix. In pure 
water-solvent the tern c,R,, is zero and sole contribution to water 
diffusion is water-water friction, (which again must have a negative 
sign to ensure normal diffusion). Again force of attraction would be 
expected to cause concurrent flow of other water molecules.
In the light of this evidence along with that discussed in 
section 4.2.2 it is concluded therefore that the kinetic character of 
water interactions in the membrane is similar to those in pure water. 
The major effective contribution of the matrix to water diffusion 
appears therefore to be geometric rather than chemical or physical 
interactions and incorporated in a tortuosity factor.
5.5 Comparison of ITernst-Planck and Irreversible Thermodynamics: The 
predictive value of the Nemst-Planck Theory may be investigated by 
applying it to the complete set of transport data obtained for the 
calcium form of both C60X and C60E membranes*
It has been shown in chapter 2 (section 2.5.1) that the specific
conductivity /
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Table 5.11
Predicted and Observed Electrical Transport Results
C60XT C60E
Specific cond. E observed 0.521 1.10
x10 (ohm” cm” ) calculated 0.532 0.806
I
t. observed 0.939 0.982
calculated 1.005 0.833
observed 0.011 , 0,018
calculated 0.004 0.005
The observed results above were measured for an equilibrium 
solution of 0.05m CaClg at 25°C. The calculated values of K and-t^ 
were found using equations 2.81 and 2.82 respectively.
dr -.-p -
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conductivity (3£)and transport numbers (t^ ) TRay "be expressed as
functions of the self-diffusion coefficients and t „
11 22 3
(2.81)
(2.82)
The specific conductivities and transport numbers of membranes 
C60IJ and CoOE were calculated using equations (2.81) and (2.82) and 
tabulated as shown (table 5» 1l)along with the experimentally observed 
values. In the case of the C60H membrane the specific conductivitjr and
underestimated. All three transport values were however greatly under­
estimated in the case of the C60E membrane. To explain these effects 
a comparison was made between the Nemst-Planck and Irreversible 
Thermodynamics approaches#
The flows of counterion and co-ion may be presented in terms of 
the mobility coefficients using the derivation shown in section 2.
The equations are
(2.86a)
■ { Z2122 - Z2 CjT ~ -  + i  (ZiX13 + V 2 3 } ! F (-srad^')
(2.86b)
The corresponding equations from Irreversible Thermodynamics
counterion transport numbers were overestimated while was
are (using equations 2.30a &&&■ 2.30b)
(2.83a)
and /
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Table 5.12
Comparison of He m s  t-Planck and Irreversible Thermodynamic Estimates
*
of 1 ^  2nd 1 ^
C60N C60E
c1Bi1oc1013 0.6:9 T.285
1.488 5.204
RT
lH„x1013 1.58? 2.887
11
15
°i'
z„l1ox1015
1 1<£ 0.00042 0.0159
C . j -r
V - +^Z2123^  0 1.577 2,345
3
(s2l12)*x1°13 o.o49 -0.859
c ^ x l O 13 0.067- °-2°3
1 5
1 x101? 0.0607 0.180
I •
13z_c_lOOiXl0 ■
- 2 2 22* 0.006* 0.02?
°2-
1"
Z1121X1° " -0.00084 -0.0?1
C
£7 (zili"+z2l2 ^ x1°1 0.0110 0.0*76
(z1l21)*x1015 0.00?7 0.0146
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and J2 = (Z2122 + W J  F (-gradt//) (2.83b)
Comparing equations 2.86a and 2.861) with 2.83a and 2.83b shows
Z2112 “ " Z1 C1 c^ Jf + c^  ^l1^  + Z2123^  (2.87a)
*^ 22r C2 y
and Zll21 = -Z2c2 —  + -  (Zll13 + Z212?) (2.87b)
As discussed above the O.R.R. is therefore destroyed. It Is
1..,
noted that while the isotopic term c. is positive (table5.12) for
i t
the counterion it is recorded as negative for the co-ion. In the 
co-ion case, however, 122, represents only a 10^ fraction of l^. 
Evaluation of l22l Involves the values 122 and c^ . 122 is obtained 
from the co-ion transport number which has an experimental error of 
- 8c/o while c2 the co-ion concentration may be determined to within 
i (section 3*8)* It,is possible therefore that 122, nay vary from 
negative to positive within the limits of experimental error.
In table 5.12the values (Zgl.^)* snd (z1l21)* equal to the 
right hand side of equations 2.87a and 2.87b respectively. It is noted 
that, in the case of the counterion, Z2112 is less than (Z2112)* 
for the C60N, and Z2112 is positive while ( Z ^ 2)* is negative for 
the C60E membrane. It therefore follows that the Nemst-Planck theory 
overestimates the counterion flow, in the C60N and underestimates 
in the C60E membrane.
The underestimation of t2 in both membranes is rationalised 
because a positive Z^l^ value has trie effect of lowering t2 (if Z2 
is negative as in this system) sincef
( Z2122 + Z1Z2l2t  ^ F2 (2 # j
Further /
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Further reference to table 5.12 shows that while the positive
values of (Z^l^^)* obtained using the Nemst-Planck theory result in
an underest inflation of in both membranes this is much more marked in
the C60E than in the C60rT where the difference between Z a n d
1 21
(Z^lg^)*is neater*
Similar comparisons have been made using different systems (50) 
(31) and these have shown that the effect produced in the C60H 
to be quite general. She results obtained for the C60B membrane may 
however be attributed to its high co-ion uptake (c^ is6.83 X 10 'mole
_ -j
1 ). It is seen immediately from equation (2.87b) that the high c^
produces a large value. It has been argued above (section?.2)
that as Cp increases the reducing effect of 1 , and t, increases. The
^1C1^ -11f C-1 (<7 7 « *7 1 }
outcome is that eventually — —  • exceeds —   ^1 13 ^2 23
1 > °3
In this event a negative sign is conferred’on ^2^12^* 5*12).
5.6 Hyperfiltration Studies: As outlined previously the results 
obtained in the hyperfiltration experiments (section 3*15) ▼ere 
used to assess the mobility coefficients calculated by applying the 
assumptions described above.
The mobility coefficients of equations 2.45a and 2.45b
J - L1 X + L1 , X, (2.45a)s ss s s3 5
J3 ■ LV s  + 1,133 X3 (2,45b)
Were! evaluated using the 1^  values obtained from the assumption 
112« 0 (section 5.1.1 , table 5-1). This assumption was chosen 
since it should provide the best value for the counterion — to— 
water mobility coefficient, ^ 3* ^  accliracy this
coefficient which is of prime importance when used in conjunction
with x , .  
5
Fluxes/
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Table 5.15
Calculated salt and water fluxes, J and for the C60
s 3
membranes under 400 psi (2.76 x 106 Nm”2) pressure at 25°C.
C60N membrane.
c (m) 
Pv 7 X? -3 xIO 7 * 12 *x10 x10
J3 7 7 xIO
3
0.020 1.850 18.04 43.49 5.748 0.0420
0.025 1.871 13.06 35.97 5.767 0.0320
0.0306 1.893 8.575 29.23 5.796 0.0280
0.035 1.910 5.566 24.74 5.825 0.0236
0.040 1.930 2.635 20.38 5.860 0.0193
C60E membrane
c (m) 
Pv 7 -3x10 7
X12 .4  
n o  * xIO
J3 7 7 x10
3
0.020 1.843 16.53 290.5 39,25 0.0410
0.025 1.861 11.96 268.7 39.12 0.0381
0.0284 1.874 9.586 257.7 39.11 O.O365
0.0350 1.898 5.100 237.1 39.10 0.0337
0.040 1.916 2.414 225.1 39.17 0.0319
-2 -1Units of J and J, are moles cm sec • 
s 3
-1 -1
Units of X^ and X ^  are Joules mole cm .
J and J, values were calculated from equations 2.45a and 2.45b 
s 3
respectively using 1.. mobility coefficients obtained using the
JLK
limiting assumption l^g * 0.
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0,05m
0,02m
°-01m farnr 0.03m0,02m
(guessed)
Figure 5.1
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Table 5.14
Comparison of calculated and observed values for water flux, 
Jj and product concentration c^(m).
C60N membrane
J, (moles cm sec )
 ^ 7x 10*
Observed
11.8
Calculated
5.245
c (molal) 
P
0.0306 0.0290
C60E membrane
•2 —1J,(moles cm sec )
 ^ 7 x10
Observed
16.0
Calculated
14*689
0^ (molal) 0.0284 0.0338
Calculated c values were obtained from figure 5*1 • 
P
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Fluxes Jg and were calculated for a range of product
concentrations, c , which encompassed the observed value* Since 
Js , .
y- c^ (where c^ is the molality of water in the product solution)-
also defines the product concentration c^ , c^(guessed) was varied
until self-consistent results were obtained (figure 5*1 and table 5-13)•
In table 5*14 the observed results for menbranes C60N and C60E are
compared with those calculated using the 1 ^  coefficients described
above* Fairly good agreement was obtained for the calculated and
observed c values and it is noted that agreement is better for the 
P
C60N membrane. This may again reflect that the assumption used 
(1^ 2 ~ 0) applied more appropriately to the system containing the 
lower co-ion concentration*
t-l ■
.cl :-.-a : ' x>'"' 1
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CHAPTER 6 
SALT LIQDSL CALCULATIONS 
Introductions Irreversible thermodynamics is a macroscopic 
discipline. Transport coeffients, obtained experimentally, cannot be 
calculated from molecular theory and the physical parameters of the 
system. The only exceptions appear to be very dilute electrolyte 
solutions in *che range of the Onsager limiting law for electrical 
conductance (102), The interpretation and even the prediction of the 
membrane properties might be advanced if suitable and accessible 
analogous systems might be found.
The analogy between transport in an aqueous electrolyte and in 
a charged membrane might be considered. It has proved useful in 
earlier interpretations of thermodynamic problems such as selectivity 
(103)* The most natural choice for a model would be the polyelectrolyte 
salt solution analogous to the cross-linked polyelectrolyte gel 
which constitutes the membrane. Imbibed electrolyte in the membrane 
would require the model to be a ternary electrolyte and transport 
could be compared at equal molalities in membrane and model. There 
are, however, insufficient data available on the transport properties 
of polyelectrolyte solutions and their ternary mixtures with simple 
salts to allow meaningful calculations at this time.
For the time being, therefore, model systems must remain more 
simple and are confined to limiting positions in which the properties 
of an ion exchange polymer membrane are assumed to be similar to those 
of a simple aqueous electrolyte. Extensive studies have been done 
concerning the observed properties of AMF C60 polystyrene sulphonic 
acid membranes in the sodium form containing sodium chloride as 
the invading salt (77), These were initiated by proposing that the 
sodium polystyrene sulphonic acid membrane may be modelled by an
equimolal /
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equimolal solution of sodium chloride. Although the theories developed 
were applied with apparent success to several membrane systems the salt 
model calculation presented below was developed primarily from 
observations on the C60 systems (43) (44) (77) (91).  As stated above, 
this calculation was based mainly on the sodium forms of the C60 
membranes but has proved successful for various ionic forms. Indeed 
much of this chapter will be devoted to salt model calculations for 
the calcium form of the C60 system with calcium chloride as invading 
salt and vto comparison of the applicability of these calculations 
with those of the sodium form, at approximately eauinormal concentrat­
ions, The AIdF C60 membranes used are fully described in Chapter 2 and 
the physical and transport properties of the calcium forms of both 
C60K and C60E are detailed in Chapter 4 »
The internal molality of the calcium forms of the C601T and C60E 
membranes in 0,05® CaClg &re 1*70 and 1,07 ® respectively. Due to the 
unavailability of relevant transport data for aqueous calcium chloride 
solutions at concentrations exceeding 1.0 molar it was decided to use 
only the C60E membrane results for comparison with the solution 
analogue,
6.2 Salt .Model. Calculations: The salt model calculation is based 
upon the properties of a single electrolyte for which a complete 
irreversible analysis is available at concentrations wnich include 
the total ionic mobility exchanger.
Experimental evidence (31)(43) has shown that a similarity 
existsbetween the function of sulphonate-matrix-fixed cnarge in 
the C60 membrane and free chloride ion in solution and this suggests 
that chloride and sulphonate have similar kinetic behaviour. Since the 
co-ion for these studies is chloride a model may be conceived in wnich 
chloride of two "sorts” is present;chloride, species 2, which is the
co-ion /
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co-ion in the membrane, end chloride, species 4, which is fixed 
relative to the membrane matrix. These two forms are taken to be 
chemically identical but physically distinguishable isotopes* A 
precise definition is therefore allowed of the frictional and mobility 
coefficients of the ternary solution^ in particular of the absolute 
magnitudes of R ^  and R ( 1*1,2,3,4), the frictional coefficients 
between co-ion and fixed charge and the other components of the system.
This.model implies that the polymer matrix has no chemical 
influence upon the transport process but, by virtue of its presence, 
obstructs diffusional pathways in the membrane phase and renders them 
tortuous. Major deviations between the predictions of the model and 
observed transport parameters can therefore be considered as indications 
of specific polymer effects and the possibility with certain ions 
that sulphonate and chloride may have quite different complexing or 
ion-pairing characteristics would obviously undermine the model. It 
might also be expected that dilute homogeneous membranes or membranes 
with significant voids would have local ionic distributions which were 
grossly different from those in a simple aqueous solution of equal 
molality and consequently the processes of transport would be polymer- 
dependent and specific processes such an polymer chain diffusion 
pseudo-mosaic effects would be significant.
If,however, the aqueous and ion-permeable regions of the 
membrane constitute an essentially homogeneous phase, it is conceivable 
that the distribution of charges might approximate to those in an 
aqueous electrolyte solution and in this range a salt model would 
predict membrane properties which were of the correct magnitude.
The choice of a salt model based on a ternary isotopic solution 
allows a precise evaluation of model coefficients. The theory of 
isotopic diffusion and the identification of isotope-isotope 
coefficients/
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coefficients has been developed by Laity (104) and by Kedera and 
&S3ig (35)* Tne treatment given below is mainly developed to express 
frictional interaction in tne isotopic ternary solution in terms of 
those of the parent binary electrolyte and the isotopic diffusion 
coefficient for the co-ion.
Since the analysis requires a change of frame of reference from 
solvent, to ion-4-fixed in the membrane model, a development is 
presented using frictional coefficients, which are independent of
frame of reference.
The phenomenological equations (2.19) for a binary electrolyte
(1,2) are given by eqn. (6.1) in which 1 represents the counterion and 
2 the co-ion.
(6.D
solvent-fixed frame of reference. Thermodynamic forces on a counterion 
and co-ion defined by the negative gradients of chemical potential are 
given by and respectively. In the ternary isotopic solution of 
equal concentration, some of co-ion, 2, is replaced by co-ion,49 which 
is chemically identical in all respects such that the total co-ion 
concentration in the binary is the sum of the concentration of 2 and 
4 in the ternary (equation 6,2),
X1 ' Rii R12
X2
~m~
R21 R22 4
The flows of
3
counterion,
°2 + c4
(6.2)
The phenomenological equations for this ternary solution are given 
in eqn, 6,3 in which forces, frictional coefficients and flows are
.3represented by lower case symbols x^ , r^, and respectively.
xi
X2 U
x4
11
21
'41
,3r r 
12 14 °1
.3
r22 r24 2
.3
r 42 r44 4
(6-3)
Prom /
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From eqns (6.1) and (0.3) the Onsager Reciprocal Relations 
will be assumed such that R^=» R ^  and r^ *^= r ^  for all i and k. 
(Extensions to relationships proved between R- and r- coefficients 
due to those identities will be represented by (+ O.R.R.)).
In a comparison of a binary solution (eqn 6.2) and the same 
solution in which an isotopic form of 2 is present ( eqn 6.3) the 
following identities exist (eqns (6.4),(6.5),(6.6))r
« » J2 “ ^ 2 + ^ 4 5 X1 " X1 (6*4) (6.3) (6.6)
and by using the Gibbs-Duhem relationship for forces in both systems 
eqn (6.7) is obtained,
.C2 X2 " C2 x2 + C4X4 (6.7)
/
Under conditions for isotopic diffusion of co-ion (eqn(6.3)) 
x^ « 0 * , and from eqns (6.3)* (6.4) and (6.5)f
r 12 = r 14
Comparison of X^ and x^ in experiments without isotopic forces
shows,
R11 *  r 11* ^  R12 *  r 12 “ r 14 (+0«R*R*)*
The coefficients r22, r ^  (r^), and of eqn (6.3) cannot 
be determined solely by comparison of coefficients in eqn(6.l) and
(6.3) but are related to the isotopic diffusion coefficient for co-ion 
D ^ a n d  D44).
If a purely electrical force is applied to both solutions,
X2 “ X2 * X4 “ (6*8)
where Z = = Z, is the co-ion valency ( including sign ), and
c 2 4
grad \jj is the local gradient of electrical potential. Comparison of 
expansions for X2 and x2 and x^ gives eqns (6.9) and (6.10),
R22J2 “ r22jl + r24j4 (6-9)
and I = rA2il +
Since/
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Since co-ions 2 and 4 are chemically identical they will have 
the same electrochemical mobility,V, (cm s )^ under unit electrical 
potential gradient. Since J a C V*
C2h2 " °2r22 + c4r24 " °2r42 + c4r44 (6.11)
Under conditions for isotopic diffusion of co-ion eqn(2.1S) is,
Ji “ L, li A  (2.18)
and the total force and total flow of co-ion are separately zero and 
from eqns (6.7) and (6.5),
C2 X2 83 “°4 X4 311(1 A  = “^4
It is easily shown that the isotopic flows obey Pick’s Law and
that the isotordc diffusion coefficients of 2 and 4, D ™  and D,. resn-22 44
ectively, are equal (eqn(6.1 j>)) >
D _ Iff__________  ^ = Iff
22 c2^r22 ~ r24^  °4^r44 “ r42^  (6V13)
From eqn 6.11 these diffusion coefficients may be -expressed in
terms of the direct frictional coefficients of co-ion in the binary
and the frictional coefficient between isotopes 2 and 4 in the ternary
r24 (r42^  e^qn 6*14),so that,
X) e D =  t=£ x (6.14)
22 44 c2(R22 " r2?
The relative concentrations of co-ion isotopes, and c^ , are
not required in this equation and the isotope-isotooe frictional
coefficient rnA (r.«) may be obtained directly from the self- or 
24 42
isotopic diffusion coefficient of the co-ion in solution and the 
corresponding values of ani in the binary.
From eqns (6.11) and (6.14) explicit expressions for the
frictional coefficients r^  f r22 31111 r44o1* 6qn 3X0 0^ iaine<*i
(eqns (6.15), (6.16} and (6.17))>
„ « R - PP—  (^.15)
24 " 42 h 2 c2d22
r22./
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r = "R + —  ^ ^  ) (Gif,}
22 22 + c2 ( Cy)^) 6^-16^
“ 4 r44 ■ *22 (6'17)
These last two coefficients, r22 and , depend upon the 
relative proportions of isotopes 2 and 4 in the solution.
From the identities,
Z  C.R~ ■ 0 k = 1,2,3 and
i=i 1 ^
Ji
r  V i k  - 0 k = 1»2»5»4
i=1
applied to the phenomenological equations (6,1) and (6,3) respectively, 
it is easily shown that the ion-to-water frictional coefficients in 
the isotopic ternary are equal to those in the parent binary* eqn (6.16)
r22 ®22 + [ CgDgg) (6'16^
E13 = r 13 3114 ®23 “ r 23 = r 43 ; ( + °-R-R*) (6.18)
Consequently,
E33 “ r33*
6.3 Phenomenological Equations relative to ion 4? Eqn (6,3) may be 
taken as a model for the exchanger membrane in which ion 4 represents 
the fluid charge in the polymer, and 2, the co-ion imbibed by the 
membrane from the external solution. Membrane flows are measured 
relative to the stationary matrix and therefore relative to the ion, 
species 4« On a n4-fixed1! frame of reference the phenomenological 
equations (2.18) become eqn (6.19)*
V
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r11 r12 ri3
r 21 r 22 r23
'31 
, 4
'32 '33
V
j24 (6.19)
h 4
ions 1,2 and water, 3t relative
to
%
the fixod anion 4» where  i . ■j  ^).
4
All frictional coefficients, are defined by the binary with the
exception of r22, which, from eqn. (6.16) is dependent on the
isotopic diffusion coefficient D and the concentration ratio — . Thus
°2
the direct coefficient r22 is strongly dependent on the concentration 
of salt in the membrane and increases as co-ion uptake c2 diminishes. 
This feature has been observed in experimental studies of ion exchange
(45).
6.4 Scaling factors for transport parameterst Eqn. (6.19) is
representative of a non-tortuous membrane in which no account has
been taken of the presence of polymer. The model assumes that the
membrane function is determined by the ionogenic fixed groups on the
polymer, that these groups are similar to simple aqueous anions and
that the polymer matrix has no influence on the movement of ions or
water other than, by its presence, to restrict movement by constraining
mobile species to tortuous diffusional pathways.
Concentrations in the membrane are usually expressed in moles
cm  ^of total membrane volume, c, where c = and Y^A3 fractional
aqueous volume (or wore volume) of tne menorane. Plow across tae
membrane is referred to in terms of flow per unit area Ox exposed
membrane, J, so that J = j Y_wnere Y is tne ratio of ’’pore" to » y " w
geometric area at the membrane surface. Tne membrane may oe defined
»
as homogeneous in macroscopic terms if Y^ =
The /
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The presence of* polymer in the membrane may be considered to 
increase the effective length of diffusional pathways across the 
membrane, such that a membrane of geometric thickness d may have a 
diffusional path length of d © which corresponds to a solution of path 
length d v/here 9^ 1 (9 is the tortuosity factor which is discussed in 
section 4*2.1)*
3?ick*s equation for isotopic diffusion of co-ion may be chosen 
to illustrate these scaling effects (eqn.6.19jL
h  " “I)22 d (6.20)
j2 -d22 A c2 1
becomes « -g—  -j- —  (o#21)
V' ww
»
■W - -w'V Wand if 83 YLas in homogeneous membrane.
J . - f  (6.22)
d
^OO —
so that -g—  = Dg2 (^*23)
The diffusion coefficient of co-ion in the tortuous membrane, 
—  ®oo
j) - using this salt model calculation and so is smaller than
in free solution. Using barred symbols to represent the membrane,
—
D22 " -----------------------
(6.24)
C2 E^22 " E22'^
and consequently
r£ » -  r2 ?
®22 “ ~ Y  3114 E22' “ T
W ^
22
where 2' is the isotopic form of2 used in membrane co-ion diffusion 
(it is easily shown that r22, - r^). Since the analysis may be applied 
to/
"to 'the forces and flows in the phenomenological eqns (6*19) it is true 
that,
° (6.25)R.,ik
9
= rik V
w
or in inverse form as mobility coefficients 1 ., ;
y
T  « 1 IF 
ik ik 9 (6*26)
The value of the tortuosity coefficient calculated by theoretical
estimations is dependent upon the statistical model of the exchanger
phase chosen and values from independent theoretical models may not
be consistent* In this study of the calcium form of the C60 membranes
and in previous work on the sodium forms (43) (44) (91) Prager* s
estimate of the tortuosity factor 9 and Mearers value of the path
P
tortuosity 9^ have to be used.
The salt model calculation S.M.C. however defines 9 as
D22
D2JL
and as 9 it will be used in the comparisons of experimental membrane
and S.M.C. parameters given below.
An estimate of the frictional coefficients for an experimental
membrane may be therefore obtained from a knowledge of its physical
dimensions, the concentrations of ions and water in the membrane and
the co-ion diffusion coefficient. Before making comparisons of this
sort it is useful to summarise the ]7redicted correspondence between
membrane R„ and solution frictional parameters eqn (6.27) which is 
ik
represented in matrix form,
*11 R12 R13 %4A14 Rii *12 *13 R12
*21 R22 R23 R24
= R21 r 22 *23 r24
5,1 *32 R33 *34 *31 R32 *33 *32
*41 R42 *43 R44 R21 r42 r44
9 (6.27)
“membrane11 
(S.M.C*)
solution
where r22, ana r24 (-r42) are defined by eqns (6.16) and (6.17)
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and (6.15) respectively*
6*5 Application of the S.M.C: Before making a detailed comparison 
between this simple model calculation and the observed pronerties of 
membranes it is of interest to note that the model predicts that a 
value of R22 may be obtained directly from the isotopic diffusion 
coefficient of co-ion in the membrane, provided the ratio of
fixed charge to co-ion concentration is lar.se (eqns (6.13)(6.15)(6.16)*) 
For most binary electrolytes the function FT/^ ^22 °~ ^ e saJTie
order , of magnitude as ^22* ^or examPl6» in aqueous calcium chloride of 
concentration 1M the function is some 10^ smaller than ^22"
If the co-ion-to-sulphonate friction iii the experimental 
membrane is even approximately equal to of the salt model
calculation,
(6.28)
Again within the limits of applicability of the model the error 
in using eqn (6.21) would be approximately lOc^/c^^ in the membrane 
(at the molalities quoted)*
There are certain consequences of the isotope model presented.
The first is that, since co-ion and matrix-fixed charge,4, are taken 
to be chemically identical, the transport number of co-ion t^ will 
be defined as zero. The change of frame of reference 00 membrane— or 
4- fixed automatically requires co-ion to be stationary relative 
to 4 in an electrical experiment. Fqually the value of the electro- 
osmotic transference number,t^, will oe identical to onat obtained 
by considering the flow of water relative to all co-ions, fixed, in
the binary so that,
**22
Hr
D.
V
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TABLE 6.1a
Comparison of S.M.C. with experimental R-coefficients for C60E 
The C60E membrane in 0.05MCaC32 an^ NaCl
Exptl. S.M.C. S.M.C.xP S.M.C.xM
(i12=°)
0.1II HaCl 0.1M HaCl O.IMHaCl 0.1M HaClExtn.
soln.
^-12 102 14.024 62.9 103.0
x10
R
x1011-12 0.83 0.134 0.79 0.98
R AA
T>12 0.602 0.0848 0.501 0.621
x10
R0
12 0.0848 0.501 0.621
x10
^-12 0.0013 0.000261 0.0015 0.0019
xIO
12-12 -1.65 0.0203 0.120 0.149
x10
14-12 0.2&7* 0.0203 0.120 0.149
x10
-R--.
-12 0.218 0.00436 0.0258 0.0*20
x10 
—R
2^-12 0.102 0,00247 0.0145 0.0181
x10
—R
4'-12 0. 0128 0.00247 0.0145 0.0181
x10
^ - 1 2  2 1 9 0.0090 0.053 0.066
x10 *
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TABLE 6.1 jy
R22 
x10
R.11
x10
E44
x10
oR.22
33
x10 
R 
x10 
-R, 
x10 
-R 
x10 
-R.
-12
12
14
13
x10
-e23
x10
43
x10
-R
24
x10
Exptl.
(125-0)
S.M.C. S.LI.CxP S.M.C.xM S.M.C.xexp.
Extn. 0.05H CaClp 0.05M CaCl- 0.05M CaCl0 0.05M CsCl0 0.05M CaCl0 
Soln. ^ ^ 2 2  2
-12 55.46
-12 4.04
- 1 2 1 .9 5
-12 0.00129
-12 -0.356
-12 1.33
-12 0.0271
-12 0.00239
-12 0.0200
-12 -0.565
9.931
0.762
0.091
0.0904
0.000285
0.073
0.073
0.0114
0.00200
0.00200
0.011
75.2
5.77
0.689
0.688
0.554
0.554
0.0151
0.0151
0.0833
94.1
7.21
0.862
O .861
0.00217 0.00271
0.693
0.69:
0.0864 0.1082
0.0189
0.0189
0.1042
108.5
8.33
0.994
0.992
0 .00-11
0.798
0.798
0.1248
0.0219
0.0219
0.1202
3
where is the transport number for co-ion in the binary solution. 
The specific conductivity, K, is independent of the frame of reference 
chosen for the measurement and so the S.M.C, predicts the specific 
conductivity of the membrane K by eqn (6.29),
K * K 9 (6.29)
For these parameters it is sufficient to know the co-ion 
transport number relative to water, tg^ , specific conductivity
of the model binary K to obtain predicted membrane parameters,
6.6 Observed and Calculated Membrane Parameters:
The Salt Model Calculation has been developed above as a general
theory and its essential validity may be illustrated by referring to
the sodium form of the C60 membranes (77). The frictional coefficients
for the binary model electrolyte sodium chloride were obtained from
Miller’s tabulated data (28) and those for the binary model calcium
chloride were calculated using primary data from references (86) (105).
Since molarity,C, of species relative to unit volume of aqueous pore
solution is not defined unequivocally, this concentration was
estimated by assuming the ratio of molarity to molality in the membrane
to be the same as in the corresponding equiiaolal aqueous chloride
solution at 25°C. Since sufficient primary solution data for aqueous
calcium chloride could be obtained at concentrations not exceeding
one molar,comparisons were restricted to the expanded membrane C60E
which had. an internal molality in the calcium form of 1,07m,
Frictional coefficients obtained from experimental data and
from the Salt Model Calculation (S.M.C.) are given in Tables 6.1a
9
and 6.1b, Tortuosity corrections, Y^ have been estimated, using the 
ratio/
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Table 6.5
Tortuosity corrections fo r membrane C60E in  equinormal 
equilibrium  solutions of NaCl and CaCl^ #
Membrane C60E
Ext • Sol • O.C^mCaClg 0#1m HaCl
9 3.229 2,78
P
©M 4.04 3.45
9 4.^6 3.44exp
P 7.57 5.91
I I  9.47 7.33
exp 10.93 7.31
0 9 0
p . J E L ,  m = J£. &xp = -22£ .  Tw is  defined as the pore
Vw w *
volume o f the membrane
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. I)22
ratio W~~~ 3-s suggested by the model and those of Meares and Prager 
22
in the manner discussed above* These three methods, designated (exp), (M)
and ( P •) respectively are shown in the tabulated delta, (table 6.3).
The experimental frictional coefficients shown in table 6* 1a
are for the sodium form of the C60E and are determined using the
approximation 112=0(43). The agreement in table 6.1a between
calculated and experimental coefficients R ^  is in general extremely
good, with calculated values following in detail the trends and
magnitudes found from data derived from experimental measurements
(43)(91)• The particularly close agreement between calculated and
experimental values of R22 and R largely justifies the basic
assumption of the Salt Model Calculation; that aqueous chloride and
sulphonate-matrix anions have similar kinetic characteristics.
In table 6.1b the experimental frictional R-coefficients for
the calcium form of the C60E membrane are calculated using the
approximation lo,=0 as described in section 5*1 *1* This approximation
was chosen as being the one which gave most consistent results for
the calculations used in the above chapter.
It is immediately obvious that the agreement between calculated
and experimental values is much less good, although,on the whole,
trends in observed data are still followed by the S.M.C. The direct
coefficient R,. is fairly well approximated but those for calcium,!^
44 1 '*
water,R^,and chloride,R22,are all overestimated by the S.M.C. The
coefficient R,, indicates that the water-sulphonate-matrix frictional 
34
interaction is similar to the water-chloride frictional interaction 
in the model. However R^, the counterion-to-water frictional 
interaction, is greatly overestimated by the model while the
counterion-sulphonate-matrix frictional interaction, is underestimated.
/
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TA3LE 6.2
Comparison of S.IT.C. Yrith experimental values of 1-coefficients for 
C60E membrane in 0.05m CaCl^
Internal molality of membrane 1,07m
C60E S.M.C. P M exp
exptl. (l2y=0)
1-- 2.89 32.60 4.30 3.34 2.98
13x10
li9 -1.59 50.10 6.62 5.29 4.58
15x10
1 1.80 10.0 1.33 1.06 0.915
14x10
1 0.607 1 3.0 1.72 1.37 1.19
1^1 x10 1
1 2 27.00 3.57 2.85 2.47
2315X100
1 0.903 8.67 1*14 0.92 0.79
x10~
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The major coefficients and have proved to he equally 
anomalous when the calcium forms of the C60 membranes are compared 
directly with the sodium forms (table 5*8) and possible reasons 
for these observations are suggestions and discussed at length in 
section 5»i2.
Mobility coefficients 1 ^  for this system are shown in table 
6,2# The model, by assuming identical co-ion and fixed charge,restricts 
the calculated co-ion transport number to zero so that from equation 
(2.30b)
^2 ^22 ^1^2^12 
*2 - -  ^  (2.30b)
2
Z~ lno = - Z^Z^l.o in the S.M.C.. For a 2:1 salt such as calcium 2 22 1 2 12
chloride, 122 - 21^.
The direct mobility coefficients 1^ and 1^  are predicted with
reasonable accuracy although no single tortuosity correction
consistently gives best correspondence. The experimental value 1 ^
is small and cannot be calculated with confidence for this system
which has low co-ion uptake. Table 5» 1 shows in fact that the
application of the assumptions lg * 0 and 0 results in negative
valuas of 1^^. The direct mobility of the co-ion, is under-
12
estimated by the Salt Model Calculation. The calculated value of the 
co-ion- to-water coupling coefficient lg^ is about 2$ of In
this system with a 2:1 electrolyte the assumption Ig3= ® 
valid since this coefficient appears only in equation 2.32,
Z i + Z2123 (2>32)
V
which/
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Table 6.4
S.M.C* Predictions for the C60E membrane in 0.05m CaClg
Observed Calculated
Transference
Number (t^ ) 10.30 19.88
1*10 1* 59 ((?)correction)
1•29((K) correction) 
1.10((exp) H )
Water Flux(j,)
(mole cnf^s ) x10® -11.48 -4.42((P)correction) 
-3.53((M) " )
-3.06((e&p) « ^ )
Specific
Conductivity (k )
—1 —1 2 
(ohaf cm ) x10
Salt Flux(j )
/ n —2 -1\ >*10(mole cm s ) *x10 9.71 6.35((?)correction) 
5.08((M) » )
4.40((exp) " )
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which is the expression for the electro-osmotic transference
number ty  The counterion-to-water coupling coefficient 1 is greatly
overestimated by the S.M.C. (table 6.2).
A basic requirement of the model is that co-ion diffusion 
in the membrane and model electrolyte differs solely due to tortuosity 
effects and reference to section 4 .2 (table 4.3) will show that this 
requirement has been met.
6*7 Predictions of Experimental Measurements: Measured and predicted
transport properties are given in table 6.4. The specific conductivity,
K, is estimated accurately particularly with the (exp) tortuosity
correction and this is a reflection of the accuracy to which the
direct mobility coefficient 1^  is predicted from the binary model
(eqn 2.27 and eqn 6.29). The. electro-osmotic transport number t, is
overestimated by about 100$. This term, when calculated from the
3
transport number of the co-ion, t^ > in the binary model, does not 
take account of co-ion movement in the membrane which will tend to 
reduce electro-osmotic flow. It is not suggested, however, that in 
this system consideration of co-ion movement in the membrane would 
reduce the calculated electro-osmotic flow by more than about 10$.
The high predicted value of t^ is reflected by the overestimation in 
the Salt Model of the counterion-water coupling coefficient term 1 ^
(table 6.2 and eqn 2.32).
Salt and osmotic flows across the membrane were measured when 
a concentration gradient of 0,025W 0.075m was maintained across the 
membrane (section 3*11)* ^or S.M.C. these flows are given in 
equations 2.42 and 2.41 which become,
J /
s'
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'TABLE 6.5
Salt Model - Water Transference Number Comparisons*
Membrane C60N2 C60N2 C60N1
Electrolyte 0.1M HC1 NaCl LiCl
Wet weight (g) 0.3316 0.3220 0.2612
Capacity meg/disc 0.30 6 0.306 0.225
Wt. of counterion (g) 0.0003 0.0071 0.0016
Dry weight (g) 0.2161 0.2161 0.1850
Wt.of water (g) 0.1152 0.0988 0.074^
$ water w.r.t 
dry wt. of 
matrix
50.02 44.7 40.32
q
cone, of water ( 3) 
cone* of counterionfc^jj 20.92 19.94
18.40
■i
0.150 0.644 0.714
a  4 3.14 11.55
13.20
t^(obs) 3.05 •11.02 12.88
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TABLE 6.5 (contd.)
Salt Model - Water Transference Number Comparisons,
Membrane C60N1 C60N1 C60N1 C60N1
Electrolyte 0.1M NaCI KC1 RbCl CsCl
Wet weight (g) 0.2569 0.2502 0.2585 0.2670
Capacity meg/disc 0.225 0.225 0.225 0.225
Wt* of counterion (g) 0.00052 0.0090 0.0194 0.0 :06
Dry weight (g) 0.1850 0.1850 0.1850 0.1850
Wt. of water (g) 0.0667 0.0562 0.0541 0.0514
$ water w.r.t. 
dry wt. of 
matrix
36.05 30.58 29.24 27.78
conc. of water (C3^  
conc. of counterion (c^ j| 16.50 15.88 13.36 12.69
t-3 0.651 0.512 0.502 0.508
c tt2
C1
10.41 7.11 6.71 6.45
t^(obs) 9.41 6.63 12.85 11.36
The values for the observed t, values have been corrected for
3
partial molal volume changes as described in Appendix A. 6(Reference 87).
The tg values, the transport number of the co-ion in the corresponding 
binary solution.
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(6.30)
(6.31)
Salt flows, *Js, and water flows, calculated by the S.M.C. 
are both lower than observed (table 6.4). The lower value of 
(eqn 6.31) is due primarily, to the overestimation of t, in the
j
dominant second term of that equation. Salt flow, J , is underestimated
3
because the mobility coefficient 122 is underestimated by the Salt 
Model.
Investigation of the predictive capabilities of the S.M.C. 
was extended by determining experimentally the transference number 
of water, ty  in C60N membranes which had been equilibrated in turn 
with equimolar {0*1M) solutions of HC1 and of each of the alkali 
earth metal chlorides shown(table 6.5). The membranes were converted 
to their various forms as described in section 3«4> and the t2 
values determined as described in section 3*14* Observed and 
calculated values of t, are shown in table 6.5. It is seen that
j
agreement is remarkably good for all forms except the Rubidium and
the Caesium whose observed t, values are anomalously high#
3
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CHAPTER 7 
MIXED IONIC FORMS OF THE C60 SYSTEM!
Introduction:
When a cation exchanger is placed in a solution containing a 
mixture "kke electrolytes calcium chloride and sodium chloride an 
equilibrium is quickly set up at the solution-membrane interface so 
that
Ca2+ + 2Na+ Ca2+ + 2Na+ 
where the barred and unbarred symbols represent the membrane and 
solution phases respectively. The position of this equilibrium 
determines the selectivity for the two cationic species. This 
selectivity is usually measured in terms of a selectivity coefficient
The terms 3^a2+ and "Xjja+ are defined here as mole fractions of 
the ions in the exchanger and it may be shown that the relative amounts 
of Ca2+ and Na+ in the exchanger depend on the total concentration of 
Ca2+ and Na+ in the solution as well as on their relative concentrat­
ions. At low electrolyte concentrations approximations may be made 
to obtain the following relationship (l09)»where m is the total
molality of Na+ and Ca2+ in solution and and *ea2+ ^  the mole 
, 2+
fractions of Na and Ca in the solution phasey 
^  Xca2+
Alternatively eqn 7.2 may be arranged to consider the properties
of /
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of “the exchanger and the equilibrium solution separately i.e.,
y<-*' C a t!n* ^
(,-5)
It is obvious that in order to maintain the left hand side of
the expression constant neither the ratio (X^a+)2 / 2+ nor the
+ 2+
total molality of Na and Ca must be allowed to vary. This behaviour
contrasts with the exchange between two species of univalent ions
(107) where the ionic composition of the exchanger defends only on
the relative concentrations of the ions in the solution phase and not
on the total concentration.
Ca2+
Kj. + is not a true equilibrium constant. A rational equilibrium 
2+
constant JC^+ may "be written however using the convention that the 
standard and reference states of the exchanger phase be defined as 
the respective ionic forms in equilibrium with pure water. The membrane 
phase activity coefficients are ^ q&2+ andX^a+ so that
rCa2+ -3CCa2+ foa2+
2
* vA L/Cl vvflr /  r» j \K..+ <=   ^--- 0 .   (7.4)
( s s )  h:a2+
Since is defined to be constant the ratio ^ Ca2+ /(£jya+)
Ca2+
contains the variation of K^a+ with composition.
Selectivity coefficients may be related to the appropriate free 
energy changes occurring when ions are exchanged. One such relation
is
AG° - - HD (7*5)
where G° is the standard free energy change involved in the transfer
of one mole of calcium from an infinite amount of solution in the 
conventional standard state to one mole of exchanger initially 
completely in the sodium form and the transfer back to the solution
of /
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Table 7.1
V
Ca**
m ola lity  (m)
1 0 - 0.1 0
0.987 0.013 1.478 0.0988 0.295
0.974 0.026 1.150 0.0975 0.362
0.948 0.052 1.082 0.0950 0.482
0.888 0.112 O .863 0.0900 0.600
0.823 0.177 0.697 0.0850 0.671
0.600 0.400 0.576 0.0750 0.823
^ H a 8"4 *Xpa are the mole fractions of sodium and calcium ion
respectively  in  the equilibrium  solution# Xq& is  the mole fra c tio n  
o f calcium ion in  the exchanger#..
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Figure 7.1
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of one mole of sodium (i.e. the standard free energy involved in the 
complete conversion of one mole of the exchanger from the sodium form 
to the calcium form).
A completely general thermodynamic treatment using rational 
activities in the membrane phase has been given by Gaines and Thomas
(108), Making use of the observations that co-ion uptake is 
negligible and the water activity in the solution remains essentially 
constant over the range o£%Ca2+4 1 at an overall ionic strength of 
0.1 Normal, the general equation given by these authors may be 
reduced to,
ln^ a " + " <NCa2+ - < a +)lnaw + S' ln ®Ca2+ ^o
w wwhere Nn 2+ and NM + are the number of moles per equivalent of fixed0/£L In cl
ionic groups in the pure calcium and sodium forms respectively. A 
fuller description of quantitative theories of selectivity is given 
by Helfferich (2) Reichenberg (109) and Holm (110) •
Ca2+
7.1 Selectivity Coefficient: A selectivity coefficient K^a+ was
calculated as described above for each equilibrium situation. The
results obtained were tabulated (table 7»1) and a graph was plotted 
2+ _ 
with lnK^ ja+ as a function of 1(^2+ (figure 7*1) •
a Ca2+
To determine the rational equilibrium c o n s t a n t o f  eqn 7*
r 2+
the values of lnKjj.a+ were fitted to a polynomial of the type 
y ■ a + bX^ 2+ + °X^a2+ by a least squares fitting procedure and
the function integrated between the limits 0 and 1. A final value for 
2+
$C^ ja+ of 2.88 molal was obtained and may be used to calculate the
standard free energy change of the ion exchange process from eqn 7.5 
« 2+
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The negative value (eqn 7.5) obtained for AG° means that the calcium
form is more stable than the sodium by 2622 joules# The graph of
Ca^+ . —
against r^«a2+ shows, as expected, that in the absence of
Ca^+
pres sure-volume effects Kjja+ decreases steadily as the mole fraction 
of calcium in the exchanger increases.
Bonner has indicated (111) that if exchanges between univalent 
and divalent ions or between two divalent ions are represented by 
equations of the type
•jjfMXg + BRes » -j^ MReSg + BX
and
+ 4oRes2 « •jMReSg +
they are directly comparable with exchanges between univalent ions 
which are represented by the equation 
AX + BRes - ARes + BX
When exchange reactions are represented in terms of equilibrium
constants 'triangular comparisons may be obtained by addition or
subtraction of two such equations to yie Id a third and the resultant
equilibrium constant for the third reaction will be the product or
quotient of the first two constants .This logarithmic additivity of
equilibrium constants also permits the establishment of quantitative
selectivity scales (112). Such selectivity scales for divalent ions
are quoted by Bonner and Smith (113) • These are based on the arbitrary
assignment of the value of unity to the affinity of the lithium ion
for each resin and provide a means of predicting a selectivity 
CjQlcoefficient IC. +since
Ca*+ a „C *  jJi*
h *  = Li+ *0* v
Ca
From the selectivity scales of the above reference and 
K^%are 4.15 and 1.58 respectively, so value of 2.63 may be predicted 
for /
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TABLE 7.2
’W ’ xCaa* observed specific 
conductivity (k)
( ohm** 1cm”1)x10 ^
1 0 1 0 1.99
0,987 0.013 O .640 0.360 1.26
0.974 0.026 O .468 0.532 1.20
0.948 0..052 0,352 0.648 1.12
0.888 0.112 0.250 0.750 0.69
0.823 0.177 0.194 0.806 1.04
0 1 0 1 1.10
X  represents the mole frac tio n  of ions in  equilibrium  solu tion ,
at
x represents equivalent frac tio n  o f ions in  the membrane.
Figure 7»2
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o-8
®  Observed Values
0  Vcllues Cotfcu.CcLt&d
‘f'Pott. V. 3.0
0 *JL
X
Cot
1+
Ca
- is in general agreement with the observed#
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7*2 Electrical Properties of Mixed Ionic Forms: The specific 
conductivity of the membrane was measured at each equilibrium 
stage (table 7*2) and a graph was drawn in which the specific 
conductivity (k ) was plotted as a function of the equivalent fraction of 
calcium (xQa 2+)(figure 7.2),It was noted that, whilst the overall 
■trend of K values is downwards as x_ 2+ increases from zero to unity,Ucl
a minimum value of K was obtained in the region 5^2+ « 0.5# Despite 
the presence of the more mobile sodium ions in the membrane the net 
contribution of the two cationic species to the specific conductivity 
would appear to be negative over the observed x 2+ range#
vS
It was decided therefore to investigate this phenomenon using 
analogous ternary solutions data# No appropriate transport data was 
available for NaCl-CaClg solutions. However, in view of the close 
similarity between the transport properties of calcium chloride and 
barium chloride solutions over the required concentrations (22)(86) it 
was decided that a meaningful comparison could be made between an 
alkali metal ion chloride-barium chloride solution data and the 
corresponding results from the membrane studies. Reference 115 in 
which the experimental specific conductivity values of the ternary 
solution KCl-BaClg are displayed as a function of the mole fraction 
of barium shows that the conductivity values deviate slightly from 
the ideal. It is seen however that the function has no minimum and
so is never less than the specific conductivity of the less mobile
ion. The contribution of the more mobile ion to the specific conduct­
ivity of the solution is positive.
If the analogy of the ternary solution is however extended to 
the membrane system it consists of the calcium ions (^) and the 
sodium /
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sodium ion (|3 ), the matrix-fixed sulphonate ion (4-), and the 
neutral solvent water (3). (it is assumed that the co-ion concentration 
is low enough to be negligible since its maximum concentration is 2$ 
of the concentration (table 4.1) )• As in the solution case the frame 
of reference is solvent-fixed and so the phenomenological equation 
matrix may be expressed as,
(7.7)
J*
l3LoIpC
,3
dL(!>
4 3L^ l l3
4 Ll t3
Current density I is given by
i = r ( ^ 3 + + z4j3) (7 .8 )
where is the valency of ion i and F is a faraday.
Since in the system described there is no chemical potential 
gradient
X, « Z,F ( - 3^  ) (2.13)Li  " l  v dx '
From equations 7*12 and 2.13
I  = p2 (-Z& I.3*  + z |  + z |  L34 + 2ZAZpL  ^ + 2Za<Z4l34
2h z4 4 a)(- te >
(7.9)
Application of Ohm's Law (eqn 2.26) to this equation (7*9) 
yields the specific conductivity K
K = F2 ( 4  I ^ +  4  ijfi + Z‘  L44 + 2 ^ 1 ^  + 2^.Z4L^_4
+ 2ZJ?Z4 4 4)
It is noted that in the ternary description (eqn 7.10) the
-z -z 3
direct coefficients and i'fsjs both correspond to in the
binary situations (43) a^d (section 2.4.1.1 Or ^ d  cross~
coefficients /
,2 t3 (7.10)
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■ * • • 3 3  3coefficients and correspond to L ^  "k'ne binary situations,
Ternary cation-cation coupling coefficient L^ghas no binary analogue,
A set of equations similar to Hiller's successful LIT
approximation (114) may be formulated,
3
L n  - \  (^PJwhere i =o<,(3 ) (7.11)
1 44 “ ^ ( x44^ + (^4 (L44^ (7*12)
t3i4 = W i  d = * p )  (7>13)
-Iv/i = (** (1*4) ( t ^  (7.14)
By substituting equations 7*11 - 744 into equation 7*1® the
expression
' k - f 2(z2 ?.* ( l ^  + d 44^  + z2 Xp ( l 44)p
+ 2Z^Z^(L^) + 22^Z4 h ( L 14i  + 2Z(3Z45/3(L14)(3 ) (7.15)'
is obtained ( )*and ( )^  denote the calcium and sodium forms
respectively of the corresponding binary, x^ is the equivalent 
fraction of species i.
For the calcium binary solution,
*“ ( i  ( L 1 l l  + Z4 (l44}c< + 2h Z4 (l*4^ } ?2 (7'16)
and in sodium binary,
'5M z £  (L11V  + Z4 (l44V + 2V 4  (W ( 5 )?2 (7‘17)
Equation 7*15 therefore becomes,
K- (*tCK0L + x + ( 2 2 ^ ( 1 . ^ )  ) F2
The /
(7.18)
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TA'BL^  7.5 
xp Correction term0
(calculated)xl 0
1.00 0.00 0.00
0.75 0.25 -0.26
0.70 0.50 -0.50
0.50 0.50 -0.59
0.50 0.70 -0.50
0.25 0.75 -0.26
0.00 1.00 0.00
Calculated specific^ 
conductivity JC • 
ohm ~ cm" x10
1.99
1.49
1.40
1.11 
1.00
0.99
1*10
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The ideal situation,
K = (5*^ + ^Kjj) F2 (7.19)
would obviously give a linear relationship. The final term however, 
the cation-cation coupling interaction, is shown in eqn, 7,14 to be 
negative and would reduce the specific conductivity from the maximum 
value of the ideal situation, (figure 7*2).
Table 7*5 shows values for the correction term T calculated from 
eqn. 7*20 using mobility 1^~ coefficients which have been converted 
from a membrane-fixed frame of reference (l.v) to a solvent-fixed 
frame of reference (L.^ ) (Appendix A.7).
Correction Term (T) ■ - 2 2 ^ ( 3 ^  ) ^ 2 ((L^) (i*^ ) (7*20)
calculated over the concentration range 0^ x ^ 1 . In the calculation 
of the term (T) in eqn. 7.20 no correction has been included to 
account for the change in path tortuosity of the membrane during its 
transition from the sodium form to calcium because it was found to be 
negligible in this context.
It is evident that both calculated and observed specific 
conductivity functions show a minimum value.
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Table 7.4
A®eq. BLO
aL *■+ meq. Ca meq. Ho0 _--------- 6-Ca -*{ * 2 ^meq. Ca
0 0 8.00
0.360 0.090 7.50 -5 .56
0.532 0.134 7.23 -6 .13
0.648 0.163 7.05 -6.21
0.750 0.188 6.89 -6 .40
0.806 0.202 6.78 -7 .85
1 0.251 6.49 -12.08
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7.3 Resuitg and discussion:
Swelling Pressure: It is seen in (table 7.4) that the water content
of the membrane decreases with increasing concentration of calcium
in the membrane. Therefore, the swelling pressure exerted on the
membrane (section 4*11) decreases with increasing calcium content.By
correlating each measured water content with the corresponding calcium
ion concentration in the membrane it is possible to calculate the
average number of water molecules which leave the membrane when a
sodium ion is displaced by a calcium ion. The results of these studies
are shown in table 7*1* It noted (table 7*4) that the ratt©
2+A  m.eq HgO /A m.eq Ca increases only slightly until the equivalent 
fraction of calcium in the membrane rises to about 0*75* A more 
rapid increase is then recorded.
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APPENDIX A.1
E.M.F. OF A CONCENTRATION CELL AND CALCULATION OF X1 AND Xg
a) E.M.F. of a Concentration cell 
In-a cell such as that represented hy figure A.1.1, where an ion 
exchange membrane separates two aqueous solutions of the same 2 s 1 
electrolyte on sides * and " respectively, salt and water flows occur 
in opposite directions and a diffusion potential is set up. If the 
assumption is made that there is no interfacial resistance at the 
membrane surface then the potential, E, measured between the electrodes 
is given by,
E * + Effl + Eg (A.1.1)
The memibrane will be chosen to be a cation exchanger and the 
electrodes reversible to the co-ion so that,
E1 " f^F ln a2 (A. 1.2a)
B2 * Z^F 131 a” (A. 1.2b)
The diffusion potential, Em, is given by the integral of 
equation 2.37 across the entire membrane,
E * RT m _ F
Strictly speaking, t^, tg,and t^ in equation A. 1.3 are the 
mean values of the transport and water transference numbers of the 
membrane over the concentration interval a.* - aV (i=1,2,3), but 
providing the concentration gradients are small the variation in 
t^ across the membrane should be negligible.
Substituting/
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Substituting t^ = 1-t^, « 2, - -1 and rearranging,
equation A.1*3 becomes,
E * fr­ill P
2 3 2 3and since a!J.(a”) ■ (a”) and a*.(a£) * (aj) the equation may
be rewritten,
r, BTB *» _m P [1*11,1 iiji + • 111 bfii (A,1*5)
£
The total cell potential, E, given by equation A.1.1 is therefore
IPs 11 h|J + IF *311
b) Calculation of and
The electrochemical potential of the salt, u^> is defined as
U12 " r1U1 + r2U2 (A.1.7)
where u^ and urt are the electrochemical potentials of cation and 
1 2
anion respectively, and r^  and r^ are the stoichiometric constants. 
If u^ and Ug are separated into chemical and electrical components 
then,
U12 “r1U1 +r2U2 + r^1Z1 + r2Z2^  ° r1U1 + r2U2 (A*1*8)
i.e. the chemical and electrochemical potentials of the salt are
identical. This identity can be used to calculate and^Xg since,
i t * } - ’, ! & !  - A ” *  -
Equation A.1.9 in conjunction with equation 2.37 which may be written
b x
z1 X1 /
170
ti t2
zj-X1 + Z ^ x2 + V “ $ -
leaves and X2 as the only unknowns and the equations may 
“be solved for these quantities.
:vX -Vte:.
;n" vt'rvui:Lbr;L'/j;: ?
.-cX'-v' XXX -”Xrft'5:
   •-
(2.37)
therefore
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. APPMTDIX Ac 2 
RADIOCEg.UCAL SXTSPJ.XEXATIOIT OF UPTAKES
There are two possible approaches to this,The first is to 
measure the activity of a known volume of radioactive solution 
before and after placing an inactive membrane into it. The alternative 
is to equilibrate a membrane in active solution, remove it and place 
it in a known volume of inactive solution and measure the increase of 
activity in this solution, For reasons which will be discussed below 
this second method was employed for both selectivity and coion uptake 
measurements.
Consider a membrane containing B milliequivalents of ion X* If 
this is placed in equilibrium solution containing radioactive X ions 
an isotopic exchange will occur until the isotopic compositions of X 
idns in the solution and in the membrane are identical. Samples of 
the solution will give the counts per minute per milliequivalent of 
X ions in the solution and hence the membrane (=*y).
If the membrane is then blotted and freed from adhering 
solution films as described in section 3«£f»then the total counts per 
minute in the membrane phase will be B x y. The membrane is then 
placed in a known volume of an identical inactive solution containing 
A milliequivalents of X ions.
Total X ion in the system is thus A+B milliequivalents.
Isotopic redistribution occurs and the total activity appearing in 
the solution is A/(A+B) x B x y. This activity can be determined by 
taking samples of the solution after equilibration which leaves B as 
the only unknown.
By an exactly analogous procedure the expression for the total 
activity in the solution using the first method is A/(A+B) x A x y.
This method is only suitable where a large reduction in solution counts 
can/
can "be expected, which means that A and B must he at least of the 
same order with preferably B^A, Measurement of coion uptakes, where 
A i>B, is clearly grossly inaccurate by this method and in selectivity 
measurements even although in some cases A was slightly larger than 
B, this first method resulted in the subtraction of two large numbers 
with consequent inaccurate results* The second method was therefore 
used in all determinations.
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AT-PITTOIX A. 3
EFFECT CF SAT.IPIING OX MEASURED TRAGBR FLOATS
Consider a half-cell of volume vo into which tracer ions are 
diffusing at an instantaneous rate of inc, where inc is some function 
of time. If the half-cell is sampled to determine the activities at 
given times, then volume changes and/or dilution effects will result, 
giving an incorrect plot of activity against time. Ideally it is 
desired to sample without disturbing the system so that a correct 
plot is obtained. The undisturbed system will therefore be taken as a 
reference. In the general derivation below the deviation from this 
ideality due to any form of sampling is calculated.
Let the volume of the sample removed be nn and let a be the
volume of inactive solution added. (This means that the sample removed
can be as large as necessary without ultimately causing a potentially
catastrophic reduction in the volume of the sampling side).
't/llConsider firstly the i-1 sample.
Activity/sample = y£i-l3 
tlrVolume when i-1 sample is taken * vo - (i-2) (nn-a).
Time at which sample is taken = x &-d.
Volume after sample is removed = vo - (i-1)(nn-a) - a.
Total activity remaining = y£i-l2(vo - (i-1) (nn-a) - a)/nn.
Volume a of inactive solution is added, therefore the volume of 
the system now becomes vo - (i-1)(nn-a).
The i^ *1 sample is taken at time xfi] •
Between xji-1^ and xj[i}, tracer has been diffusing into the 
half-cell and the total activity added during this time interval is
Note/
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Note that the imits of incjju are activity/ unit time/ ml. 
(referred to the standard volume vo)/ sample.
Therefore at time xjhO the activity/ sample is,
x jSi
yj3.-l\ (vo - (i-1) (nn-a) - a) + vo ^  incj[i)dx
.________________________ xg-13 88 W
vo - (i-1)( n n - a ) •
Rearranging,
J inofildx » ~ v^o ~ -^Ufnn-a)) + y£i-l7)
x J H i
In the steady state incj/Lj is a constant and therefore,
inc . = ((yfij - yfi-AH vo - (i-1)(nn-a)) + ayfe-ti )vo (x£:Q - xii-fi)
so that the mean value of the incfij may be calculated for a 
given run for time intervals x£_i) - x£i-lj •
In the non-steady state, incfO is a function of time and
y  incjjQdx gives the total increase in activity for one time
* I M 3
interval (referred to the standard volume vo) without any information 
on the rate incjij.
Returning to the equation for yjil then,
( vo ^  inc£i} dx - a yfi-tl)
y [ A  = y[i-d + xfi-ij ___________
(vo - (i-1)(nn-a)
Expanding the numerator vo to vo - (i-1)(nn-a) + (i-1)(nn-a), 
and collecting terms,
y i  /
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x[i\
jr fill = ypL-i) + f ino),iiax
xLil
(i-1) (nn-a) incjijdx - ayJi-O
+ ___________ *&-j]________________
vo - (i-1)(nn-a)
As mentioned at the beginning, it is necessary to refer all 
activities to the undisturbed system, therefore,
- corr£i-lJ, where the subscript vo refers 
to the unperturbed activity and the difference is made up by the term 
corrjfe-lj.
Therefore,
yJSU -  corrM  ■ ^-ilvo+ j inci>3 
(i-l)(nn-a) /incjljdx - ay/i-1J
+ --------- J-----------------  - corr/i-tJ
vo - (i-1)(nn-a)
In the ideal case,
y£dv0 = y ^ - ^ To + in° W dx
thus,
ayj5-1l - (i-1) (nn-a) /inc£iJdx
confil = -----------------  + com^i-lj
vo - (i-1)(nn-a)
and corr 1 = 0.0.
In this form the expression appears in the steady and non-steady state 
diffusion programs ( Appendix A.^ ).
The true curve is obtained by plotting the y/Q against time
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m i ' ' DITi’FUSICIT CORRECTIONS
In the derivation of the expression for the self-diffusion
coefficient 5^ it was assumed that diffusion through the membrane was
the rate-controlling step and that there was no interfacial resistance 
to diffusion "between the membrane and the solution. In a real system 
however neither assmption is strictly true. The interfacial resistance 
problem, from which the difficulties arise, has been circumvented by 
the invention of the "diffusion layer” concept} i.e. that there 
exists at both membrane faces a layer of average thickness ^ which 
unstirred regardless of the efficiency of stirring in the bulk 
solution. If diffusion through the membrane is faster then through 
the unstirred films then a concentration gradient is set up in the 
unstirred layers and this gradient lowers the measured diffusion 
coefficient. IJy this device the assumption of no interfacial resist­
ance is preserved and all effects are ascribed to the diffusion 
layer. If the fluxes through the unstirred films and the membrane are 
equated it can be easily shown that'for a mobile species, i, (l)
(A.4.1)
1 1
and hence,
(* •4 .2 )n rr. r1 1 0
where/
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where I), and c. are the diffusion coefficient and concentration, of 1 i
i in the solution phase.
water, then the diffusion process is membrane controlled. If, on the
through the films. Counterion diffusion usually lies somewhere between 
the two extremes so that the observed and true membrane diffusion 
coefficients ( D ^  and D^ respectively ) may differ significantly. 
There have been several attempts to correct self-diffusion data- for 
the effects of film diffusion or to calculate ^ directly (2)(3>)(4)(5) 
(6) but the correction applied to observed diffusion coefficients in 
this work was that of Scattergood and Lightfoot (7). These authors 
calculated the mean local mass transfer coefficient, k , in the
A.4.1 and A.4*2 above).
An important factor in determining the magnitude of k is theo
cell and paddle system geometry and it is therefore necessary to 
calibrate the diffusion cell before taking measurements. This was 
done by making limiting current measurements with a silver foil 
cathode in place of the membrane and 0.0005 molar silver nitrate in 
1.0 molar sodium nitrate. The current was drawn from an automatic 
polarograph which gave a linearly increasing voltage with time. A 
plot of current against time was obtained by monitoring the potential 
difference across a standard 10 ohm resistor in the circuit with a 
potentioraetric/ ~ .
D.c.d e8*e
2, which is frequently^the for co-ions andIf i i
D.c.d
other hand l li i -  «  2, then the rate-controlling step is diffusion
7 c7
boundary layers ( where k^ corresponds to the term ^1/£ equations
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potentiometric chart recorder. At currents below the limiting current
a linearly increasing plot of current against time was obtained, but
when the limiting current was reached the trace levelled off to give
a plateau. The experiment was repeated a number of times at stirring
speeds of 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500 and 550 r.p,m. Overall
reproducibility of limiting currents was about 2-3$* The mass transfer
coefficient, k , is related to the limiting current I by the equation, o
k0 ■ (A,4*3)
where (c-j)-jj is concentration of ion 1 in the bulk solution and the
general relation between the mass transfer coefficients and the other
\
variables in the system is,
°)mB = A )9 (l/fD )* (A‘4-4)D
where (k ) is the area mean value of k , v c'm c7
B is the cathode diameter,
D is the solvent diffusivity,
N is the rate of impellar rotation,
L is the impellar diameter,
^ is the solution viscosity,
^ is the solution density 
and A and q are the constants of the system to be determined.
If the logarithms of both sides of equation A.4^4 are taken, the 
equation may be rearranged to become,
(k ) B T t2
log . q log N + log (ACj/pj)3 ( Lf//j)(l) (A.4.5)
A/
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(k  ) 13\ n ' r',
A p lo t  o f  lo p  ve rm is  lo p  1: shou ld  th e re fo re  be a s t r a ip  t  l i r e
6f gradient q. Substitution of q into the constant term yields A* A
value for A of 0.26 and, for q, 0.50 were obtained for the cell
employed in all self diffusion measurements in this study. Determination
of these constants remits the evaluation of k for any other membranec
and solution from equation A.4*4 and allows a correction for film 
diffusion effects to be applied.
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Appendix A.5
Correction to Transport Numbers for Uptake of Chlorine-56 
by the Electrodes
In the experiments to determine the transport numbers of the 
co-ions in the membrane, Ag / AgCl electrodes were used in the
xlC
solutions of calcium chloride containing Cl^ , In the back-flow
xc
experiments, i.e. with the flow of chloride^ against the electric
current, the electrode in the solution containing a higfr. activity 
36
of Cl was the anode, so that AgCl was being formed on the electrode
and the total chloride concentration (and hence the Cl^ concentration )
was being reduced. The duration of the experiment and the current
density used were so adjusted that this concentration change was
small, approx 2-yjo of the total concentration. Since the Cl^
concentration was assumed constant in the calculation, an average
value over the duration of the experiment was used without introducing
any great error into the result. In the other side of the cell,
chloride ions were being released into the solution, but since only
36the concentration of Cl ions permeating the membrane was being
measured, the effect on the results was negligible. This was not the
case when the forward flow was being measured. Here the anode was
36situated in the low activity solution and hence Cl ions were being
removed from this solution with a consequent reduction in the counting
rate of the samples removed for analysis. The apparent flow rate of
Cl^ was therefore less than the true value. Since the rate of 
36increase of the Cl concentration in the sampling side was constant
36
as was the current density the number of Cl ions removed from the
solution and consequently,the reduction in count rate could be
obtained by the following method.
Consider a time t seconds after the start of the experiment.
The/
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The total number of chloride ions removed from the solution on to 
the electrode in this time is
CC1 -  1 t  Na (A.5.1)
F
where I is the total current in amps, F isa Faraday and N is
£L
Avogadro * s number.
During this time an increasing number of these ions will have
36been Cl ions and this rate of increase will be constant. Thus the 
36number of Cl ions removed from the solution can be expressed as 
follows:
* I t N
cc i  = 7  • — r *  <A- 5- 2>
*
Nwhere the value of — — is obtained as follows.
N
Prom the laws of radioactive decay,
kN*  “ “ f t  (A.5.3)
therefore,
N* * ( 1/k )(-dM*/dt ) (A.5.4)
where k is the rate constant for the decay process and ( -dN /dt )
is the rate of decay as measured by the counting rate of the
Tsamples. Also N is given by 7cN , where V is the volume of thea
half cell and c the concentration of chloride ions in the solution. 
Therefore equation (A.5*2) becomes,
Number of Cl^ions = c ^  =* ( 1/k )( -dlT/dt ). 1 t Ma (A.5.5)
removed from soln. VcN v
a
( 1/k )( -dN*/dt) I t 
VcP
To/
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To express this as a count rate equation is used and
the reduction in the counts produced during time t by the formation 
of AgCl^ is,
k ( 1/k )( -dIT*/at ) I t 
VcF
i.e. ( -dN*/dt ) I t 
VcF
This quantity must “be added to each sample count rate in order 
to obtain the true activity in the solution at that time before 
calculation of the transport number is done.
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APPENDIX A. 6 
Partial Molal Volume Calculations
The partial molal volume of an electrolyte raay be visualised
by considering a reservoir of water so large that the addition of one
mole of electrolyte will not alter the concentration. The change
in volume of the water when one mole of electrolyte 1,2 is added to
this large reservoir, of volumeV, is the partial molal volume of the
electrolyte at the indicated concentration at constant temperature,
T, pressure, P, and moles of the other components n. The partial
molal volume can be represented by the partial derivatives of the
total volume with respect to concentration at constant T,P, and n
(n  ^» moles of water),
^ n12^,P,n
V12 *  A.6.1
It can be shown that (1)
V » n^Y^ + n-j2 ^ l2  +  ----------—  cons’*'an^ A.b.2
The partial molal volume of an electrolyte nay be
evaluated from density measurements (2), For binary solutions the 
apparent molal volume is a more convenient method.
The apparent molal volume Q.y is defined by the relationship 
~»o
Qy ** V “ n5 ^3 T,P constant A,6«3
n12
where V is the volume of the solution containing moles of water
and n^2 mole3 of electrolyte, and Y^ is the molar volume of pure water 
at a given T and P ( ■ ^^d 0 wliere ^  is “olecular weight of
water and d° is the density of water). Since nV = the
the partial molal volume of the electrolyte 1,2 and water 3 are 
given by the equation
The apparent molal volume may he expressed in terms of the 
measured density d and the molecular weight n^ and of the water 
and electrolyte so that
„ * / n^M, + n.0M.0 x
• U  ? V
On the molar concentration scale where n^2 ■ c the molarity
\
equation A-6.& becomes
. 10.00 ,(d_° - d) + * *  A '6 '7
cd d
where d is the density of the solution 
By using the relationship
md° 1000 . > „c « ' — 1 ■ -  A .6.8
1000 +r
the partial molal volume of electrolyte and water may be determined 
from the molarity concentration scale by the equations
( 1000 •  0<$V ) i ( )
* «  * i 2000 . m i S T l  ! * ! * < = - !  *-6-5
and
2000 (18,016 / d°)
y -   rr----  A.b.10
 ^ 2000 + c ^ 2 ( )
< Af* )
At infinite dilution the partial molal volume Y^2 and the 
o
apparent molal volume are therefore equal,
Masson /
Table A.6.1
e
Electrolyte Concentration Q_v Sy
(molar)
HC1 0.1 18.20 0.830
LIC1 0.1 17.00 1.488
CsCl 0.1 39.15 2.172
\
NaCl 0.1 16.40 2.153
KbCl 0.1 31.87 2.219
KC1 0.1 26.52 2.327
O *
GLy and Sv are respectively the apparent molal volume at infinite 
dilution and the experimental slope of equation A. 6.11.
The above data was collected from reference 6.
Masson (3) found that the apparent molal volumes of electrolytes 
Qy vary with the square root of the molar concentration "by the linear 
equation
~ Q v  + H  ^  A* 6* 11
* t *  ^ Q y
Z / ?
simple relationship often extends to concentrated solutions. Scott (£)
UVJCv \where Sy is the experimental slope ( Sy- ■ — ) and that this
and Geffcken (5) have also examined this equation A.6,11 and found 
that it adequately represents the concentration dependence of<3_y over 
a wide temperature range (0 - 100?C).
The partial molal volumes of the electrolytes may therefore 
be determined from equation A.6.9 by firstly evaluating^y using 
equations A.6.11. The values o^Qy and Sy are tabulated ( table A.6.1) 
(6) for the electrolytes investigated. It is noted that the volume 
change at the cathode caused by the passage of one coulomb of 
electricity is VAg - VAgC1 (i.e. 10.27 -25*78 * -15*51) where 
^Ag ^AgCl 3X6 Partial molal volumes of silver and silver 
chloride respectively.
The partial molal volume of calcium chloride is therefore 
calculated using equations A.6.9 and A.6.11 to be 19*58 mis and 
the correction factor ($) is 0.32.
An alternative method of calculating the apparent molal volume 
values was also investigated. This method involved the use of the 
Redlick-Meyer equation (7 ) which is
Q y  **Qy + + by C A.6.12
1
where is the theoretical limiting slope and by is an emptrical 
constant determined from the experimental results. This equation 
A.6.12 produced a correction factor fi of 0.30 for calcium chloride. 
The discrepency between the two methods was well within the 
experimental error quoted*
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APPENDIX A.7 
. SOLVENT FIXED MOBILITY COEFFICIENTS 
Starting from equations 2,11
0 - Z  J ixi (2*11)
i-1
and 2.14  
4
Z  C.X.-0 (2.14)
i«1
the latter equation can either he used to eliminate X^ from equation 
2.11 and so give the phenomenological equations appropriate to the 
membrane fixed frame of reference.
(J1 - ^  J4) = linXn + 112X2 + 113X, (A.7.1a)
4
(J2 ■ ^  J4} ■ X21X1 + 122X2 + V 3  (A'7 'n )
(j^ - j^) - ij1x1 + ijgXg ^55^5 (a.7.1o)
4
or alternatively eliminate X^ and give the solvent-fixed phenomenological 
equations
(j«l “ c ' *“ + ^12^2 + L14X4 (A.7*2a)
3
(J2 " cT J3^  " L21X1 + L22X2 + L24X4 (A.7.2b)
3
(J4 ' 4  V  “ L41X1 + L42*2 + L44X4 (A,7.2o)
3
If X is eliminated from equations A.7»1a-c, using equation 2.14» and 
3
the.
the terms collected, they may be rewritten,
Oj, c
(J1 " c.'V “ ^ 1 1  " + ^12 ’ c*13^ ~ 4 113 x4 (A*7*3a)
4 3 3 3
c« c„ c
( j2 -  ^ 4) -  (121 -  ^ 23) * ,  ♦ (122 -  ^ 23) -  ^  V X4 CA>.3b)
(J3 ' ^ J4} ' (131 ‘ Z h 3 )X1 + (132 " ^ 133) " 4  X33 X4 (A,7'3c)4 3 3 3
These equations may be made formally identical to equations
C1A.7«2a-c by subtracting —  times eqn A.7*3c from eqn A.7.3a,C -y
°2subtracting —  times eqn A.7.3c from eqn A.7-3b and finally multiplyin
°4eqn A* 7* 3c all through b y  -s
°3
By equating coefficients in these resultant equations with those 
of eqns A.7»2a-c the following expressions for L- coefficients in 
terms of 1- coefficients are obtained.
°i °i
L11 ” 111 _ 2 cT 113 + ~  133 (A .7.4)
3 3
b 3  ‘ <A*7‘5>
c c2
L22 “ 122 -5cT 123 + ~2 133 (A. 7. S)
3
CjC. c .
l 14 " ■ ^ ' 133 ‘  (A*7*7)
3 3
*24 “ “J 1133 " ^  X23 (A,7,8)
3 3
c2
L4 4 " “2 x33 (A'7,9)
*3
Similarly /
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(A .7.14) 
(A. 7.15)
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COITUTIv?, PHOGRAJTg
begin corrjnent Tracer diffusion program 
integer n,f;
f:*=Format ( £  sss-d*dddd^-nd^ ); 
open (2C); open(7C);
start scopytext (2C,7C, i, J 1  ); 
ns«read (2C)j 
begin integer i«qq«h;
real sx,sy,sxy,sx2,sy2,m,c,d,dy,dm,'vro, 
afnn, avincft12ft; 
array x9y9yyfyc9e,coTrt (1:n)finc(2:n), s(l:9); 
boolean array duff (1 :n) ; 
boolean nohold, decay, ante, decapo; 
nohold s ^decays =»false;
;RXs=read (2C); 
sy:=read (2C);
ante: =if sx*sy then false else true; 
if ante then sy:=sy-sx; 
for i:«1 step 1 until n do 
begin x iils »read (2C);
yy (i) :=read (2C);
yy ( i ) * = y y ( i ) -  sx;
duff (i)safalse;
end;
vo:=read (2C); 
nn:=read (2C);
a:=read (2C); 
if ante then for i:=1 step 1 until n do 
begin yy (i) :=yy(i)-sy;
sys®syx(l-a/(vo-ix(nn-a)))
to ta l;
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end;
if in basic symbol (2C)^ 152 then decay: =true; 
for i:*1 step 1 until 9 do s(i):=read (2C); 
if in basic symbol (2C)=12 then nohold:=true; 
if a*C*C then
writetext (7G , ii 4C 1  SIMPLE*WITHDRAWL*S^1PLIITG£ 2c H  ) 
else
writetext (7Grl L  W  1 TOIIDHAWL/ADLITION^SAl^PLINGi, 2c H  );
if decay then
begin t 12:=read (2C);
t:«read (2C); 
for i:=1 step 1 until n do 
yy(i):«yy(i)/exp(-C•693/tl2x(i-1)xt)
end;
for is»1 step 1 until ndo y(i) :»yy(i) ; 
writetext (7C,i£2cl*DTTERVAl£lCSlBTCi2Ci}l); 
sx:*sx2:«C.C; qq:=C; 
for i:=2 step 1 until n do 
if not (duff(i) or duff(i=l)) then 
begin inc (i) :=(y(i)x(vo-(i-l)x(nn-a))-y(i-l)x 
(vo- ( i-1) x (nn- a) - a) ) / (X (i) -x ( i-1) ) /vo; 
write (7Crformat(j[ssddD ,i-1; 
out basic symbol (7C,161); 
write (7C,format(£ddD»i)> space(7C,6); 
write (7C,f,inc(i)); newline(7Crl); 
sx:=sx+inc(i); 
qq:«qq+1j
end;
avinc:=sx/qq;
for i:=2 step 1 until n do
1^4
sx2;=sx2+(if not (duff(i) orduff (i-1)) then 
(avinc^inc (i))t 2 else C.C); 
dm;=s qrt(sx2/(qq-l)); 
writetext (7C, A7ERAGB*BTC**][) ; 
write(7Cff,dm); 
corr(l):=C.C;
for i:»2: step 1 tentII n do^  corr(i) :=axy(i-1)/ 
(vo-(i-l)x(nn-a)) -avinc x (x(i)-x(i-l) )x(i-l)x 
(nn-a)/(vo-(i-1 )x(nn-a) ) +corr(i-1) j 
for I:=*1 step 1 •until n do y (i) :=y(i)+corr(i)j 
leastsq;; sx:»sy:=3xy:=sx2:*sy2:C.C; h:=*C;
for i:=1 step 1 imtil n do_ifnot duff(i) then 
herin sx:=sx+x(i); 
sy;«sy+y(i); 
sxy:=sxy+x(i) xy(i); 
sy2:*sy2+y(i)t2; 
sx2: =sx2+x ( i)> 2; 
hs*h+1;
end;
d:=hxsx2-sx 2
m:=(bxsxy-sxxsy) /d;
cs*(sx2xsy-sxxsxy)/d}
for. i:«1 sten 1 -until n do
if not duff (i) then yc(i) ;gmXX(i)+c;
dy:=sy2+hxc 2+ra 2xsx2-2x(cxsy+mxsxy-nxcxsx) }
dm; =*sqrt (hxdy/(h-2)/d);
d; =sqrt (dyxsx2/ (h-2)/d) ; 
for I:=1 step 1 until n do 
if not duff (i) then e(i):=y(i)-yc(i)5 
writetext (7C ♦ ((4c )?■?*«)); write ( JOff, m) j
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writetext (70 r ( (3s) S'O^A?JD^O'."IATIO’T*10T*!.^ =^  )•
write (7Crffdm);
writetext (7C. ((20) £*=)_ ) ;
write (7Cffrc);
writetext(7C,JX 3S1 STMDARD*ERROR*IN*C**X ) ?
write (7Cr£,&);
writetext (70,^ 2C ^ ]El?.S*ERf®]^ IN*Y**X )> 
write (7C,f,sqrt(dy/(h-2)));
writetext (7C,H 3c5s 1Y*HJIT£ 9s 1  CORRJ^  1Cs ]Y*CBS£ 8s  1  
Y*CALC £  7s 1  DEVIATION ( 2C j )j 
for i;«1 step 1 until n do if not duff (i) then 
begin write (7C,f, yy(i))>
write (7C,f ,corr(i)); 
write (7C,f, y(i));
write (7C,f, yc(i));
write (7C,f, e(i))> newline (7C,1);
end;
ds »mxvroxs (1 )xs (2)/(s (4)xs (5)x^C) 5 
writetext (7C,H.2C1  DIPRJSI0N*00EFP*D1A* =***}. ) 5 
write (7Crf,d); 
if not nohold then
begin writetext (7Cr^ (2o}HOLD*TIP*TI?IE^(KIN)*-»*X ) ? 
write (7C,fr-c/m);
writetext (7C,j[[2CX EOLI^TJP^DIE^DIIT^COE??****}^ ) * 
write (7Crfr-s(2)>2xm/(cx36o));
end;
dm: =C. 1173 5*sqrt ( s (9) x:5# 29xs ( 7)/s (8) ) x 
(s(8)xs(6)^2/s(7))t(l/3); 
writetext (7CrjX4clSCATTSRGOOD/LIGETK)OT*COHRECTIONX2cX
MASS^RMSFER*C0EPP*==**1 ) *
again:
newdata:
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write (7Crfydm);
writetext (70,( ( 2C) DIFFUSIQN*C0BFP*D1 *=**]_ )j 
write (7Crf,d/(l-(2xdxs(3)/(s(2)xdmxs(l))))); 
if. in basic symbol (2C)=12 then goto newdata: 
dacapo:-readboolean(2C);
if in basic symbol (2C) = 152 then for i:=read(2C) 
while in basic symbol (2C) 7^ 13 do duff (i) jgtrae; 
if dacapo then writetext (7C»„[j[. 6c jTOTAL*}^ ) else 
writetext(70,^ 6c^ LEAST*SQUARE*1 ); 
writetext (7C, >(RBCALCUMTION^!OTTING*POINTSX ) 5 
for i:=1 step 1 until n do
if duff (i) then write (7C,format (£sndjQ,i); 
newline (7C,2);
if dacapo then goto total else goto leastsq; 
if in basic symbol (2C) =142 then goto start; 
close (2C); close (7C) 
end->
boyih corr'ent ITon steady state Fickian diffusion program 
integer f,o,p; 
real e;
freformat (X^s-d.dddd^-nd^J; 
e:=ln(lC.C);
open (2C); open (TC);
aaain: copytext(20,70* jL 5 L  ) >
p:=read (2C); 
o:=read (2C)j
be^in integer i«m«ma,mc»md; 
real vo,nn,a,sxf sy; 
array ab,or,orc,err(l :o); 
boolean skip,dil,first; 
first t=tnie;
skip:=if in basic symbol (2C)»152 then 
false else true; 
if skip then 
ber?in sx:=»C.C;
fipto intake
end;
sx:=read (2C); 
sy:=read (2C);
dil: =if sx=sy then false else true; 
if dil then sy:=sy-sx; 
intake: for i:»1 sten 1 until o do
be^in ab(i):=read(2C); 
or(i):=read(2C); 
or(i):=or(i)-sx
end;
if skip then froto fit;
vo:=read(2C); 
nn:=read(2C);
a:=read(2C); 
if dil then for i:=1 step 1 until o do 
begin or (i):=or(i)-sy
sy:t=syx(l-a/(vo-ix(nn-a)))
end;
writetext (7Cr££2cs£BTTERVAL£ 1Cs }TOTAL*TNC £  2c ); 
for i:=*2 step 1 until o do
begin err (i) :=*( (or(i)-or(i-l))x(vo-(i-l)x(im-a))+ 
axor(i-l))/vo; 
writ e ( JC, f ormat (Jjssddjj r i-1) % 
out basic symbol(7C,161); 
writ e ( 7C, format (£ddjl_), i) j 
space(7Cr6);
write(7C,f,err(i)); newline(7Crl)
end;
orc(l):«C,C;
for i=2 step 1 until o do^  orc(i):»axor(i-l)/ 
(vo-(i-l)x(nn-a))-err(i)x(i-l)x(nn-a)/(vo-(i-l)x 
(rm-a) )+orc (i-1) ;
forL:=1 step 1 until o do or (i) :=or(l)+orc(i); 
writetext (7C,£(2c£POnTT£lCs}VDL*CORR(2C(}£ ); 
for i:**1 step 1 until o do
be,gin write(7C,format(£ssdd£)ri); space(7Cr5)5
write(7Crf,ore(i)) ; newline(7Cfl)
end;
fit: m:=p+1; 
ma:»p;
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-md:“rnx2-1; 
begin integer j ,k,lyn,mnyka,mb, am; 
real an3ybansybyinyq;
array cyd(l :ray1 :m)rtyx(l sm)rdetr(l:mc),keep(l:md);
procedure ASSICST(n);
value n;
integer n;
begin mns=n+1;
forit«=1 step 1 until n do 
begin .i;*»inn-i; \
if i<m and J<jn then c(iy j) :=keep(n)
end; 
end ASSIGN;
for i:=1 step 1 until m do t(i):=C.C;
for ls-1 step 1 until md do^keep(i):»C.C;
for is»1 step 1 until o do
begin in:=1»C;
for j:«1 step 1 until md do 
begin keep (j):=keep(j)+in;
if o<m then t(j)s=t(5)+or(i)xin5 
in:*inxab(i)
end
end;
for k:=1 step 1 until md do ASSIGN(k); 
ansssC.C;
for i:=1 step 1 until m do ans:=ans+(if c(iyi) C.C 
then. ln(c(iyi))/e else if c(i,l)=C»C then C*C 
else ln(ab3(c(itl)))/e; 
am:=m;
anss=ans/am; 
bansisIC.C^ ans;
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f
for i:=1 step 1 -until m dje 
begin
t (i) :=‘i(i)/bansj
for j:= 1 steo 1 until m do
c(i,j) s« c(i,j)/b ans;
end;
for js= 1 step 1 until me do 
beftin
for is® 1 step 1 until m do 
for ks® 1 step 1 until m do 
d(k,i)s® c(krl)$ 
bs® 1.C; 
mbs® 0—1;
if mb^C then for ks=1 steu 1 until m do 
d(k,mb)s= T(k); 
for k:=1 steu 1 until ma do 
begin 
kas®k+1;
if d(k,k)®C,C then goto P86 
P8Cs bs® d(k,k)xb; 
qs® d(k,k);
for 3.:= k step 1 until m do d(kfl) s® d(k,l)/q:
for 1;= ka steu 1 until m do
begin
as® d(l,k) 1
for n:= k steu 1 until m do 
a(l,n):= d(l,n)-d(k-n)xa; 
end;
for Is® ka step 1 until m do d(K,L);®C.C 
goto out;
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P86: for i:= ka step 1 until in do If d(k,i)^C*C then 
begin 
bs* -b;
for 1: = k step 1 until in do 
begin
ins* d(l,k);
i
d(l,k) :«d(l,i); 
d(l#i)s- in; 
end;
goto P8G; v
end;
detr(j) :=C.C; 
goto fin; 
out: end;
detr( j) :s=d(ra,m)xb; 
fin: end;
for js* 2 steu 1 until me dn x(j-l) ;=detr(o)/detr(l);
writetext(7C,XL 20 1  0RD2IE*0WIT * * * 1  );
write (7C,f ormat ( X dd X  )rP)>
writetext (7C, XL 40 }P0WER*0F*A X  5s ICOEMCJSNT X  2c II )»*
for is= 1 step 1 until m do
begin write(7C,format( (ssssdd) ), i-1);
♦
space(7C,4); 
write(7C,f,x(i) ); 
newline (7C, 1)
end;
for i:» step 1 until o do
be,gin orc(i):=x(m);
for j:= ma step-1 until 1 do^  orc(i) := :c(j)+
orc(i)xab(i);
finale:
202err(i):- or(i)-orc(i)
end;
writetext(7C,JX 2c6s ^ ABSCISSA £ 11s jOHDHTATE £ 11s £ 
CALC*ORDINATE £  11s ^DEVIATION £  2c £ £ ); 
for i:= steo 1 nntil o do 
be^n write(7C,f,ab(i)); space(7Cr3);
write(7C,f,or(i)) ; space (7C,3)i
write(7C,f,ore(i)) ; space(7C,8); 
write(7C,f,err(i)); newline(7C,1);
end;
if not first then
begin sy:= x(2); goto finale
end;
for i: = 1 step 1 until o do 
begin err (i):= x(m)x(ra-l);
£or j:= ma step -1 until 2 dn 
err(i):= x(o)x(j-l)+err(i)xab(i); 
or(i);« ln(err(i)xsqrt(ab(i))); 
ab(i):s l/ab(i)
end
end; 
ps« 1;
first:= false;
writetext(7C, ^4Cl0RDINATE*IS*N0W*LN(EP/HM? G.5) £c£ 
ABSCISSA*IS*N0W*1/T £4<0JL ) 5
goto fit; 
sx:» read(2G); 
sx:= sxxsx;
writetext(7C,£(6clDIP5USION*COEFETCIEt\IT*(Cli!2SEC-l)*-*(X ) 
write(7C,f,-sx/(syx24C));
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end; ~
if in basic symbol(2C)=142 then goto again; 
close (2C); close(7C)
r, V-
3 2 -' ■2-. • 2 ■ •
22.
'2 22 2 ' Jy
begin comment Transport numbers from self diffusion flux 
and flux with or against the current; 
integerz,l,f;
real ta,tb,tc,amp,joyjg,c,d,ratio,x; 
boolean with bar; 
f: = format (j[sss-d.dddd^-nd}3; 
open(2C); 0oen(7C); 
start: copytext(2C,7C,>(j}p; inbasic symbol(2C);
if in basic symbol(2C)=152 then with: = tzue else with:=false; 
bar:= false;
z: = read(2C); 
amp:= read(2C); 
c: = read(2C); 
d: = read(2C); 
jo: = read(2C); 
jg:= read(2C); 
tg:= read(2C);
1:= read(2C);
^x:= if in basic symbol(2C)=152 then else read (2C);
jo: = joxc/d; 
jgs= jgrc/d; 
cs= 9.6491Q4xzxoo/amp; 
d:= amp/z/og/9.649104; 
if with then ta:= 1/d else ta:= if in basic symbol(2C) =152 
then read(2C) elrel.C; 
tb:= C.C;
writetext (7C, ^ccXCYCI^X3slT^IVEIlX7s)T^AIOi8slHATI0Xcc}J_ ) 
z:= C;
loop: if z=1 then goto stop;
if with then
begin tc;= -cxln(l-dxtg);
ratio:* tg/tc; 
end else
begin tc:= cxln(l+dxtg) 
ratios* tc/tg; 
end;
write (TCjfomat^ssdd^JfZ); 
write (7C,fttg,); 
write (7C,f,tc); 
write (7C,frratio); 
newline(7C,l); 
retest: if abs(ratio-1.C)<x then gotoout;
if ratio^1«C then tbs* tg else ta: = tg; 
tg: = (ta+tb)/2; 
goto loop;
stop: writetext(7C,£TccXN0T^0IT7ERGSI^*WITimTCYCLE*LIlvIITXcc}X )
goto fin; 
outs if bar then goto fin; 
xs= x/1C; 
bar:= true;
Is* 1+1;
writetext (7CiLISC?iI.m:ATI0N*Ii;CRSA3KD*BY*TEI'Tic)J[> ); 
goto retest; 
fins if in basic symbol(2C)=142 then 
begin bars=false; goto start 
end;
close(2C); close(7C);
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"begin comment This program reads n sets of concn, molality/ 
density, equivalent conductivity, transport numbers, diffusion 
coefficients and activity term and it calculates Onsager L and 
R coefficients and three degrees of coupling and outputs the 
results in tabular form;
integer r, r1, r2, n, z, z1, z2, f, md, i, DYj
real R, F, T, M, q;
open(20); DV:*read(20); open(DV);
fi* format( -nddd.dddd ); copytext ( 20, DV, ;; )}
repeat: R:*» read (20); F:* read(20); T:« read(20);
again: copytext(20, DV, : );
M: = read (20); r1:*= read (20); r2:« read(20); 
z1:®read(20); z2:=read(20); r:» r1+r2;
zs®read(20); n:=read(20); md:«read(20); 
begin array c, d, m, t1, Ida, D, 111, 122, 112, R11, R22, R12, 
R10, R20, R00, F12, x, y, act 1:n ;
for i:« 1 step 1 until n do begin
c i :®read(20); d i :*read(20); Ida i :**read(20);
t1 i :«read(20); D i :®read(20); act i :®read(20);
end;
q :«10 8xR
DD38o+zo3oio3RSST->
begin comment This program reads n sets of concn, 
molality/density, eqivalent conductivity, 
transport numbers, diffusion coefficients 
and activity term and it then calculates 
Onsager L and R coefficients and three degrees 
of coupling and outputs the results in tabular 
form;
r > r1, r2, n, z, zl, z2, f, md, i, DV; 
real R, F, T, M, q;
open(20); DV:=read(20); ' open(DV);
f:=format(£-nddd.ddddl); copytext(20, DV, 
repeat: R:=read(20); F:=read(2o); T:=read(20); 
again: copytext(20, DV, 1:1); .
M:=read(20); r 1:=read(20); r2:=read(20); 
z!:=read(2o); z2:-read(2o); r:-r1+r2;
z:=read(2o); n:=read(20); md:=read(20) : 
begin. array c, d, m, t1, Ida, D, 111, 122, 112, R 11,
R22, R12, R 10, R20, R00, F12, x, y, act [l:n]; 
for i := 1 step 1 until n do begin
c[i]:=read(20): d[i]:=read(20): Ida[i]:=read(20);
■t-1 [i] :=read(20); D[i] :=read(20); act [i]:=read(20)— ~---
end,;
q :=10 rQxRxTxrxr1x z 1; 
for i := 1 step 1 until n do begin 
■xTiJ:=D[i]/(qxac t [i]); y[ij:=ldafi]/(1000XFT2); 
if md = 3 then mfi] := d [i] else 
m[i]:=c[i]/(dti]-0.001xc[i]xM);
111[i]:=y[i]xt1[i]T2/z1T2+r1T2xx[i]; 
i£ c[i]=0.0 then I12[i]:=0.0 else 
I12[i] :=y[iIx’tT[i]x( 1-t 1 [i])/( z 1X z 2) + rixr2xx[i];
122 [i] :=y [i]x( 1 -t 1 [ij )T2/z2»'2+r2T2xx[i]; 
x[i]:=111[i]xl22[i]-l12[i]T2;
R 11[i]:=122[i]/x[i]]
R 12[i]:=-l12[i]/x[ij; F12[i]:=-R12[i]xy[i];
R22[i]:=1 11[i]/x[i]; . v
if md = 3 then begin if c[i] = 0.0 then. x[i] :=0.0l807/z 
else xTil := 18.015xm[iJ/( 1000 x z x ,c[i]) end V
else x[i]:= 18.015/(z x (1000xd[i]-Mxc[i]));
Rl0[i] 
R20[i] 
R00[i]
=-(r1xR11[i]+r2xR12[i])xx[i];
=~(r1x R 12[i]+r2xR22[i]jxx[i];
=-(rixR10[i]+r2xR20[ij)xx[i] end: test(o);
writetext (DV, I  111slcl8sJjnl7slEqv*Condl6slt+l5slD( v)io5lsl
1+mXdlnGama /dml2cl 1); 
for i:=1 step 1 until n do, begin 
space(DV,"5 ); 
write(DV, f, c[i] ); 
write (DV, format (Jjndd.ddddddJJ . m[i]); 
write (DV, format(£-ssnddd.ddjj , lda[i]); 
write(DV, f, 1 1[i]); 
write(DV, f, D[i]);
write(DV, f, act[i]); newline(DV, 1); end:
writetext( DV, 1 I.2c9s TSqrt*SJ4sll1 l/Nf5sll 1 2 /N  
l5 sJ jL22 /N l6s lF l2 l7s lQ 12Lc lU s l 
X1OI7SL0+1216SJJ0+12I6S1J0+12I2C1 1 )j
for i := 1 step, 1 until n do begin
space(DV, 5); 
write(DV, f, 10xsqrt( z X c[i] X ( zl - z2 )/2) ); 
write(DV, f, 1 11[i] x »12 ); 
write (DV, f, H2[i]xiol2 ): 
write (DV, f, I22[i]xic12 
write(DV, f, Fl2[i]); 
write(DV, f, ll2 [ij/ Sqrt( 111[i]xl22[i] ) ); 
newline(DV, 1); end:
writetext( DV, £ f2c9slSqrt*S£4s]NR 1 l£6s£-NR 12£5sJ[ 
NR22£7s£ Q10£7 s £Q2 o £ c 10s £x 10£6s £ io-1 1 
X7sJjo-11 I 5 s L -  1 l!2cl 1  7j
for i := 1 step 1 until n do begin ._______
space(DV,5);
write(DV, f, 10x sqrt( z X c[i] X (z1-z2)/2 ) ); 
write(DV, f, R 11 [i]xio-11); 
write (DV, f, -R12 [i]xio-11) : 
write (DV, f, R22 [i]xio-11} ; 
write(DV, f, -R 10 [i]/sqrt( R 11[i]xR00[i] ) )j 
write(DV, f, -R20[i]/sqrt(R22[ijxROO[i]) ); 
newline(DV, 1); end:
writetext( DV, £  £2c9slSqrt*S£4s£-R1o£6s£
-R20l6sl-C0R1o£4s£-COR2o£4slROO/N£c 10s]
x io l7 s io -9 l7 s jjo -9 l6 s l3 o -iil6 s (L o - i i I0 s Io -7 l2 c l  1  ) ;
for i:= 1 step 1 until, n do begin
space(DV,5); 
write(DV, f, 10x sqrt( zx c[i] x (z1-z2)/2 ) ); 
write(DV, f, -l0-9x R 1o[i] )• write(DV, f, -io-9xR2o[i] ); 
write (DV, f, -no-11 xR 10 [i]/( zx x [i]) ); 
write(DV, f, - io -1 1  X R20[i]/ (zXx[i]) ); 
write (DV, f, ROO[i]xio-7 ); newline (DV, 1); 
end end: n:=read(2o);
if n = 1 then goto again else if n=2 then goto, repeat;
close(20); close(DV);
eod->
